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Editorial Note  

 

 

 It is both a privilege and pride for me as well as Barak Education Society to publish the seventh 

issue of our bi-annual interdisciplinary research journal Intellection .We started our Journey 

three years back with few invited articles but in course of time it is a great success on the part of 

our journal that its popularity has reached nationwide.  Intellection is fruit of hard labour on the 

part of all the members of the Barak Education Society and Editorial Board of the journal. I am 

thankful to all the article contributors for their valuable contributions to this Journal which have 

no doubt elevated the status of this issue. In this issue we have received a good number of 

articles and after duly reviewed by experts only fifteen articles are accepted for publication. We 

have published only those articles which are recommended by reviewers. Our Motto is Quality of 

the articles, not Quantity. The most significant point of this volume is that it consists of papers 

contributed by academicians, research scholars of different universities across the country .It is 

significant because research is not the property of academicians only but for all who hunt for 

truth. 

The editors of the journal will be left anticipating for suggestions from all sections of people in 

this academic cum critical endeavour. 

 
 
 

 
 Dr   Merina Islam 

Editor, Intellection 
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Documentary ‘Voice’ and the Representation of Untouchability: An 

analysis of Jai Bhim Comrade and India Untouched.  

 

Dr. Syed Murtaza Alfarid Hussain 

Assistant Professor, 

Department of Mass Communication, 

Assam University, Silchar 

Email id: alfarid.hussain@gmail.com 

 

ABSTRACT 

The ‘voice’ of the documentary is a contested concept. From the 

Griersonian ‘Voice of God’ narration techniques to ‘talking heads’ social 

actors, documentary filmmakers have employed all means available to 

eventually present their ‘authorial voice,’ their own points of view and 

interpretations to issues they contend with. The voice of documentary, 

then, is the means by which this particular point of view or perspective 

becomes known to us. Documentary therefore, is not a reproduction of 

reality but is a subjective construct, with a voice of its own. 

The emergence of a breed of independent documentary filmmakers, free 

from the stranglehold of the monopolistic state-controlled Films Division, 

led to the interrogation of several pressing issues afflicting the polity and 

society of India. Positioned within this evolution of documentary 

tradition in India, this paper aims to analyse the narrative devices of two 

socio-political documentary films, Anand Patwardhan’s Jai Bhim 

Comrade and K. Stalin’s India Untouched, to see how these documentary 

filmmakers grapple with the issue of untouchability that exist in society 

using documentary narrative conventions that provokes the audience to 

draw socially critical conclusions about the condition of the Dalits in our 

country. The paper, in conclusion, argues that in an age of mainstream 

corporatized media, where the voices of the marginalized remain largely 

ignored, the documentary can provide a viable option to the subaltern 

voices, both as a tool for social expression and as an art form.  

              Keywords: Documentary, Anand Patwardhan, Stalin K., Untouchability, 

Jai Bhim    Comrade, India Untouched. 
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Introduction:  

The documentary genre of filmmaking has crossed 100 years since it was first recognized 

as a distinct art of representation. Many ideological and technological changes have 

influenced the evolution of this non-fiction genre, both as a theory and as a practice.  The 

impression of representing reality is the central idea to the documentary tradition.  But how 

objectively is that reality represented, is a contested terrain within documentary studies that 

has invited the scholastic interventions of documentary practitioners and theorists.   

Filmmakers are often drawn to documentary modes of representation when they want to 

engage us in questions or issues that pertain directly to the historical world we all share. 

Some will stress the originality or distinctiveness of their own way of seeing the world: we 

will see the world we share as filtered through a particular perception of it. Some will stress 

the authenticity or fidelity of their representation of the world: we will see the world we 

share with a clarity or transparency that downplays the style or perceptions of the 

filmmaker (Bill Nichols, 1991).  

Hence, if documentaries represent issues and aspects, qualities and problems found in the 

historical world, they can be said to speak about this world through a combination of 

sounds and images. This complex interaction of sounds and images combined with the 

filmmakers’ unique perception of the external reality raises the question of “voice.”  

Bill Nichols, in his book, ‘ Representing Realities,’ presented a theoretical analysis of the 

modes of documentary voice. Nichols claims that ‘four modes of representation stand out 

as the dominant organizational patterns around which most documentary texts are 

structured (1991, p32). These four different styles are: Expository, Observational, 

Interactive, and Reflexive. These four styles, constitute what Nichols (1991, p32) calls ‘the 

voice of documentary’. 

 

In defining ‘voice’ in terms of documentary, Nichols describes ‘voice’ as: 

 

Something narrower than style: that which conveys to us a sense 

of a texts’ social point of view, of how it is speaking to us and 

how it is organizing the materials it is presenting to us. In this 

sense ‘voice’ is not restricted to any one code or feature such as 

dialogue or spoken arrangement. It is perhaps akin to that 

intangible, moiré-like pattern formed by the unique interaction of 

all of the films’ codes, and it applies to all modes of 

documentary. 

 

Therefore, the voice of documentary relates to the ways in which documentary film and 

video speaks about the world around us, but from a particular perspective. When a 
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documentary makes a case or advances an argument, “voice” refers to how it does so (Bill 

Nichols, 1991). From the Griersonian ‘Voice of God’ narration techniques to ‘talking 

heads’ social actors, documentary filmmakers have employed all means available to 

eventually present their ‘authorial voice,’ their own points of view and interpretations to an 

issue of the external reality.  

 

In documentaries we find stories or arguments, evocations or descriptions that let us see the 

world in a new light. But documentary is not a reproduction of reality; it is a representation 

of the world we already occupy. It stands for a particular view of the world, one we may 

never have encountered before even if the aspects of the world that is represented are 

familiar to us. Documentary is therefore, what we might call a “fuzzy concept.” (Bill 

Nichols, 1991) 

 

Independent Documentary Movement in India:  

India boasts of a vibrant independent documentary filmmaking community that moved 

away from the institutional control of the monopolistic state-controlled Films Division. 

This movement had its origins in national politics and continues to respond to major 

upheavals in Indian society in interesting ways. Indian documentary filmmakers have today 

carved a niche for themselves in the non-fiction story-telling world with their creativity and 

hard-hitting works on subjects ranging from Indian arts and social concerns to natural 

history. Films on issues such as human rights, censorship, gender roles, communal politics, 

individual liberty and sexual identity form the new Indian documentary filmmaking 

community. The films belonging to this movement is characterized by complex sound 

tracks, where music and songs play an important role in the story-telling process. The 

absence of voice-overs is another characteristic of this new documentary genre. Oral 

testimony by way of on-camera interviews is heavily used in most of these documentary 

films. Despite challenges of censorship, funding and distribution, Indian documentary 

filmmakers are generating important debates through their films that have become central 

to Indian politics and the most pressing socioeconomic and cultural issues of the day. 

Documentaries have become, the sites for a radical new political aesthetics, as some recent 

films so provocatively suggest. Anand Patwardhan is one such distinctive voice in 

contemporary documentary cinema in India, along with other filmmakers like Tapan K. 

Bose, Gauhar Raja, Sanjay Kak, Paromita Vohra, Mike Pandey, Rakesh Sharma, Pankaj 

Butalia, Mrinmoy Bhowmick, and Stalin K. 

 

Political documentary cinema in India has a long history of tracing social injustice and 

suffering, depicting political unrest, intervening in periods of crisis and upheaval, and 

reflecting upon pressing subject matter like ideology, cultural identity, genocide and 

traumatic memory. While documentary film in India has traditionally been regarded as 

fiction cinema’s younger cousin, perhaps it is especially in this region that the work of 
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documentarians, consistently urgent, committed and explorative, has contributed to the 

development of Indian narrative film’s recognizable international character as a 

spontaneously raw, artistically innovative, and politically engaged cinema. 

This paper examines how documentary texts, in particular those that are associated with the 

tradition of political documentary, negotiate their way into being. For this purpose, the 

researcher analyses two documentary films, both structured around the issue of 

untouchability in India.  The first is the film Jai Bhim Comrade by Anand Patwardhan 

released in 2011. The second is India Untouched: Stories of a People Apart by Stalin K. 

Padma. The paper demonstrates a diverse range of strategies and approaches through which 

political documentaries by Indians consistently make demands on spectators, requiring 

them to question their own assumptions about social reality, history, economic 

development, ethics, political allegiance, and class, race, nation, gender and other markers 

of social difference, as these two films successfully manage to do. 

 

Untouchability and Dalits: An agenda for social transformation 

Dalits, known and considered as the ‘untouchables’, are 19 per cent of India’s population. 

The caste system is the central fabric of the social, economic, political and cultural life in 

India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal, among other places in South Asia. The 

identity of ‘untouchable’ emerged from the practice and belief—even today—that touching 

people from castes identified as the lowest can bring about defilement from the impurity 

that people from such castes carry from birth till death. This impurity comes from bad 

deeds or sins committed in a previous birth. Very little is known to the world outside about 

the caste system due to its non-visibility. This lack of knowledge exists both because of 

under-focused academic research, and the powerful defense of countries in which the caste 

system is present; these countries continuously deny the existence of the system to the 

world outside. 

 

‘Dalit’ is the modern and popular identity term that is self-chosen by the community that 

has suffered historic discrimination on the basis of caste. Over time, the Dalit movement 

has gone through several paths and upheavals. It has spread itself across avenues of mass 

mobilization, affirmative action programs, religious conversions, land reforms, education, 

legal recourses, and use of global human rights.  

 

What governs the daily life of a Dalit is discrimination on the basis of caste. Discrimination 

manifests itself through visible practices such as separate drinking water wells, segregated 

housing colonies, separate burial grounds, segregated places of worship, separate seating of 

children during mid-day meals at school, prohibition of inter-caste dining and marriages, 

prohibition of dressing like others do or mounting a horse during a wedding, amongst 

scores of other forms. Discrimination also manifests itself through non-visible forms in the 
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shape of caste prejudices that can be heard in the spoken language through idioms and 

phrases as well as in literature.  

 

 

Jai Bhim Comrade by Anand Patwardhan 

The title, Jai Bhim Comrade is a metaphor used by Anand Patwardhan to salute a Dalit 

revolutionary balladeer Vilas Ghogre, who anchors the theme of the film. Vilas embodied 

the amalgam of Marxist and Ambedkarite ideologies and tensions associated with it. 

Released in 2011, with a running time of 198 minutes, Jai Bhim Comrade is made in a 

gigantic scale where Patwardhan attempts to negotiate the issue of Dalit identity.  A film 

that took 14 years to make, Patwardhan starts off with an incident in July 1997 at Ramabai 

Nagar in Mumbai where police firing led to the deaths of 10 Dalits. Five days later, Vilas 

Ghogre, a revolutionary Dalit poet-balladeer, saddened by the deaths of his bretherns, 

committed suicide. Using the death of Vilas Ghogre as the fulcrum, Patwardhan straddles a 

multitude of issues ranging from atrocities on Dalits, to Dalit politics, its eventual co-option 

and corruption into the mainstream political machinery of the country, and the emergence 

of new Dalit voices in the form of the Kabir Kala Manch. He does that by employing the 

mode of songs and music by different Dalit groups, speeches by Dalit leaders and extensive 

interviews by Dalits and non-Dalits alike as the narrative technique to address these myriad 

issues.  

 

Jai Bhim Comrade is a giant sweep providing a subaltern perspective to India’s 

uncomfortable truth about untouchability and caste discrimination. From the slums of 

Ramabai Nagar, which sparks off the action, the film travels in time and space as 

Patwardhan embarks on a 14-year long journey to understand the currents and the cross-

currents of the churning taking place within the Dalit community in Maharashtra since the 

police firing at Ramabai Nagar in 1997. Patwardhan attempts to situate the question of 

Dalit identity in the contemporary socio-political history of our times.  

 

Jai Bhim Comrade, like all of Patwardhan’s previous films, is an impassioned argument for 

a just society. It is comprehensive and is essay-like in scale and scope. Above all else, it is 

a film about music and poetry – the music and poetry of those who often have little else. 

The film is replete with songs of Dalit pride and self-respect, of empowerment and a shared 

history of caste oppression, of eulogizing Ambedkar to urging people to break away from 

the shackles of a pre-ordained destiny. Riding on the beautiful young voice of Sheetal 

Sathe of the Kabir Kala Manch, the film is a poeticized tribute to the tradition of protest 

music and revolutionary songs that has a glorious history in Maharashtra since the days of 

Sant Tukaram.  
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Revolving around the Ramabai Nagar firing, the film makes transitions to different stories 

using music as the glue that binds, ensuring that the framework becomes stronger with each 

new layer of complexity. Built upon a series of probing interviews that express sympathy 

for the victim and raise tough questions to those who resign to the status quo without taking 

obvious sides, the film’s effect is sobering, with the camera doing all the talking.  
 

I will grant that my films are perhaps somewhat more verbal than visual 

in that I am wary not to rob people of their voice and steal only their 

image. I want my films to be cross-pollinators, carrying voices across 

natural and man-made divides. In deeply unjust and segregated societies 

they do the job of democracy. Silence or non-verbal moments in these 

films occur rarely, but when they do, they are significant precisely 

because they are rare. (Anand Patwardhan, 2014) 
 

India Untouched: Stories of a People Apart by Stalin K. Padma 

Stalin K. Padma is another prominent member of the independent documentary film 

movement in India. Before turning into a documentary filmmaker, Stalin K. has been 

making films on human rights issues, trying to explore and reveal unheard voices, trying to 

bring out perceptions and realities that we are not very comfortable to deal with. He says he 

tries to bring out the opinions of those people that we consider as unimportant. His film, 

India Untouched - Stories of a People Apart, completed in 2007 documents untouchability 

all over India showing the gravity of discrimination against Dalits and critiques the 

justification of this systematic oppression by the caste-system.  
 

India Untouched took about four years to make, covering 8 states, four different religions 

plus communism, across rural, urban and semi-urban areas. Stalin K spent 4 years traveling 

across the country gathering over 900 minutes of footage, of which he cut out this 106 

minute film, to prove that the caste system propounded by scriptures nearly 4000 years ago 

still exists in India.  Stalin provides a staggering range of evidence in his film to show that 

untouchability remains firmly entrenched in the psyche of the people of this country.  
 

In Madurai in Tamil Nadu, there are certain areas where Dalits are not allowed to walk 

with their slippers on in the upper caste localities. They have to get down from their 

bicycles while passing through upper caste localities. Several tea stalls in Tamil Nadu have 

separate teacups for the Dalits. In Gujarat, Dalits cannot travel in the tempos along with the 

upper caste people. Dalit children are always made to sit at the back of the classroom and 

they cannot sit together along with the other children to have their mid-day meal at school. 

Young Dalit school children are made to clean the toilets in school. The Dalit women folk 

in the villages cannot draw water from the community well in Rajasthan and they cannot 

wash their clothes in the upstream of the rivers. Stalin, while documenting these illegal 

practices, also interviews the upper caste person, which allows the audience to realize that 

untouchability remains a grim reality in our country.  
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Stalin goes on to show that Islam, Christianity and Sikhism as they are practiced in India, 

are just as wrought with casteism. He argues that untouchability and caste system is not just 

a rural phenomenon. He covers villages and towns from southern, northern and western 

states and even the larger metros. There is a comprehensive account of the various forms 

that discrimination can take, beginning with symbolism like not being allowed to enter tea 

stalls and temples and having to take their shoes off in upper caste areas through issues of 

marriage and education, right up to the brutality of forced occupations like scavenging and 

violence and rape used to “show them their place”. 
 

There are Rajput farmers and Brahmin scholars on record talking about how Dalits “have 

no rights” and quotes from the Manusmriti which lay down these rules of segregation. He 

follows the trail of bias into an urban hospital and the JNU. But perhaps his strongest point 

is made as children from various classes reiterate these values without really knowing 

where they come from. 
 

Cinematically the presentation is basic with only an occasional split screen device to break 

the monotony. The film maintains an emotional distance from stories for most part even 

though there is an obvious attempt to exclude any sort of counterpoint to the thesis. Caste 

bias is a psychological issue, woven into our rituals, faith, tradition and even our names. 

The film clearly takes a pro reservation stand but it does little to explain its merits or 

politics or the impact of Mandal recommendations on the issue. The documentary itself 

shows how abusive forms of discrimination morph into “hi-tech” forms among the 

educated classes. The film ends with a semblance of hope although accepting the reality 

that there is a long way to go.  
 

Conclusion  

Although similar in politics and topic, the two films differ slightly in the conditions of their 

production, their narrative form and mode of address and presentation. These differences 

reflect repeated attempts by the filmmakers to realize their critical intentions while 

addressing the common issue of untouchability. Both films desist from using voice-overs, 

which is characteristic of the new documentary aesthetics. The absence of voice-over of a 

disembodied and omniscient narrator is largely the result of the development of a 

theoretical orthodoxy that condemns it for being inevitably and inherently didactic. Voice-

over is the unnecessary evil of documentary, the resort of the ‘unimaginative and 

incompetent’ (Kozloff 1988: 21). Direct Cinema pioneer Robert Drew, in an article entitled 

‘Narration can be a killer’, contends that only documentaries that eschew narration as a 

structuring device can ‘work, or are beginning to work, or could work, on filmic-dramatic 

principles’, that only films that tell a story directly (without voice-over) can ‘soar’ into a 

utopian realm ‘Beyond reason, Beyond explanation, Beyond words’. As Drew 

dogmatically concludes, ‘words supplied from outside cannot make a film soar’, so 

‘narration is what you do when you fail’ (Drew 1983: 271–3). 
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However, both films are an education for India about the extent of the discrimination and 

injustice that Dalits continue to face. Jai Bhim Comrade is clearly a more nuanced and 

layered film encompassing the changing contours of the issue of Dalit identity acting out 

within the larger canvass of our dynamic yet static value-system. Jai Bhim Comrade also 

briefly deals with the Khairlanji caste atrocity case in 2006 before moving to Mumbai 

where upper caste youths are demanding job reservation, thereby demolishing the myth 

that caste consciousness and caste mobilization are only practiced by the so-called ‘lower 

castes.’ Through Jai Bhim Comrade, Patwardhan argues that the identity of ‘dalit’ as a 

caste and ‘worker’ as a class is inextricably interwoven and that there simply cannot be a 

wall between ‘class struggle’ and the struggles for dignity, equality, and political assertion 

of the dalits. 

The subjective construct of documentary is evident in both the films as they somewhat 

work against what could have been more balanced narratives.  In Jai Bhim Comrade as 

well as India Untouched, not a single moderate, secular person from the privileged strata 

appear in the films to represent the many ‘upper caste’ Indians who are sympathetic to the 

Dalit cause. Every upper-caste character shown in the two films is making racist slogans, 

incendiary speeches or appearing totally ignorant about the caste issues and seems to be in 

a state of denial about the caste prejudices and discrimination that still exists in our society.  

After establishing that untouchability is not just a Hindu construct and that caste system 

and caste prejudices exists in other religions too, Stalin goes a step further to establish that 

this form of oppression, ironically, exists within the various sub-castes of the Dalit 

community too. We see that a Harijan boy refuses to drink water from a Valmiki boy and a 

Wankar woman says she would not allow a Bhangi to enter her house, because they would 

get polluted. Stalin does not try to brush aside the prejudices of the Dalits too. Similarly, 

Patwardhan too, also castigates the Dalit leadership for hobnobbing with the very people 

who were responsible for the desecration of Ambedkar’s statue and the subsequent police 

firing at Ramabai Nagar that led to the deaths of 10 dalits. In a telling image that convey 

the existential dilemma of the dalit identity, we see Namdeo Dhasal, the legendary Dalit 

activist-poet sharing the stage with Shiv Sena supremo Bal Thakeray, the same Shiv Sena 

under whose government, the police firing at Ramabai Nagar had taken place in 1997.  

In conclusion, we can say that both films are rare occasions when a subaltern population is 

brought to the attention of the nation-state. Both films demonstrate how certain forms of 

violence can often remain invisible because they are made possible and justified by 

fundamental liberal assumptions. Both films aim to create critical self-awareness in lower 

and upper class viewers alike, and ultimately to foster inclusive spaces of debate in the 

context of deeply ingrained practices of inequality only exacerbated by the exclusionary 

neoliberal logic. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Through out history man through religious mandates had always kept 

woman limited to the household and termed her as a property of the father 

and then handed over to the husband. If one studies the word female, the fe 

is derived the English fee, fe, feoh, Anglo Saxon feoh: cattle, money, 

property. Thus, “female” was termed to be equivalent to “property” of a 

“male. In U.S. the position of women was not women friendly in many 

matters till the early twentieth century.   Many rights have been granted to 

American women as a result of their consistent efforts. CEDAW in 1979 

was ratified by India in 1993, and end number of legislations has followed, 

to protect women from atrocities inside the four walls of home, at the 

office, on the road and wherever she goes but to no avail. Still law does not 

seem to help women. It is time to think in a different perspective. Law 

should be supplemented with power.  The policy of the government in 

2001 was something in this line but it never materialized. This is the 

requirement of today. Women do not need law to protect her anymore but 

the law to exercise and yield power which will definitely give greater 

protection to her and to this extent this article makes a genuine effort to 

make a study across the nations in this matter.  

  

Historical perspective                                                                         

The history of woman starts in the garden of Eden , where after God created man , God 

created animals and plants for him , but God realized that this did not make Adam the man 

happy. It is then that God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam and he slept and he took one 

of his ribs, and closed up with the flesh. And with the rib, God made into a woman and 

brought her to the man. 

mailto:giftyoommen@gmail.com
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 Adam said, ‘This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh and she shall be called 

Woman, because she was taken out of Man’.
1
 Later Adam calls his wife’s name Eve because 

she was the mother of all living.
2
 

Therefore it is very clear that God never created woman inferior to man as he formed her 

from his ribs and not from his feet. So her position just like the rib is parallel to a man .She 

was addressed with such respect from the man as part of his very body and not someone 

different from him like the animals around him.  

The reason for blaming the woman throughout history by man is derived from another 

portion of the bible where she is held responsible for making Adam eat the forbidden apple of 

the Garden. God then curses the “woman” by making her live under the rule of her husband 

Therefore she is referred to as untrustworthy, seductive ,tempting personality who needs to be 

under subjection of man , the higher human . The fact that God punished both individually 

makes it manifest that God did not discriminate on gender issue but treated them equally and 

did not blame woman over and above the man
3
.  

Through out history man through religious mandates had always kept woman limited to the 

household and termed her as a property of the father and then handed over to the husband. 

  

If one studies the word female, the fe is derived the English fee, fe, feoh, Anglo Saxon 

feoh: cattle, money, property. Thus, “female” was termed to be equivalent to “property” of a 

“male. The first syllable, fe, is derived from the Greek phero, meaning, “to bear, to carry,” 

Latin fētus: “bearing, bringing forth of young.” The second syllable mina means, to be 

“smooth, hairless,” (human females have less body hair than human males), as well as “a 

measure of money.” Thus, Latin fēmina literally means, “to carry less hair,” or “to bear 

money,” “to bring forth young that are worth money 

In U.S. the position of women was not women friendly in many matters till the early 

twentieth century.  Tradition saw this as the property of her husband; this concept has been 

long rejected by the state as of now. 

Under the common law of both England and the United States, a married woman enjoyed a 

legal status only slightly better than that of a slave. Until the mid-nineteenth century, in no 

state of United States could a married American woman own property, make a will, inherit, 

sue or be sued, enter into a contract, or exercise any other of her most basic civil rights. Even 

single and widowed women, many of whom owned large amounts of property, were deprived 

of political rights: they could not vote, hold office, or sit on a jury. The gradual dissolution of 

women's inferior legal status began with the passage of married women's property laws, 

beginning before the Civil War and continuing throughout the twentieth century. 

 The emergence of the Woman's Movement was clearly linked-both temporally and 

ideologically-with the drive to end slavery.
4
 The date which has historically signified the 

                                                           
1
 Bible – Genesis 2:23 

2
 Id – Genesis 3:20 

3
 Id- Genesis 3:11-19 

4 For many women in the United States, involvement in the abolitionist movement led to a recognition of their 

own inferior status. At its 1863 national convention, the Women's National Loyal League passed a resolution in 
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beginning of an organized campaign for women's rights is July 19, 1848; this is the date of 

the Seneca Falls Convention. Here Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott resolved to 

orchestrate this gathering after being humiliated at the 1840 World Anti-Slavery Convention 

in England, when, following a bitter debate, the Convention refused to seat any female 

delegates.' According to Stanton, women were rejected because, according to English 

prejudices at that time, women were excluded by Scriptural texts from sharing equal dignity 

and authority with men in all reform associations. The document that emerged from the 

Seneca Falls meeting-the Declaration of Sentiments-essentially became the manifesto of the 

Woman’s Movement. 

The Declaration was composed and delivered by Elizabeth Cady Stanton and signed by all in 

attendance. Stanton modelled the introduction after the Declaration of Independence, 

emphasizing women's natural rights: 

 

We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal; that they 

are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, 

and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights governments are instituted, deriving 

their just powers from the consent of the governed. The history of mankind is a history of 

repeated injuries and usurpations on the part of man toward woman, having in direct object 

the establishment of an absolute tyranny over her. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a 

candid world. He has never permitted her to exercise her inalienable right to the elective 

franchise. He has compelled her to submit to laws, in the formation of which she had not 

voice. He has made her, if married, in the eye of the law, civilly dead. He has taken from her 

all right in property, even to the wages she earns. He has so framed the laws of divorce, as to . 

. . whom the guardianship of property the children shall be given, as to be wholly regardless 

of the happiness of women-the law, in all cases, going upon a false supposition of the 

supremacy of man, and giving all power into his hands. After depriving her of all rights as a 

married woman, if single, and the owner of property, he has taxed her to support a 

government which recognizes her only when her property can be made profitable to it. He has 

monopolized . . . all the profitable employments.... As a teacher of theology, medicine, or 

law, she is not known. Now, in view of this entire disfranchisement of one-half the people of 

this country, their social and religious degradation-in view of the unjust laws above 

mentioned ... we insist that [women] have immediate admission to all the rights and 

privileges which belong to them as citizens of the United States.
5
 

As adopted, Section One of the Fourteenth Amendment reads as follows: 

All persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof are 

citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or 

enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
support of equal civil and political rights for "citizens of African descent" and white women. STANTON, supra 

note 1, at 57-66. Delegate Angeline G. Weld stated: 

I rejoice exceedingly that that resolution should combine us 'with the negro. I feel that we have been with him; 

that the iron has entered into our souls. True, we have not felt the slave-holder's lash; true, we have not had our 

hands manacled, but our hearts have been crushed. 

 
5 Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 1 History of woman suffrage, 1848-1861, at 70-71 (Amo Press ,ed., 1969) 
(1881). 
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States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due 

process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. 

Incidentally section 2 of the amendment gave the right to vote only to men. There was uproar 

against it as slaves were given right to vote but women were excluded as the section read that 

only male of 21 years could vote. Sixty years after the enactment of the Fourteenth 

Amendment, feminist Carrie Chapman Catt wrote: to get that word, male, out of the 

Constitution, cost the women of this country 52 years of pause less campaign; 56 state 

referendum campaigns; 480 legislative campaigns to get state amendments submitted; 47 

state constitutional convention campaigns; 277 state party convention campaigns; nineteen 

campaigns to get suffrage planks in the party platforms; nineteen campaigns with nineteen 

successive Congresses to get the federal amendment submitted, and the final ratification 

campaign.
6
 

 

The right of trial by a jury of one’s peers was not allowed earlier to women under the 

fourteenth amendment. Women’s rights advocates were vigorously demanding the right to be 

tried by a jury of their peers, as was evidenced by this clause of the Declaration of Rights for 

Women, delivered at the 1876 Centennial Celebration: 

The Right of trial by a jury of one's peers was so jealously guarded that States refused to 

ratify the original Constitution until it was guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment. And yet the 

women of this nation have never been allowed a jury of their peers-being tried in all cases by 

men, native and foreign, educated and ignorant, virtuous and vicious. Young girls have been 

arraigned ... for the crime of infanticide; tried, convicted, and hanged ...while no woman's 

voice could be heard in their defence ...jury
7
 

Similarly the right to profession was not allowed in the past as the Supreme Court rejected 

the idea that the right to practice law in a state court was a privilege or immunity of United 

States citizenship in Bradwell v. Illinois. It concerned the case of Myra Bradwell, the editor 

of the Chicago Legal News." Bradwell passed the Illinois bar examination in September of 

1869 and applied for admission to the state bar, but was rejected because she was a woman.'  

The ,Illinois Supreme Court stated that Myra Bradwell could not become a member of the bar 

because she was married, and therefore would not be bound by any contracts, including those 

between attorney and client. Bradwell argued that her right to pursue an occupation was a 

privilege of her citizenship guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment."
8
 Since then the 

American women have come a long way into freedom and liberty. 

Indian scenario 

                                                           
6
 Mildred Adams, the right to be people 68-69 (1966); Stanton, supra note 1, at 48. 

7 Declaration of Rights for Women, Anne f. Scott & Andrew M. Scott, One half the people: the fight 

for woman suffrage 4 (1975), at 91. Even during the pre-abolition stage of the Woman's Movement, 

Sarah Grimke had made similar demands: In ecclesiastical, as well as civil courts, woman is tried and 

condemned, not by a jury of her peers, but by beings, who regard themselves as her superiors in the 

scale of creation. Her condition resembles, in some measure, that of the slave, who, while he is 

denied the advantages of his more enlightened master, is treated with even greater rigor of the law. 

8
 83 U.S. at 133-134(1874). 
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The National policy for the empowerment of women in 2001 stated that India is 

signatory and has ratified the Convention on elimination of all forms of Discrimination 

against women in 1993 called as CEDAW. It stressed the need to give equal access and 

participation for women in decision making in legislative, judiciary, executive, corporate, 

statutory bodies, advisory committees, boards, trusts etc. The policy also emphasised 

affirmative action regarding quotas in legislation. The economic participation of women and 

their presence as quotas in all decision making setups will help in giving a better projection 

and also protection to the women workforce in quantitative terms and is important not only 

for lowering the disproportionate levels of poverty among women, but also as an important 

step toward raising household income and encouraging economic development in country as 

a whole. Amartya Sen makes a compelling case for the notion that societies need to see 

women less as passive recipients of help, and more as dynamic promoters of social 

transformation, a view suggesting that the education, employment and ownership rights of 

women have a powerful influence on their ability to control their environment and contribute 

to economic development. India has seen a great struggle through centuries to find and give 

woman the right position in society. Though in the Vedic period the woman were supposed to 

occupy respectable status in the society but this deteriorated towards the Manusmriti period. 

The Manusmriti also known as Manav Dharam Shastra, is the earliest metrical work on 

Brahminical Dharma in Hinduism. Manu states the following
9
 : Girls are supposed to be in 

the custody of their father when they are children, women must be under the custody of their 

husband when married and under the custody of her son as widows. In no circumstances is 

she allowed to assert herself independently. 

The class struggle was very evident in the attitude towards women in India. Sati and child 

marriage was in vogue. Dowry system was on the increase and as a result female infanticide 

was practiced. Pre-independence saw Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar coming up with the widow 

remarriage and then women was given possession over her late husband‘s property and enjoy 

it till her death it was also called women’ estate. 

Independence saw a free India, a signatory to the United Nations declaration on Human 

Rights1948. The Indian Constitution treated men and women equal in the eyes of law quite in 

variance to the experience in US. It gave exclusive protection to women under Article 15(3) 

in terms of reservations and also for employment under Article 16.In effect we were starting 

from where the other democratic nations ended in terms of women liberation, though the 

process is still continuing in those progressive nations. Indian women never had to wage war 

for right to vote and equality like in the west as our democracy being a new one had already 

accepted these rights in written form. 

Women were given equal rights to marriage and divorce in the Hindu Marriage Act 1955. 

Property rights were finally equally divided among girls and boys of the parents through the 

2005 amendment of the Hindu Succession Act 1956. Equal Remuneration Act guarantees 

equal pay for equal work. Maternity Act gives maternity leave up to three months extended to 

                                                           
9
 Status of women as depicted by manu in the manusmriti-Written by Hirday N. Patwari http:// twitter. 

Com/Nirmukta.August 27, 2011 7:29 pm 

http://nirmukta.com/author/hirday-n-patwari/
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four and a half months to six months. Now lately by the Kerala High Court decision in 2014, 

even surrogate mothers are entitled to maternity leave. Domestic violence Act 2005 is there 

to prevent domestic violence whether it is on any woman married or in live in relationship in 

the precincts of the home.  

A hapless young female paramedic was subjected to one of the most gruesome sexual 

assaults in the history of our nation, in a moving bus in December 2012. Those who raped 

and assailed her and her companion dumped her on the wayside, presuming her to be dead. 

This left the entire nation in a state of shock and horror. The public outrage in the streets of 

national capital, forced the legislature to come up, with series of legislative measures in the 

form of Criminal Law (Amendment) Ordinance, 2013 (hereinafter referred to in this article as 

"the 2013 Ordinance") followed by the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013 (hereinafter 

referred to in this article as "the 2013 Act") which paved the way for crucial amendments to 

all three major criminal laws, i.e. the Indian Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure and 

the Indian Evidence Act. 

Under the Ordinance, penalties for certain offences are quite inconsistent. For instance, 

minimum punishment for gang assault by private persons is 20 years, and for gang assault by 

a police officer is 10 years.  The Ordinance penalises certain acts which are also punishable 

under special laws such as SC/ST (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989. Punishments under 

the Ordinance are higher than under these laws. The Ordinance specifies the same 

punishment for penetrative and no penetrative sexual assault. It does not provide a gradation 

of penalties on the basis of the gravity of the offence.  The Bill and the Ordinance exempts 

un-consented penetration or touching of private parts for medical purposes from punishment.  

Age of consent has been increased from 16 to 18 years. There is a divergent view among 

various commissions on the age of consent.  Marital sexual assault upon a woman is not an 

offence. This is at variance with the recommendation of certain commissions. Justice J.S 

Verma Commission Report of 2013, accepted the above views of Sakshi on this matter and 

justified it on the basis of decisions of European Court in C.R.v. U.K.
10

 , where the court said 

that a rapist remains a rapist and relationship is immaterial, even if he happens to be a 

husband, and in another case in Canada in R.v. J.A,
11

 in 2011, in which the court stated 

consent cannot be presumed in marriage for sexual offences. 

On the basis of the above views, the Verma Commission recommended: - In section 

375, defining Rape- The exception for marital rape be removed. The law ought to specify that 

(a) marital or other relationship between the perpetrator or victim is not a valid defence 

against the crimes of rape or sexual violation The relationship is not relevant to an inquiry to 

consent to sexual activity. Marriage or in another intimate relationship may be not regarded 

as a mitigating factor for lower sentences for rape. 

 Finally the Commission concluded in this matter of marital rape, by stating that 

marriage should not be regarded as extinguishing the legal or sexual autonomy of the 

                                                           
10

 C.R.v. U.K.(1995)21 E.H.R.R. 363. 
11

 R.v.J.A.[2011]2 S.C.R.440. 
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wife.
12

Section 375 as recommended by the above therefore contained, an Explanation III, 

which stated:-‘’Consent will not be presumed in the event of an existing marital relationship 

between the complainant and the accused. ---------provided that a person who does not offer 

actual physical resistance to the act of penetration is not by reason only of that fact , to be 

regarded as consenting to the sexual activity.’’
13

  

But sadly the above strong recommendation was not accepted by the Government on the 

ground that marriage presumes consent. 

The changes made in the Act in comparison with the Ordinance is listed as follows: Acid 

attack: Fine shall be just and reasonable to meet medical expenses for treatment of victim, 

while in the Ordinance it was fine up to Rupees 10 lakhs. Sexual harassment: “Clause (v) any 

other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of sexual nature" has been removed. 

The offence is no longer gender-neutral, only a man can commit the offence on a woman. 

Voyeurism: The offence is no longer gender-neutral, only a man can commit the offence on a 

woman. Stalking: The offence is no longer gender-neutral, only a man can commit the 

offence on a woman. The definition has been reworded and broken down into clauses, The 

exclusion clause and the following sentence has been removed "or watches or spies on a 

person in a manner that results in a fear of violence or serious alarm or distress in the mind of 

such person, or interferes with the mental peace of such person, commits the offence of 

stalking". Therefore, the offence is now limited to the physical act of following or contracting 

a person, provided that there has been a clear sign of disinterest, or to monitoring the use by a 

woman of the internet, email or any other forms of electronic communication. Punishment for 

the offence has been changed; a man committing the offence of stalking would be liable for 

imprisonment up to three years for the first offence, and shall also be liable to fine and for 

any subsequent conviction would be liable for imprisonment up to five years and with fine. 

Trafficking of person: "Prostitution" has been removed from the explanation clause Rape: 

The word sexual assault has been replaced back to rape. The offence is no longer gender-

neutral, only a man can commit the offence on a woman. The clause related to touching of 

private parts has been removed.  

The Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013 has been strongly criticised by many women's 

rights organisations for not including certain suggestions recommended by the Verma 

Committee Report like, marital rape, reduction of age of consent, amending Armed Forces 

(Special Powers) Act so that no sanction is needed for prosecuting an armed force personnel 

accused of a crime against woman. With all these laws in hand atrocities still continue? 

International study – Few live examples 

 Going by the gender gap in countries Iceland has been named the country with the narrowest 

gender gap in the world by the World economic forum in 2013 for the fifth consecutive year. 

All Nordic countries have paid special attention to gender equality and its implementation 

since the 1970s.  

                                                           
12

 Justice J.S.Verma Commmission Report 2013, p.118. 
13

 Id at p.439. 
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1. Denmark, Sweden and Norway decreed that political parties were obliged to introduce 

gender quotas within a decade. As a result, the number of women representatives has 

increased significantly (for instance in Sweden there is 44.7% of women among all 

members of parliament, which is the highest ratio in the world). These actions have 

brought significant changes in Denmark too, where after a few years this regulation 

has been cancelled as no longer needed. Being a women and a cabinet minister is 

common for every Nordic society. In Norway 53% of ministerial position are held by 

women while in Sweden this figure reaches 52%. In Finland half of ministers are 

women. Such data should not be surprising regarding the fact that the Nordic 

countries provided women with the right to vote in the beginning of the previous 

century (Finland was first in 1906 and Sweden in 1919 [the same year in Poland - ed. 

note]). The Nordic countries are arguably leaders in the political empowerment. The 

best performance has been reached by Iceland which has closed almost 75% of the 

gender gap. 

2. Norway’s law remains the strictest. In 2003, Norway passed a law requiring at least 

40% percent of boards of publicly traded companies to be must be composed of 

women. Companies were given two years to comply or face dissolution. Quotation 

only applies to elected and appointed positions. 

A.  Additionally, all employers (except for small businesses which may face inordinate 

expenses) in the country are required to report annually on the gender, ethnicity, and 

disability statistics of their workforce. By requiring firms to publicly disclose this 

information, they are subject to public scrutiny. As nobody wants to be the bad guy, 

they do the needed as there is competition among industries regarding their gender 

equality. 

B.  These economies have made it possible for parents to combine work and family, 

resulting in high female participation rates, more shared participation in childcare, 

more equitable distribution of labour at home, better work-life balance for both 

women and men and in some cases a boost to declining fertility rates. Policies applied 

in these countries include mandatory paternal leave in combination with maternity 

leave, generous federally mandated parental leave benefits provided by a combination 

of social insurance funds and employers, tax incentives and post-maternity re-entry 

programmes. 

3. Iceland - Icelandic women went on strike nationwide and collapsed the country on the 

24 October 1975.On October 24, 1975, more than 25 thousand women in Iceland took 

a day off to emphasize the importance of women’s contribution to the economy, both 

in paid and unpaid work. Also that same year, a law on 3 months maternal leave was 

approved, a new law on abortion, reproductive and maternal health was passed and 

the Women´s History Archives was founded 

A. The influence of international human rights conventions has increased significantly 

within the Icelandic legal system and the application of Icelandic law. The Ministry of 
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Industry and Commerce has made a significant effort towards increasing the share of 

women as entrepreneurs and employers. A recent survey by the Ministry revealed that 

women constituted only 18% of the owners of Icelandic businesses. Participation in 

the business world by granting guarantees for loans; these guarantees may be used as 

collateral under the rules of the fund. An examination of the fund’s operations and 

results was made at the end of the trial period in 2000, and it was decided to continue 

its operations. 

B. New system following the amendments are that women and men each have an equal, 

non-transferable, right to take three months’ leave in connection with the birth, first-

time adoption or fostering of a child, irrespective of whether they work in the private 

or the public sector, or are self-employed. They are also able to divide a further three 

months’ leave between themselves as they wish. A parent who has been active on the 

Icelandic labour market for six months preceding the first day of maternity/paternity 

leave has the right to receive payments during the leave period. 

C.  The Gender Equality Act of 2000 established a special new institution, the Centre for 

Gender Equality (Jafnréttisstofa) which is administered by the Ministry of Social 

Affairs and is entrusted with the monitoring of the application of the Act.  

 

Outcome of the changes in law:  In Iceland 42% of the candidates for the last elections in 

Iceland (2013) were women.633 women run for the election to the Icelandic Parliament on 

April 2013. Today, 39.7% of the Parliamentarians in Iceland are women. Iceland is ranked 

number 12 in the Inter-Parliamentary Union's World Classification. 25 out of 63 seats of the 

Parliament of Iceland are occupied by women. Iceland's electoral system is based on 

proportional representation. Iceland has a high rate of women’s participation in the labour 

market (77.6%) Participation in the labour market by both men and women has always been 

at a high level in Iceland and the participation of women in the labour market in Iceland is 

one of the highest. Since 2003, Icelandic fathers have an independent (not transferable to the 

mother) right to 3-months of paid parental leave. In the year 2000 the law regulating parental 

leave changed dramatically. Now Icelanders have a parental leave scheme that is unique. The 

total leave period is nine months long. Iceland passed a new law that obligates companies to 

have minimum 40% women or men in their boards in 2010. The law took effect September 

1st 2013.In 2010 an amendment to the laws on public limited companies (No. 2/1995) and 

private limited companies (No. 138/1994) obligated companies that have over 50 employees 

to have both women and men on their company boards and if the board-members are more 

than three, the percentage of women or men cannot be under 40%. 

 

Conclusion 

Today India has come a long way in rights for women but still a lot needs to be done .Now 

we have to move towards progress rather that protecting women folks .The power needs to be 

transferred to them in terms of decision making. It is where decision is made that power 

vests. The long awaited reservation, 108
th

 Constitutional amendment bill in parliament to 

give 33 percentage quotas for women in the lower house of the parliament should be made 
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the law of the land. The company law should be amended to bring in equal representation of 

women in the director board in companies so as to bring in woman sensitization in labour and 

other decisions making matters. Women should also be encouraged in business field to bring 

up entrepreneurship among women.  Quotas for women at the rate of 40-50 percentages in all 

decision making organisations whether public or private should become the mandate. In the 

judiciary at least 40 % should be reserved for women especially in family courts and courts 

dealing with children and juveniles. Paternity law should be developed in a way that equal 

responsibility comes on the father and mother wherein the family unit is preserved. The job 

place the both the spouses should be transferred  close to the home for at least the first year 

after the birth of the child so that woman does not have undue  hardship as  the husband is in 

that same  area.  This is what the government should do initially rest can be decided as the 

need comes. Self-reliance is very important to boost the self-esteem of a woman which is still 

very low among Indian women. For developing self-reliance, programmes should be 

organized at local government , district level, state level, to train these women and to 

empower them and to get them involved in gender sensitivity and social awareness wherein 

they can open out and come out in the forefront of nation building. As it is the known that the 

contribution of women in national economy forms the index to rate the development of a 

country, so if India has to come up development of women and their capabilities is important, 

a progressive law is the need for today at all levels. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Situated in the North Eastern Frontier of Indian sub-continent, 

the kingdom of Hill Tippreah experienced the tidal wave of 

Muhammedan inroads that appeared as a thunder cloud in the political 

horizon of that princely state. It was a long drawn struggle that 

continued for centuries and brought the tribal kingdom on the 

threshold of a serious crisis. It is against this backdrop, the article 

attempts to highlight the entire episode keeping its historical 

authenticity intact.    

 

 

 

           Throughout the course of Indian history, events and developments in Central 

Asia had a deep and abiding impact on the destiny of India. During the 10
th

 and 12
th

 

centuries, developments in central Asia led to the advent of the Ghaznavids, and then of 

the Ghurids into India. Similarly developments in central Asia during the 15
th

 and early 

16
th

 centuries led to a new Turkish incursion into India, this time in the form of 

Zahuruddin Muhammad Babur. But the process had a beginning of its own. The 

Muhammadans of the Turkish race embarked on the path of conquest of Northern India 

in the 12
th

 century A.D. The defeat of Pritviraj Chauhan by Muhammad Ghuri in the 

Second battle of Tarain in 1192 A.D. opened the flood gates of Muslim invasions in 

India and a large part of Northern India was overrun by the Muslims before the end of 

the 12
th

 century A.D. It was followed by Muslim inroads in Eastern India and by the 

year 1202 A.D., Muhammad-bin-Bakhtiar Khalji, a general of Muhammad Ghuri 

conquered Bihar and Bengal and was knocking at the door of North Eastern Frontier of 

India. With the advent of the 13
th

 century, the tidal wave of Muhammadan invasions 

rocked North Eastern part of the sub-continent which can be considered as a landmark 

in the annals of the history of the region. Every possible attempts and strenuous efforts 

have been made to lift the veil of mystery bearing on the subject under review and to 

present, as far as possible a systematic, descriptive and critical account thereof in 

chronological order. The study is based on Persian annals, native chronicles, standard 

historical records, and some other contemporary and original sources. 
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In persuasion of the imperial policy of extending the boundary of their empire 

right from the border of Eastern Bengal to the confines of China by subjugating and 

subduing the various neighbouring hill chiefs or Rajas and annexing their territories to 

their dominions, the Turko-Afghans as well as the Mughals felt the necessity to 

conquer this tiny Hindu State. It is also to be noted here that the Mughal’s North East 

Frontier policy of getting the free access to the forest and compelling the hill chiefs to 

pay the revenue was greatly resisted by all the Rajas. In addition to this, the occurrence 

of fratricidal wars also provided an excellent opportunity to the Mughals to embark 

upon the career of aggression and the Raja’s policy of employing and providing shelter 

to the Portuguese pirates and displaying the sympathetic attitude to them who were in 

constant wars with the Mughals under their leader Sebastian Gonzalez also enraged and 

inflamed the political passion of the Mughals. The emerging equation developed ill will 

and provided much needed pretext for the irruption of hostilities.  

 

According to the most reliable tradition though not recorded in the Persian 

Annals, Tipperah witnessed the first Turko-Afghan invasion in 1240 A.D. when the 

Pathan Governor of Meherkul, Hiravant Khan dispatched some troops to plunder the 

concerned territory. Responding to the request of Hiravant Khan, the Turkish Sultan of 

Bengal also advanced with his troops to invade Tipperah. In a situation surcharged with 

tension, the reigning Tipperah sovereign Kirtidhara alias Chengthum-Pha, being panic-

stricken, sued for dishonourable peace. But his wife Queen Tripura Sundari, being 

inspired by the spirit of patriotism played such a chivalrous role at this critical juncture 

that it formed a memorable chapter in the history medieval India. The saga represented 

her dash and excellent gallantry. She persuaded her husband to fight bravely against the 

invaders. She took the command and after arranging a feast for the Kuki tribes and 

other Tipperah troops, inflicted a crushing defeat on the foreign intruders. The Pathan 

general Hiravant Khan and his followers were driven out beyond the frontiers of 

Tipperah with great hurry. As Dr. S.K.Chatterjee states, “This was perhaps the first 

victory of the Southern Indo-Mongoloids over the Turks from Bengal”.
1
 About the role 

of Kuki tribes, he further says: “The Kukis of Tripura as subjects of the Tripura kings 

took prominent part in the fight which the king gave to Muhammadans.”
2
  

 

But the thunder cloud of Muhammadan invasion that loomed large in the 

political horizon of Tipperah did not disappear altogether. When Tipperah was 

proceeding towards some degree of material prosperity, it attracted the greedy eyes of 

the Turko-Afghan authorities staying in Bengal. Muhammad Toghril Khan, in 

persuasion of the policy of annexing the Hindu states to Turko-Afghan dominion, 

invaded Tipperah in the year 1279 A.D. The celebrated historians have brought to light 

numerous references related to this invasion, but all of them have failed to trace out the 

real cause of this invasion.
3
 Dr. S.K.Chatterjee is also not very clear as to the historical 

background of this invasion. Regarding its historical background only E. F. Sandys in 

                                                 
1
 S.K.Chatterjee, Kirata-Jana-Kriti, Calcutta, 1974, p.132. 

2
 Ibid., p.142. 

3
 C.U. Aitchison, A Collection of Treaties, Engagements and Sanads, Vol.II, Calcutta, 1930, p.193. 
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his report
4
 states that about 1270 A.D., a Hindu Choudhury while passing through the 

territory of Tipperah Raja on his way to the court of the Muhammadan Subedar at Gaur 

complained that he had been robbed while passing through Tipperah and had not 

obtained justice at the hands of Tipperah officials. The Subedar was very glad to have 

an excuse for making interference and afterwards invaded Tipperah with a large army 

but was repulsed. Hari, the ninety-seventh Raja had eighteen sons. Ratna-Pha, though 

one of the youngest, was considered to be the most intelligent and wise but was sent by 

his father to travel abroad to acquire political experience. He visited and resided at the 

court of the Subedar and during his stay Raja Hari died and he was succeeded by one of 

his elder sons. Getting firsthand information about the development, Ratna-Pha got 

infuriated and asked Toghril Khan, the Subedar of the Emperor Balban of Delhi to help 

him to acquire the Raj. The request was a boon to the Subedar who made up his mind 

to take revenge of the former defeat. Ratna-Pha (1279-1323)
5
, with the help of the 

Muhammadan army invaded Tipperah and forced his brother Dangar-Pha to flee to the 

hills where he defeated his brother and beheaded him and himself became the king. 

This fact is further corroborated by Charles Stewart
6
, who opined that in the year 678 

Hijri (A.D.1279) with the help of numerous armies, the Subedar invaded the country of 

Jainagar. After defeating the Raja in an encounter, he plundered the inhabitants and 

brought away with him immense wealth and one hundred elephants. While Hunter 

shares the opinion that the figure touched 160. Though it is not clear if Tipperah and 

Jainagar were the names for the same place, yet Faristha, a historian of Turkish origin, 

came to the conclusion that situated to the east of Brahmaputra, Jainagar perhaps meant 

Tipperah with its distinct geographical location. Whatever may be the outcome of the 

controversy; this much seems to be certain that Ratna-pha was a contemporary of 

Sultan Ghiyas-ud-din Balban. But he could not maintain his invincibility for a long 

time and was defeated by Mughisuddin Tughril of Gaur in and about 1280 A.D.
7
 With 

his subsequent submission, the pride of the princely state received a setback. But there 

is no unanimity amongst the historians regarding the outcome of the crisis as its 

authenticity is challenged from different quarters. What ever the truth may be, it is 

generally believed that with the attainment of the royal throne of Tipperah, Ratna-Pha 

came up to the expectation of the Subedar and presented him with a valuable ruby. The 

Subedar, on his part, persuaded the Sultan and bestowed on him the title of “Manikya” 

which the Rajas of Tipperah has been bearing ever since. The tidal wave of 

Muhammadan invasion rocked the petty kingdom once again probably in the year 1345 

A.D. when Pratap Manikya had to face the onslaught of Iliyas Shah. The foreign 

intruder penetrated deep into the kingdom and let loose a reign of terror which 

developed lawlessness in the principality. It was followed by arson and plunders which 

terrorized the people.
8
 The reign of his successor also witnessed the same occurrence 

when the invasion of Haji Shamsuddin took place. Dharma Manikya, the Raja of 

                                                 
4
 Report of E.F. Sandys, p.464. 

5
 S.K.Chatterjee, op.cit., p.132. 

6
 R.C. Majumdar, History of Bengal, Dacca, 1943, p.70. 

7
 Quoted by S.K.Chattarjee, op.cit., p.132. 

8
 W.W. Hunter, op.cit., p.359. 
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Tipperah could not repulse the invasion and was compelled to pay a huge booty 

including a large number of elephants. At the end of the expedition, Haji Shamsuddin, 

the king of Bengal returned back to his capital with flying colours. In retaliation, 

Dharma Manikya launched a full scale offensive and inflicted a crushing defeat on the 

king of Bengal. It shattered the prestige and glory acquired by Haji Shamsuddin. The 

Raja Tipperah then plundered his capital at Sonargaon and took revenge of his 

humiliation.
9
 

 

A state of confusion continued in Tipperah till 1490 A.D. But with accession of 

Dhanya Manikya to the royal throne, a new era began. The reign of Dhanya Manikya 

witnessed all-round progress and Tipperah was moving towards the zenith of its 

prosperity. A royal expedition was sent in 1512 A.D. by Raja Dhanya Manikya under 

the generalship of Chuchung Rai to curtail the power of the Muhammadan garrison 

stationed at Chittagong. The rapid march of the royal army was followed by a 

memorable victory when the Tipperah General inflicted a crushing defeat on the Gaur 

troops defending Chittagong.
10

 It was a high-water mark and to recover the lost glory, 

the Muhammadan ruler of Bengal dispatched a huge army headed by Hussain Shah. 

Accepting the challenge, the Tipperah army made a dike across the river Gumti. After 

confining water for three days, broke the embankment and the torrent forced the Turko-

Afgan troops to retreat.
11

 It was a disastrous one and a large number of Muhammadan 

soldiers were drowned. It unnerved the ruler of Gaur and he made up his mind to send a 

fresh garrison to settle the matter in favour of Gaur. The rejuvenated army under 

Haithan Khan entered into Tipperah and started a large scale offensive to fulfil their 

design. But misfortune continued and the Turko-Afgan troops were similarly drowned 

by an artificial flood at Udaipur when they attempted to conquer the place. The 

Muhammadan army made another desperate attempt to make their dream a reality but it 

was also repulsed by the Tipperah army at Kasba. Analysing the successive defeats of 

the Turko-Afghans, Dr. S. K. Chatterjee expressed the opinion that it was the magic 

rites played by witches that hastened the path for the defeat of the former.
12

 But this 

statement is challenged by other authorities. While extending a vivid account of the 

entire event, E.F.Sandys opined that it was the excellence of Pathan cavalry that 

attracted the attention of the Raja of Tipperah. To increase the efficiency and strength 

of his cavalry, he inducted a large number of ‘Turko-Afghan Sawars’
13

 to his army. But 

thing took a critical turn when the army men burst out in rebellion for arrears of pay. 

The mutineers were defeated and seized Pathan soldiers were beheaded at the temple of 

Chaudadevata located at Udaipur. The news spread like wild fire and to avenge the 

sacrificial slaughter, the Sultan of Gaur sent a large force comprising both infantry and 

cavalry under the generalship of Muhammad Khan. At the outset Muhammad Khan 

was quite invincible and the Raja of Tipperah lost one of his commanders. But the 

                                                 
9
 Report of E.F.Sandys, p.465. 

10
 Kaliprasanna Sen, Rajmala, Vol.II, Agartala, 1927, pp.174-78. 

11
 W.W.Hunter, op.cit., p.465. 

12
 Ibid., p.113. 

13
 Ibid., p.465. 
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success was rather short-lived on the part of the foreign intruders. The Muhammadan 

army had to face a humiliating defeat and their general was captured by the army of 

Tipperah. He was sent in a cage to the temple and sacrificed to the Chaudadevatas. The 

cannons, banners and trophies captured on the occasion from the foreign intruders by 

Tipperah soldiers are still preserved at Agartala. But the success was rather short-lived. 

A rejuvenated Turko-Afgan army was dispatched to Tipperah by Sultan Nasrat Shah 

and the army became successful in inflicting a shameful defeat on the son and 

successor of Dhanya Manikya, Deva Manikya at Islamabad (Chittagong).
14

 

 

With the accession of Vijoy Manikya (1535-1583 A.D.), the scenario was 

completely changed. The emergence of a powerful Tipperah state at the frontier of 

Bengal was a source of uneasiness to the then Sultan of Bengal, Sulaiman Kirani.
15

 To 

crush the growing power of Vijoy Manikya, a Muhammadan garrison was sent by the 

Sultan. But the entire project ended in smoke when Vijoy Manikya emerged victorious 

by inflicting a crushing defeat on Pathan army headed by Mubarak Khan. Chittagong 

also witnessed another Mughal defeat when Mughal army was routed by their Tipperah 

counterparts. To seal the fate of the Mughals and to close the chapter of their 

unauthorized inroads in Tipperah, the Raja dispatched a huge army consisting of twenty 

thousand infantry and five thousand cavalry. Crossing the river Meghna in five 

thousand war fleets, the invading army entered Sonargaon, the Mughal capital of 

Bengal and compelled the Mughal authorities to submit. Finding themselves in a 

precarious position, the Mughals sued for peace. The celebrated Mughal historian Abul 

Fazal opined that the Raja of Tipperah with limited forces at his disposal could inflict a 

humiliating defeat on the Mughals defending areas like Chittagong, Sylhet and 

Noakhali.
16

 The Raja became successful in capturing the Mughal general and he was 

beheaded before Goddess Kali at Udaipur to complete the process of this scintillating 

victory. The saga of the victory is recorded in the Tripura State Archives located at 

Agartala.  

 

Ananta Manikya (1583-1585 A.D.), the son of Vijoy Manikya embarked on the 

same line and involved himself in a protracted war against the Mughal chief Sikandar 

Shah. But the military onslaught was repulsed owing to the assistance of Portuguese 

gunmen whom the Mughal chief engaged for the avowed task. To crush the power of 

the Mughals, the Raja of Tipperah Ananta Manikya sent a large army under the 

supervision of his three sons. But it was a watershed for the Mughals as they secured a 

memorable victory against the princely state. The invincible Mughal army proceeded 

towards Rangamati and sacked the capital of the Tipperah king. Gopi Prasad, the 

Commander-in-Chief of Tipperah strangled Ananta Manikya and set himself to the 

royal throne as Udai Manikya.
17

 The Mughal-Tipperah rivalry continued unabated and 

in spite of the best efforts of Amar Manikya, the reigning Tipperah king, the princely 

                                                 
14

 Ibid. 
15

 Kaliprasanna Sen, op.cit., p.15. 
16

 H.S.Jarrett, Ain-i-Akbari (English Version), Vol.II, Calcutta, 1891, p.117. 
17

 Report of E.F.Sandys, p.465. 
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state had to digest a crushing defeat at the hands of the Muhammadans. He was made 

captive and was taken as a prisoner to Dacca. He was allowed to go on pilgrimage 

afterwards where he breathed his last.
18

 

 

 It is to be taken into account that the Rajas of Tipperah could hold their 

position bravely for three centuries against the repeated Mughal onslaughts. But the 

dawn of the 17
th

 century witnessed a different scenario when the Mughals started 

obtaining firm footing in this tract of land by defying all odds pitted against them by the 

sovereigns of Tipperah. The statement of Abul Fazal, the legendary Persian figure 

associated with the Mughal court, made it clear that Akbar’s dominion which included 

the whole of eastern Bengal on the right side of the Bramhaputra proved the fact that 

Tipperah was not included within the geographical boundary of the Mughal Empire. 

The description of Samuel Purcha brought to light the reliable testimony where it was 

clearly mentioned that warfare became a regular feature of Mughal-Tipperah relations 

and it touched its culminating point during the reign of Akbar. But he could not 

establish the authenticity of the demand due to lack of proper evidences.
19

 

 

The scenario remained unchanged even during the reign of Jahangir, the son 

and successor of Akbar. With the accession of Rajadhar Manikya to the throne of 

Tipperah, the old rivalries cropped up once again. To dislodge him from the royal 

throne, Jahangir sent a huge army but the invaders were driven back by the reinforcing 

Tipperah army. The thunder cloud of Mughal onslaught loomed large in the political 

horizon of Tipperah as the princely state had to face a number of Mughal invasions 

during that period. The era of Jasadhar Manikya was memorable for the Mughal 

invasion led by Nawab Fateh Jang, the Mughal representative of Bengal.
20

 After 

crossing the Bramhaputra, the Mughal soldiers divided themselves into two groups and 

entered into Kawaligarh. They were even making an intensive preparation for a naval 

attack and naval forces were at high alert. Realising the gravity of the situation, the 

Raja of Tipperah chalked out a plan to launch a night attack on the Muhammadans. In a 

surprise night attack, with an army of one thousand cavalry, sixty thousand infantry and 

two hundred elephants, the Tipperah sovereign Rajadhar Manikya fell upon Mirza 

Isfandiar who had reached the nearby areas of Udaipur. In a fierce battle that took place 

between the Mughals and the Tipperahs, both sides had to face heavy casualties. But 

soon wheel of fortune turned in favour of the Mughals. The Mughals came out with 

flying colours as they inflicted a crushing defeat on the Tipperahs. The Raja of 

Tipperah, failing to tackle the situation, left his followers and ran away as a wanderer to 

the desert. The imperial onslaught was completed with the capture of huge booties by 

the Mughals in the form of elephants. The war was considered as one of the memorable 

events in the saga of Mughal-Tipperah struggle.
21
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 S.K.Chatterjee, op.cit., p.185. 
19

 J.T.Wheeler, Early Travels in India (16
th

 & 17
th

 century), Delhi, 1975, p.13. 
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 M.I.Borah, Baharistan-i-Ghaybi, (Translated Version) Vol.I, Gauhati, 1936, p.511. 
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As soon as the Raja of Tipperah reached Udaipur, he dispatched his war fleets 

by the river to blockade the passage of the imperial fleets by constructing bridges on 

the river from one end to other and by erection of forts on either side. Responding to 

the order, the artisans of Raja of Tipperah made valiant attempts to complete the uphill 

task. But it could not change the ill fate of the Raja of Tipperah. The imperial fleet, 

after emerging victorious, reached Udaipur along with the land army. To save himself 

from the catastrophe, the Raja fled to the nearby hills along with his wives and 

children. The Mughal army left no stone unturned and to catch him red-handed, they 

entered the hills. The Mughal army divided themselves into numerous groups and 

started chasing him. When one of the groups reached at the top of the hill, they saw a 

few women walking one after another. When one of the Mughal generals tried to catch 

one of these women, the women started shouting for help and it developed a very 

uneasy situation. The Raja who was hiding under a bush came out and struck the 

alleged Mughal general on the head and ran away. The wounded general raised a cry – 

“I have finished his job, do not let him go.” Mirza Nur-ud-din, Mirza Isfandiar and 

Musa Khan rushed to the spot and made the Raja captive.
22

 The wives of the sovereign 

were also captured along with jewels and a big treasure. The imperial forces took 

possession of the entire locality and stayed there for few days. All the elephants of the 

Raja had been seized and taken to the disposal of the Mughals. From there, the 

victorious Mughal army blowing the trumpet of victory reached Udaipur. The news of 

the victory was reported to the Sublime Court by one Fathe Jang. The Raja of Tipperah 

and his belongings were brought to Musa Khan. They were highly honoured. 

According to another tradition, the Raja was sent to Mughal Emperor in Delhi as a 

prisoner where he was offered his throne again on condition of paying annual tribute in 

the form of elephants. But the Raja refused to do so and went to Brindaban where he 

breathed his last in his seventy-second year.
23

 It is to be noted here that one of the 

important causes of Mughal attacks was the sympathetic attitude of Raja towards 

Portuguese pirates who were in constant wars against the Mughals under the leadership 

of Sebastian Gonsalez, the founder of their fortified settlement in the island of Sandip. 

The Raja’s policy of employing and providing shelter to the Portuguese pirates enraged 

the Mughals and inflamed their political passion. Secondly, the Mughal Emperors 

required a steady and regular supply of elephants which the princely state of Tipperah 

had in abundance. To meet the growing demands of elephants, the Mughals felt 

tempted and made frequent invasions to make the scheme a reality. As soon as the war 

ended, the Mughal troops took possession of Udaipur and governed it for next two and 

half years till they were forced to abdicate the place due to an epidemic. 

 

The Mughal hostilities continued unabated even during the reign of Kalyan 

Manikya. As soon as the Raja was coroneted to the royal throne, the then Mughal 

Emperor demanded a tribute from him which the Raja refused to pay. The emperor 

attempted to enforce the demand through the Nawab of Murshidabad. The Nawab soon 

                                                 
22

 Ibid., pp.554-55. 
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 W.W.Hunter, op.cit., p.466. 
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recourse to hostile activities and invaded the princely state but had to swallow a 

humiliating defeats. His reign of 24 years an eventful one as it witnessed unprecedented 

tussle between the Raja of Tipperah and the increasing Mughal power. Though Kalyan 

Manikya showed indomitable courage to maintain his hold but had to bow down before 

Mughal onslaught during the closing years of his reign and accepted Mughal 

allegiance.
24

 But the situation took a different turn with the accession of Ratna Manikya 

who was determined to shake off Mughal yoke. To have a complete command over the 

development, Shaista Khan, Nawab of Bengal and Mughal nominee in the eastern 

portion of land made him prisoner and sent him to Delhi for making his appearance in 

the Mughal royal court. But it seemed to be confusing as we do not any reference from 

the writings of the Muhammadan historians of the Mughal period. But this much seems 

to be certain that the imperial Mughals were trying their best to bring the princely state 

of Tipperah under their subjugation but failed to achieve any desired success.
25

 

 

 When Mughal-Tipperah relationship was in a melting pot and Mughals were 

making desperate attempts to occupy the native state, an occurrence of tremendous 

magnitude took place which brightened the prospects of the Mughals to fulfil their 

dreams. By 1730 A.D., one Jagat Ram took refuge under a Muhammadan jamindar 

named Aka Sadik and requested him to extend his helping hand to recover the royal 

throne usurped by this grandfather Chattra Manikya. It was a plea for Mir Habib, the 

Dewan of Nayeb Nizam of Dacca to chalk out a plan for annexing the princely state of 

Tipperah and to incorporate it into the territorial boundary of the mighty Mughal 

Empire. The Mughal troops after crossing the Brahmaputra entered the Tipperah capital 

under the leadership of Jagat Ram. Finding no way out, the rivals of Jagat Ram fled to 

the nearby hills and saved themselves from the marauding Mughals. Jagat Ram was 

installed on the royal throne and assumed the title of Mukunda Manikya. As a mark of 

allegiance, Jagat Ram promised to pay all arrears of tribute and himself appeared before 

the Mughal Emperor. To have an absolute command over the tiny native state, a 

Mughal garrison was posted in the conquered country. Mir Habib appointed Aka Sadik 

as Faujdar of Tipperah. The then Mughal Emperor bestowed Murshid Kuli Khan with 

the title of Bahadur and conferred on Mir Habib the title of Khan. Thus the princely 

state of Hill Tipperah which had maintained its independent status from time 

immemorial had been subjected to Mughal domination in the year 1733 A.D. Nayeb 

Nizam renamed the plains of Tipperah as ‘Roshnabad’ or the ‘Land of Light’ probably 

because it was the eastern limit of the Mughal Empire where Sun made its first 

appearance.
26

 But this much seems to be certain that the hilly tracts of the princely state 

was never conquered by the Mughals nor the Rajas of Tipperah ever surrendered their 

authorities over that territory. The Rajas were treated as zamindars with regard to the 

plains of Tipperah under the Bengal Nawabs and sovereign chieftains with regard to the 

Hills of Tipperah.
27
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The annexation and incorporation of Tipperah within the Mughal Empire 

brought the freedom loving people of Tipperah under the subjugation of the Mughals 

and one Shamser Jang was appointed as governor of the newly conquered territory. But 

it roused popular discontentment among the people and they raised the banner of 

protest against the introduction of Muhammadan rule. They even opposed the 

Muhammadan governor and showed signs of rebellious activities. When the situation 

was heading towards a catastrophe, the governor tried to conciliate the people by 

placing one of the descendents of the old royal family as vassal king but the 

arrangement failed miserably. It infuriated the governor and to have an absolute 

command over the situation, he took recourse to repression and let loose a reign of 

terror which vitiated the entire scenario. The outburst of popular anger even perturbed 

the Nawab of Bengal and he ordered his generals to persecute the governor.
28

 His 

disappearance from the scenario dropped down the curtain of the conflict. Though hilly 

portion of the princely state still remained under the authority of the native rulers and 

never became a part of Subha of Bengal, yet the plains of Tipperah witnessed the 

consolidation of Muhammadan rule with the passage of time. The same trend even 

continued when Company’s rule was introduced in Tipperah.  

 

Thus from the ongoing account, it is crystal clear that the sovereigns of Hill 

Tipperah stood as a stumbling  block against the vigorous campaigns of the Turko-

Afgan rulers of Bengal followed by the Mughals which continued with occasional 

breaks till the first quarter of the 18
th

 century. The Mughal-Tipperah conflict which 

dominated the greater part of the late 16
th

 and 17
th

 centuries formed a fascinating 

episode in the saga of Hill Tipperah’s history. The rulers of Hill Tipperah, keeping 

parity with their counterparts in Ahom Kingdom, continued to frustrate the sinister 

designs of the foreign intruders to implant the imperial banner over the political horizon 

of North Eastern Frontier of Indian Subcontinent, and exhibited the uncompromising 

attitude of the native rulers not to bow down before the imperial onslaught pitted 

against them. Though the national mainstream had to accept Muhammadan suzerainty 

at an early date, a tiny state ruled by native rulers had showed its bravery and chivalry 

till the first quarter of the 18
th

 century by successfully preventing Muhammadan 

inroads to keep the banner of independence high as ever.  

 

 

 

                                                 
28

 S.K.Bhuyan, Tripura Buranjee, Gauhati, 1962, pp.21-22. 
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ABSTRACT 

Equality is not only an energizing civilizational goal and a guaranteed 

fundamental right but also an integral part of the national ethos and a 

constitutional value intended to sustain unity and diversity of India. In India, 

there has been going on a historical process of marginalization of certain 

groups. The religious minorities fall under the category of the marginalized 

group. The marginalized groups like religious minorities deserve certain 

human rights in any society. According to the report of Human Rights 

Watch on human rights in India, 2010, there are problems of human rights 

in India. The increasing demographic changes and complex diversity are 

hindrances in preserving human rights. The Constitution 103
rd

 Amendment 

Bill, 2004 specified five religious minorities; viz., Muslims, Christians, 

Sikhs, Buddhists and Parsis in relation to a particular State or a Union 

Territory. Based on the Census data, 2001, the Ministry of Minority Affairs 

has prepared a list of ninety Minority Concentration Districts (MCDs) in 

India. Though religious minorities in India have been ensured distinct rights 

in the Constitution, statutory laws and executive orders, their 

implementation is many-a-time poor and they suffer from discrimination or 

other practices. This paper based on the review of the literature attempts to 

depict the status of religious minorities in India; viz., Muslims, Christians, 

Sikhs, Buddhists and Parsis. Research studies reveal that in areas where 

there are vast networks of civic engagement, such as integrated business 

organizations, trade unions, political parties and professional groups which 

cross communal lines, ethnic violence seem more controllable and the 

possibility for confrontations is less likely to occur. The crucial means for 

articulating minority rights and concerns are civil society groups or Non-

Governmental Organizations (NGOs) which also include human rights 

groups. 

 

                  Keywords: Human rights, religious minorities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Equality is not only an energizing civilizational goal and a guaranteed fundamental 

right but also an integral part of the national ethos and a constitutional value intended to 

sustain unity and diversity of India. The historical process of marginalization of certain 

groups is going on in India. The religious minorities are regarded as the marginalized group 

who deserve certain human rights in any society. The report of Human Rights Watch on 

human rights in India, 2010, identified different problems of human rights of religious 

minorities in India. The significant factors contributing towards these problems are found as 

the increasing demographic changes and the complex diversity that hinder in preserving 

human rights. Human rights are defined as rights that are universal, i.e., applicable 

everywhere and egalitarian, i.e., the same for everyone which may exist as natural rights or 

legal rights in both national and international law (Nickel 2010). Sociologically, human rights 

are described as the pattern of rule setting in the theory of law and the work of Max Weber. 

These approaches include the notion of social contract in which individuals accept rules from 

legitimate authority in exchange for security and economic advantage in the society. There 

are two dominant contemporary theories of human rights; viz., the interest theory and the will 

theory. The interest theory argues that the principal function of human rights is to protect and 

promote certain essential human interests, while the will theory attempts to establish the 

validity of human rights based on the unique human capacity for freedom (Fagan 2005). The 

modern concept of human rights emerged over the latter half of the twentieth century. It holds 

that “all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with 

reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood” {Article 

1 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)}. Human rights are 

classified into two categories at the international level; viz., (i) civil and political rights and 

(ii) economic, social and cultural rights. Civil and political rights are enshrined in Articles 3-

21 of the UDHR and in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). On 

the other hand, economic, social and cultural rights are enshrined in Articles 22-28 of the 

UDHR and in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

(ICESCR). The religious minorities in India have been ensured distinct rights in the 

Constitution, statutory laws and executive orders, but their implementation is observed as 

poor and they suffer from discrimination. 
 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
 

The primary objective of the paper is to depict the status of religious minorities in 

India; namely, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and Parsis. 
 

METHODOLOGY 

The paper is based on the review of the literature and uses basically the secondary 

data collected from research studies conducted in India. 
 

CONCEPTUALIZING RELIGIOUS MINORITIES IN INDIA 

Sociologically, the minority is a group that does not constitute a numerical minority or 

politically dominant voting majority of the total population of a given society. It consists of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universality_(philosophy)
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the group subnormal to the dominant group in terms of social status, education, employment, 

wealth and political power. A minority group is defined as an aggregate of people who are 

distinct in religion, language, or nationality from other members of the society in which they 

live and who think of themselves, and are thought of by others, as being separate and distinct 

(The New Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 27, pp. 356). Though the Constitution of India uses 

the term ‘minorities’ at two places under Articles 29 and 30 of the fundamental right, i.e., 

cultural and educational rights, it has not clearly defined the term ‘minority’. The minority 

status has been conferred on many groups, such as religious, linguistic, racial or ethnic. 

According to the existing standard of human rights, the minority is defined as a group 

basically possessing the following characteristics: 

(i) Its members experience discrimination, segregation, oppression or persecution by a 

dominant group; 

(ii) It is characterized by physical or cultural and linguistic traits that distinguish from 

the dominant group; 

(iii) It is a self-conscious social group; 

(iv) Membership in a minority is generally involuntary; and 

(v) The members of a minority, by choice or necessity, typically marry within their 

own group. 

The 103
rd

 Amendment Bill, 2004 of the Indian Constitution specified five minorities; 

viz., Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and Parsis in relation to a particular State or a 

Union Territory under Section 2(c). About 18.4% of the total population of India constitutes 

religious minorities; of which Muslims consist of 13.4%, followed by Christians (2.3%), 

Sikhs (1.9%), Buddhists (0.8%) and Parsis (0.007%). The Muslims constitute the second 

largest religious group and thus, the largest minority in India. Researches and surveys 

revealed that the lack of education is one of the important factors in the Muslim community. 

About 34% of the Christians are urban residents with a higher literacy level (80%) as 

compared to other religious minorities. The Christianity does not recognize the caste system, 

but it is practised among them in different parts of the country. Sikhism, a monotheistic faith, 

was founded in the fifteenth century in Punjab, north-west India. It is recognized as the 

youngest of world religions. Buddhists are mostly found in Arunachal Pradesh, the Ladakh 

region of Jammu and Kashmir and a large minority (40%) in Sikkim of India. Among the 

Indian states, the Parsis are highly concentrated in Mumbai (Census 2001). The Ministry of 

Minority Affairs was created on 29
th

 January, 2006 by the Government of India. It is the 

nodal agency for the formulation of policies, programmes and co-ordination of all activities 

for the welfare of minorities in India (Poulose 2009). The Ministry of Minority Affairs has 

prepared a list of ninety Minority Concentration Districts (MCDs) in India; viz., East 

Kameng, Lower Subansiri, Tirap, Kokrajhar, Dhubri, Goalpara, Barpeta, Darrang, Nagaon, 

Cachar, Karimganj, Hailakandi, Kamrup, Araria, Kishanganj, Sahibganj, Parbhani, Thoubal, 

West Garo Hills, Moradabad, etc. situated in Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Jharkhand, 

Maharashtra, Manipur, Meghalaya, Uttar Pradesh, etc. (Census 2001). 
 

RELIGIOUS RIGHTS OF MINORITIES IN INDIA 

The Constitution of India provides a secular democracy to all citizens of the country 

which guarantees the absolute freedom of religion as a Fundamental Right. It is from this 
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standpoint that the rights of various minorities residing as the citizens of our country assume 

significance. According to Ernest Barker, “rights are those necessary conditions of the 

development of the personalities of the individual, which are secured and guaranteed by the 

state”. Therefore, rights are legal and protected by law and enforceable in the court of law. 

They are also called fundamental because of their sanctity which is absent in case of ordinary 

legal rights. Following the Bill of Rights in the American Constitution and the United 

Nations Declaration of Human Rights, the Constitution of India guarantees six fundamental 

rights in its Part III; viz., (i) right to equality, (ii) right to freedom, (iii) right against 

exploitation, (iv) right to freedom of religion, (v) cultural and educational rights and (vi) right 

to constitutional remedies. The right to freedom of religion is guaranteed as a fundamental 

right in Articles 25-28 that realizes the ‘liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and 

worship’ proclaimed in the Preamble (Bhattacharyya 2001: 115, 135-139). Under the right to 

freedom of religion, Article 25 gives citizens the freedom of conscience and free profession, 

practice and propagation of religion; Article 26 guarantees freedom to manage religious 

affairs, Article 27 deals with freedom to pay taxes for promotion of any particular religion 

and Article 28 gives freedom as to attend religious instructions in educational institutions. 

Besides, Article 18 also guarantees that everyone has the right to freedom of thought, 

conscience and religion which includes freedom to change his/her religion or belief and 

freedom to manifest his/her religion or belief in teaching, practice, ownership and 

observance. Above all, there is the prevalence of the equality before law in India. 

 

STATUS OF HUMAN RIGHTS OF RELIGIOUS MINORITIES IN INDIA 

The recognition and protection of minority rights in India was not an issue before the 

twentieth century due to the hegemony of minority over majority and the unwillingness of the 

ruling class minorities to interfere within their private, personal and religious matters. It 

became common during the early part of the twentieth century when the British gradually 

started to share power with the Indian natives. Empirical evidences on the status of human 

rights of the major religious minorities of India; namely, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, 

Buddhists and Parsis are reviewed here. 

A study focused on the problems faced by three major religious minorities in Delhi; 

viz., Muslim, Christian and Sikh communities as well as two major minority agencies; viz., 

the Delhi Waqf Board and the Delhi State Hajj Committee and the Delhi Minority 

Commission which is the principal body for looking after minority groups in Delhi; and 

provided the initiatives of the Prime Minister’s 15 Point Programme initiated in 2006 and 

also of these agencies for solving the problems. The study found that majority of the common 

people were not aware of schemes; the Delhi Minority Commission acted only as a 

representative organization of the Ministry of Minority Affairs, Government of India; 

although the Indian Constitution acknowledges Parsis and Buddhists as minority 

communities, there was no representation of these groups in the Delhi Minority Commission 

and finally, there was bias amongst the authorities dealing with the different minority groups 

(Poulose 2009). 

A study found that the rapid economic growth led to the rise in the inequality of 

income and social discontent among different religious and ethnic groups in India and China. 

It concluded that poverty and inequality were two important factors responsible for social 
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unrest in Jammu and Kashmir of India and Xinjiang Autonomous Region of China where the 

Muslim minority constituted the large part of the local population (Bhalla, Luo and Yao 

2011). 

In a report of the Expert Group (2008) appointed by the Ministry of Minority Affairs, 

Government of India, the structure, scope and functions of the Equal Opportunity 

Commission established by the Ministry of Minority Affairs were determined. The group 

suggested the need for the establishment of an Equal Opportunity Commission (EOC) in the 

country for evolving and evaluating mechanisms for affirmative action by following the 

evidence-based approach which would put positive obligation on the State to control both 

direct and indirect discrimination and deprivation. 

Using both qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection through 

questionnaire, interview schedule and focused group interview, a study depicted the 

educational, economic and social status of Muslims in districts of Aligarh, Bulandshaher, 

Meerut and Moradabad of western Uttar Pradesh. It identified local Muslim organizations 

and social activists working in these districts to enable NGOs to establish links and develop 

joint activities for the empowerment of Muslims. The study revealed that Muslim localities in 

urban and rural areas were marginalized and discriminated against government resource 

allocation and the development process; socially, the Muslims were treated like dalits and 

second class citizens and many factors led to the marginalization of Muslims which called for 

the remedy of the situation and ameliorate their condition educationally, economically, 

socially and politically (Khan 2011: 1-18). 

Mahajan (2005: 111-122) reflected upon issues of peaceful coexistence confronted in 

democratic politics in India. She highlighted two elements that need to be addressed. They 

were the indispensability of the formal recognition of diversity by the state which could 

minimize the disadvantages faced by a community in the public arena and create new 

opportunities for it, and the commitment to cultural diversity challenged fundamentally by 

communal violence where members of one community were systematically targeted by 

another. Her study concluded that policies seeking to promote cultural diversity should be 

accompanied by the positive acknowledgement of the contribution of minority communities 

and the intra-community bonds should be strengthened rather than inter-community bonds. 

Nahar’s study (2006) depicted the condition of minority rights of Christians in India 

that created a situation wherein the poor and downtrodden dalit Christians were feeling 

helpless. The apathy of the administration, the violation of minority rights, the Presidential 

Order of 1950 and the Mandal Commission report had cumulatively led to the evolution of 

the extremely helpless and frustrating situation for the Christians. It concluded that generally, 

they should be provided a fair system to fulfill their basic needs by the institutionalization of 

minority rights and particularly, the Christian minority rights. 

A study analyzed contribution of the confluence of martyrdom, terror and computer-

mediated communications to the emergence of a Sikh diasporic cultural politics. It, further, 

analyzed the conflict took place in June 2001 when Sikhs around the world commemorated 

the seventeenth anniversary of ‘Operation Blue star’, code-name of the Indian government 

for a military siege on the holiest temple of Sikhism resulting into the death of many people. 

The study found that the conflict effectively drew together transnational struggles for 

establishing a separate Sovereign Sikh state called Khalistan with the emergence of 
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globalizing information technologies like the Internet. It concluded that such conflict of 

violence, technology and knowledge production prompted the rethinking of analytical models 

that privileged the imagination, dispersion from the homeland and experience in explaining 

the creation of diasporic communities (Axel 2008: 1145-1159). 

Focusing on the social impact of the Green Revolution in Punjab, a study 

demonstrated how this modernization process had a forefront role in the process of formation 

and consolidation of the political and social forces that supported and fed the political 

violence that was triggered from the tension among the main religious communities of 

Punjab; viz., Sikhs and Hindus. It was revealed from the study that there was a close 

relationship between the rapid process of modernization set off by the Green Revolution, 

starting from the second half of the 1960s and the separatist violence that devastated the 

Indian Punjab throughout the 1980s. It concluded that the forces behind the violence were 

derived from the overcoming of economic backwardness as a result of the Green Revolution 

(Corsi 2006: 85-109). 

Focusing on the evolution of Sikhism, Dhillon’s study (2001) revealed that after the 

Independence of India, the major problem faced by the Sikhs was to preserve the distinctive 

socio-religious and political identity. The community felt that the Sikh traditions, values, 

culture and identity were seriously threatened by the current socio-political milicut and 

wanted to preserve their natural stature. It concluded that though presently living in the midst 

of historical crisis, Sikhism faced different kinds of socio-economic and political problems. 

Based on data and statistics, facts and figures, observations and assessments the report 

of the National Commission for Religious and Linguistic Minorities (2007: 12-30) revealed 

the status of religious minorities in India. The report depicted that the socio-economically 

disadvantaged groups among Parsis were having single woman in the family without family 

support and means of income; foeticide and declining sex ratios in female children were the 

major social problems with the Sikh community; after Independence, the Buddhists who 

inhibit in the northern States from Leh to Arunachal Pradesh were comparatively well-off 

being landowners than the rest of the converted Buddhists; Christians were found to have the 

higher literacy rate than other religious minorities and  finally, Muslims were still behind in 

literacy and education, industrial promotion and economic pursuits. 

A study analyzed the arguments advanced for and against minority rights in the Indian 

Constituent Assembly. The study revealed arguments advocating and opposing different 

kinds of minority provisions advanced from diverse political and ideological positions; how 

these political ideals were at play in arguments about minority rights in the Constituent 

Assembly; different kinds of liberal norms were crucial parts of the legitimating vocabulary 

on minority safeguards against dominant understandings of Indian political discourse and 

finally, the concept of the neglected development in the constitutional history of India and the 

withdrawal of political safeguards for religious minorities during the making of the Indian 

Constitution was the legitimating vocabulary on minority rights in the Constituent Assembly 

debates (Bajpai 2002: 1-39). 

Briefly, the researches have shown that the rapid economic growth has led to 

increased income inequality and social discontent among different religious and ethnic 
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groups in India. Thus, it is evident that the forces behind the violation of human rights in 

India stems from overcoming of the economic backwardness. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The reviewed researches on the status of human rights of religious minorities in India 

reveal the following evidences: 

1. The major religious minorities; viz., Muslim, Christian and Sikh communities face 

problems, such as low level of literacy rate in terms of technical education in the 

metropolitan city like Delhi. Besides, the minority agencies are also facing problems 

to implement measures for the reduction of grievances of these minority communities 

in India. 

2. Studies have found that the Muslims settled in the urban and the rural areas in India 

are marginalized in the distribution of the government assets which hinders the overall 

development process. From the sociological point of view, researches emphasized the 

removal of such conditions of minorities educationally, economically, socially and 

politically for the enjoyment of human rights. 

3. Researches reveal that the Sikhs are facing the problem to preserve their socio-

religious and political identity after the Independence of India. Their rights should be 

safeguarded by following the Constitutional guidelines in India. 

4. It is found that socio-economic status of the dalit Christians are poor in India. They 

need well-established system in the government machinery for safeguarding their 

minority rights by the institutionalized means. 

5. The government reports have depicted that the Parsis continue to be socio-

economically backward groups in India and females often look after the family 

members. The Buddhists are economically better than the converted Buddhists in 

India. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Human rights are the inalienable fundamental rights of people enshrined to them for 

being human beings. Inter-group inequalities are found to be prevalent that often coincide 

with boundaries of different religious communities in India. Therefore, there is an urgent 

need to address these inequalities and supplement the existing policies of reservations for 

beneficiaries, expanding the range of modalities and evolving an integral approach to 

affirmative action. A crucial means for articulating minority rights and concerns are civil 

society groups or Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) which also include human rights 

groups. The Ministry of Minority Affairs should create awareness programmes making the 

minority groups aware of their rights and incentives given to them. It is concluded that those 

who are unable to protect themselves should be given protection because the human life form 

is a precious life form. In spite of hindrances faced by religious minorities evident from 

researches in India, the notion of the unity in diversity is firmly persisting in the country. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

     Mahatma Gandhi was a symbol of peace, non-violence, freedom, justice, 

equality, human rights, religious harmony and above all the greater good to the 

humanity. He was a champion crusader of environmental preservation and 

protection of Mother Nature. Gandhiji's approach in dealing with the problems 

of environment was a holistic one. He did not individually talk about the issues 

like climate change, gas emissions, pollutions, ozone depletion, thinning of polar 

ice and other negative natural phenomena but mainly dealt with the basic issues, 

which were contributing to the deterioration of living environment. He did not 

believe in the band-aid solutions of mitigating the environmental problems but 

concentrated his thoughts on bigger issues that could threaten the entire planet 

earth. He said there is a need to put corporate interests aside and start putting 

human interests at the center of our interactions with our environment .The 

environmental concern as we understand today was not there at the time of 

Gandhi, but his ideas on development, technology, self-sufficiency, village 

Swaraj etc. disclose his environmental concern. Different streams of 

environmental philosophy have paid their indebtedness to Gandhi. This paper 

will focus on the importance of the thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi to meet 

environmental crisis.  

 

             Key words: Environment, Ghandhian Thought 

 

Mahatma Gandhi remains an ardent believer of different religious tradition of the world.     Though 

his thought was nourished by many streams from the East and the West but his thought still marks 

a peculiarity of his own. The path that he shows the world through his thought is mostly grounded 

on ancient values and religious tradition. Ancient life is mostly guided by simple values and 

thought which has simplicity of its own. But our modern life as compared to ancient value systems 
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is mostly exaggerated by complexities. Gandhi believes that the soul of a man get its fullest 

expression in the simplicity of life that is why he asserts simple living and high thinking in contrast 

to modern attitude of high living and plain thinking.   

     Modern world is marked by development, science and technology which claim to change 

human destiny. Developmental activity mostly feed on over exploitation of natural resources. The 

over exploitation of natural resources is posing environmental threat or creating serious 

environmental hazards to the existence of human being on the surface of the earth. It is a fact that 

in the name of development human being is busy in the rapacious use of natural resources 

unethically. Breed of developmental activity is mark ably noticed in the changing of the 

atmosphere of the earth like global warming, climate change, greenhouse effect, deforestation, 

depletion of resources and even manifoldness of pollution around the world are the gifts of 

machines and industry tagged with profit motive. “Technology has produced wealth and glitter for 

a few, and poverty, darkness, and ‘noise’ for the rest.”
1
 It is true at the same time, that science and 

technology has changed the destiny of man but it has done irreparable loss to humanity.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

     Mahatma Gandhi a political leader, a non-violent revolutionary, social reformer, true humanist 

and a saint who spent most of his life time for the up gradation of the exploited and the 

downtrodden. This is very much reflected in his thought and action. The thought and philosophy 

that he inculcates in his life time though attracted very few intellectuals, but with the passing of 

time, humanity is gradually able to realize the importance of his thought and philosophy. His 

thought and philosophy is of such a stature that even the environmental  problems though surfaced 

largely in post-Gandhian era can be fruitfully applied to resolve environmental issues of the twenty 

first century. The famous biographer of Mahatma Gandhi, Romain Rolland wrote to one of his 

friend in 1931 after meeting Gandhi: “His mind proceeds through successive experiments into 

action and he follows a straight line, but he never stops and one would risk error in attempting to 

judge him by what he said ten years ago because his thought is in constant evolution.”
2 
 

     The evolution of Gandhi’s thought and philosophy is marked by its diversified dimension. 

Mahatma Gandhi wished to see a society to be based on non-violent social order and peace which 

should extend ultimately to the whole world. This he begins to test in no other land rather than in 

his own country. He believes that poverty and exploitation was rampant in all society whether it is 

east or west south or north, this he himself witnessed in England, South Africa as well as in his 

own country. Moreover he experiences the ills of industry, the bad condition of labour, the profit 

motive of the capitalist class and mill owners, the military might and so on. His main venture is to 

establish a society of class collaboration based on equality so that everyone should earn his 

livelihood according to his need. His socio-political as well as moral philosophy is intertwined to 

his economic thought in such a way that where the interest of everyone is protected whether man 

or nature, whether living or non-living and more particularly his philosophy provides a clue to 

resolve many of our present day problems like environmental issues, conflict resolution etc. 
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Brief discussion on some aspects of socio-economic and political philosophy of Gandhi to resolve 

environmental issues:       

       Mahatma Gandhi’s socio-economic and political philosophy is marked by an intertwined 

character of its own. The centre to which Gandhi’s entire philosophy revolves can be easily 

grasped is his concept of Swaraj. Swaraj for Gandhi is not just economic and political swaraj, but 

swaraj being accomplished with moral responsibility. ‘Hind Swaraj’ a monumental book published 

in 1908 in which he was much critical of modern civilization and machine. The main fact behind 

being critical of modern civilization and machine is its lethal effects on the society. Gandhi said, “I 

am not against machinery as such but I am firmly opposed to it when it masters us”.
3
  

       Gandhi wanted a shift in civilization as most of his socio-economic and political concepts are 

moulded in that direction. Gandhi believes in individual autonomy. His concept of swaraj is in 

essence promotes individual autonomy being associated with self-respect and self-restraint. swaraj 

gives the individual a chance to manifest him or her in socio-economic spheres, it also provides an 

opportunity to flourish an individual in political sphere also. Swaraj though implies freedom in all 

spheres but at the same time it put a restraint on the individual. The restraint here is guided by the 

basic necessities of life. Gandhi insisted that “Everyone must have a balanced diet, a decent house 

to live in, facilities for the education of one’s children, and adequate medical relief.”
4
 Again 

Gandhi believes that, “Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s need, but not every man’s 

greed.”
5
 Gandhi was against multiplicity of wants. His vehement opposition to industry as well as 

modern civilization is also because of its zeal of multiplication of wants and greed (consumerism). 

Gandhi believes that progress of civilization is not marked by multiplication of wants but by 

simplicity and controlled reduction of wants.  

      Today’s society is mostly consumerist, but Gandhi’s economic thought is just opposite to 

today’s economic frame. The base of all his socio-economic way out is the concept of welfare of 

all i.e. sarvodaya. The philosophy of Gandhi is spiritual and religious. In it socio-economic and 

political questions are observed from ethical and humanitarian standpoint. The main aim of 

Gandhi’s philosophy is the welfare of all and not of any systems or institutions. Here economics is 

deeply guided by the spiritual and moral basis of life. Gandhi believed that economic goal can be 

best achieved, if the individual act as a vital part of society or community. In Gandhi’s framework 

of economic thought, production is managed in minute level, the economy is local (village-based) 

and much importance is put to handicrafts (swadeshi). Gandhi’s alternative to mass 

industrialization was the establishment of village small scale and crafts industries, mainly spinning 

and weaving to meet the basic necessities of life. Besides fulfilling the basic necessities of the 

villagers this small scale and crafts industries will help the villagers in earning extra income when 

crop season is off. Here village industries were looked upon as supplementary source of income as 

well as production by masses. Gandhi believes that “there must be mass-production ‘but mass 

production in people’s home’.”
6
 By mass production Gandhi meant, it is production by the masses 

not by large scale industrialization. As mass production by large scale industrialization is coercive 

to natural resources and most of the environmental pollution and hazards are the gifts of large scale 

industrialization. This small scale, labour-intensive, employment generated, ecologically sound 
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approach of Gandhi seems to help in maintaining a ecologically balanced society or community. 

Further, it may enable human race to survive on the surface of the earth in consonance with nature.                                                                     

       Gandhi’s socio-economic philosophy stood on socialistic pillar which is certainly different 

from socialism of Marxian type and the Capitalistic society of the present day. Marxian socialism 

put much emphasis on the centralization of power and wealth in the hands of the state, likewise 

Capitalism put much emphasis on the centralization of power and wealth in the hands of the 

Capitalist. Gandhi said, “Socialism and communism of the West are based on certain conceptions 

which are fundamentally different from ours. One such conception is their belief in the essential 

selfishness of human nature… . Our socialism or communism should, therefore, be based on non-

violence and on harmonious co-operation of labour and capital, landlord and tenant.”
7
 Gandhi 

believes that too much of centralization of power and wealth will ultimately results in exploitation. 

In order to bring minimum centralization of power and wealth either in the hands of the individual 

or in the hands of the state, he brings his concept of trusteeship. Here rich people should work as 

trustee to the society.  His idea of trusteeship provides a means of transformation of present 

capitalist order of society into an egalitarian one. Capitalism and Industrialization is much 

production and profit oriented which instead of need but out of greed produces more than what is 

needed. Gandhi wanted an egalitarian line of production and distribution system. The 

environmental issues that we are confronting today is because of the exploitation of nature and 

natural resources to an unlimited extent which is mainly deep seated in distribution ( unequal 

distribution) rather than production of wealth. 

    Gandhi believes that non-violence can even act as means to bring equal treatment in the society. 

To do that one must follow the ideal of non-violence and should bring necessary changes in his 

personal life. The changes should start in him with the voluntary reduction of wants to a minimum 

keeping in mind the poverty of others. He should earn his livelihood by honest means. The desire 

for conjecture would be abandoned. His habit and attitude should be in consonance with new mode 

of life. He should live a life of self-restraint in all spheres. This self-restraint attitude makes an 

individual to become non-violent and treat other living and non-living at per equal with him. 

Gandhi says, “I Hold that non-violence is not merely a personal virtue to be cultivated like other 

virtues. Surely society is largely regulated to the expression of non-violence in its mutual dealings. 

What I ask for an extension of it on a larger, national and international scale.”
8
 Today his theory of 

non-violence along with other theories has become an urgent necessity for the human race to come 

out of the ecologically flimsy state of the world.   

        It is evident that Mahatma Gandhi is not a systematic thinker, and he even did not frame any 

methodical environmental ethics or philosophy. Still his concept of non-violence has inspired 

many non-violent freedom movements and civil rights movements. Besides, one thing certainly 

goes to the credit of Mahatma Gandhi in recent times that he contributed considerable influence on 

the modern environmental thought and movement in many parts of the world. “It may be 

mentioned particularly that the movements led by Sundarlal Bahuguna and Chandi Prasad Bhatt in 

the Himalayas and the ASTRA programme led by A.K.N.Reedy in India, and the movement led by 
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Chico Mendes in Brazil. The environmental movement in America, though directly prompted by 

Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962), is also considerably influenced by Gandhian ideas.”
9
   

     To conclude in tune with Gandhi’s framework of thought it can be best assumed that his 

philosophy though does not have any direct bearing on environmental hazards or issues of today 

but his thought certainly provides a way out of this catastrophe. This may be summarized and 

chalked out as thought by Gandhi in the following manner; firstly, he wanted proper science and 

technology in its lucid form so that it may fit to small scale industries which is need based and 

fulfill the minimum needs. Secondly, Gandhi wanted to put control on our greed so that the needs 

of everyone can be met. Thirdly, he put emphasis on decentralization of power so that resources to 

be utilized locally not for profit but to meet the basic need. And finally, he wanted an equitable 

distribution of wealth as well as equal treatment even for the weakest like animals and plants. 

Thus, this approach of Gandhi seems to be pro-environmental which is certainly different from 

modern centralized, bureaucratic and elitist approach.      
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ABSTRACT 

 

In spite of continuous efforts towards improving the methodology of the 

BPL Census, a significant difference observed between the “estimated” 

and “identified” poor still persists. Against this backdrop, this paper 

attempts to use a multi-dimensional methodology for the identification 

of the poor. With the help of a case study, this paper tries to estimate the 

extent of inclusion and exclusion errors in the identification of below-

poverty line (BPL) households of Cachar. Our estimation reveals that 

the methodology we adopted not only successfully find out the 

inclusion error and the exclusion error, but also point out the severity of 

poverty among the households in the study area. 

 

Keywords: Poverty, Inclusion Error, Exclusion Error. 

 

Introduction: 

As a developing country and as one of the leading nations of the Third World, 

India in no way is free from the scourge of poverty. The Govt. of India has taken 

number of social assistance schemes in order to eradicate poverty and to provide 

minimum protection to the poor through social assistance schemes, their “proper 

identification” is necessary. But in India, a significant proportion of households 

estimated as poor by official poverty estimates of Planning Commission is not identified 

as poor as per the methods adopted by the Ministry of Rural Development (MORD). As 

a result, a significant difference has been observed between the “estimated” and 

“identified” poor. However, the issue remains unresolved even at the methodological 

level as the criteria adopted are not directly verifiable. So far, no satisfactory 

methodology has been advanced to ensure inclusion of a majority of the poor. 

Consequently, many poor households often do not hold either a BPL or an AAY card, 

and hence, remain deprived of the benefits associated with such cards. In this backdrop, 

this paper proposes a multidimensional method developed by Sabina Alkire (2008) in 
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the identification of poor household and shows the practical application and findings of 

this method in the identification of poor household of Cachar district of Assam. 

 

Need For Addressing The Methodological Weaknesses: 

In a democratic society, removal of poverty has to be accorded a high priority. 

But before any Government decides its policy measures to solve the poverty problem, it 

must identify the poor, i.e. whether a household live below poverty line (BPL) or not. 

The poverty line is a cutoff point on the line of distribution, which usually divides the 

population of the country as poor and non-poor. Accordingly people having income 

below the poverty line are called poor and people with income above poverty line are 

called non-poor. Once identified as BPL, households become eligible to obtain benefits 

from various social assistance programmes implemented by the central and the state 

governments. It is assumed that households possessing either BPL or AAY cards are 

identified as poor by the MORD, whereas households reporting spending of less than 

the poverty line fixed by the Planning Commission for specific states and sectors are 

termed as poor. Thus, there is a difference between these two agencies on estimation 

and identification of poor. This discrepancy generated two unwarranted errors, viz., 

inclusion error and exclusion error. So, these errors need to be addressed properly.  

 

Objective of the Study: 

The objective of this study is to identify inclusion and exclusion errors in the 

identification of the poor of Cachar district of Assam. This involved an exhaustive study 

of the standard of living, occupational status and socio-health status of the households in 

the study area.  

 

Profile of Cachar District: 

By using the multi-dimensional methodology, a case study was conducted in the 

Cachar district of Assam. The total size of the Cachar district is 3786 sq. km and the 

total population is 17, 36,617. It has also 3, 79,955 households in which rural household 

is 3, 10,750 and urban household is 69,205 (Census 2011). Major portion of population 

of Cachar district depends on agriculture for their livelihood. Administratively the 

district is now divided into two sub-divisions viz. Silchar (Sadar) and Lakhipur. There 

are five revenue circles and fifteen community development blocks (CD) in the district. 

The five revenue circles are Silchar, Lakhipur, Katigora, Sonai and Udharbond. Of 

these, Silchar and Lakhipur are urban revenue circles and the rest three are the rural 

revenue circles. The present study is carried out in these five revenue circles of Cachar 

district of Assam. 

Sample Size: 

At the first stage, we have randomly selected the five revenues circles of Cachar 

district. To retain the true representation of the entire area, the sites of samples are 

selected from all the five revenue circles. Among the revenue circles, Silchar and 
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Lakhipur have the Municipal Boards but the other revenue circles have no such boards. 

So, there are two segments of revenue circles. These are – urban segment and rural 

segment. Among these, there are two urban segments, viz., Silchar and Lakhipur and 

three rural segments, viz., Katigora, Sonai and Udharbond. In the second stage, from 

each urban segment, two wards have been selected randomly, viz., Ward 4 and Ward 8 

from Silchar and Ward 5 and Ward 6 from Lakhipur as well as two villages have been 

selected from each rural segment, viz., Tarapur and Kusiarkul from Katigora, 

Sonabarighat Pt. - I and Narsingpur Pt.-IV from Sonai, Durganagar Pt. VI and Doyapore 

Pt.-II from Udharbond. In the third stage, sample size has been selected from each of the 

selected wards or villages using a scientific formula. The sample size so determined are: 

87 out of 927 from Ward 4 and 77 out of 376 from Ward 8 of Silchar Revenue circle, 77 

out of 394 from ward 5 and 63 out of 179 from Ward 6 of Lakhipur circle, 58 out of 144 

households from Kusiakul and 83 out of 622 from Tarapur of Katigora, 77 out of 387 

households from Durganagar Pt. VI and 77 out of 583 households from Doyapore Pt. II 

of Udharbond and 56 out of 132 from Narsingpur Pt. IV and 83 out of 594 households 

from Sonabarighat Pt.- I of Sonai. 

 

Methodology and Database: 

The popular multidimensional method developed by Sabina Alkire and James 

Foster was used in this survey. According to this method, a household is identified as 

poor either by the Union Approach or by the Intersection Approach. According to the 

Union Approach, a household is identified as poor if the household is deprived in at 

least one dimension. On the other hand, a household is identified as poor according to 

the Intersection Approach if the household is deprived in all dimensions.  

The present study has relied both on the primary and on the secondary sources of 

data. The primary data were collected by carrying out field survey. Information about 

standard of living, occupational status, social and health status were collected from both 

the households having  BPL/AAY card and the households those haven’t these cards 

with the help of a interview schedule having questions both structured and open-ended. 

The sources of secondary data include census reports, Govt. reports, research papers, 

published and unpublished works on poverty and Government BPL lists. After 

collecting the data, these were tabulated and analyzed using different statistical tools. 

 

Findings of the Study: 

    After conducting a field survey and applying multi-dimensional methodology 

in the collected data, it is found that there are a sufficient number of inclusion and 

exclusion errors in the identification of poor in the study area. Estimation reveals that  

the adopted methodology not only successfully find out the inclusion error and  the 

exclusion error, but also point out  the severity of poverty among the households in the 

study area. Firstly, by using both union approach and intersection approach, the 

variation of poor households by residence was calculated. Secondly, on one side, the 
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inclusion and exclusion errors were estimated by union approach and on other side, the 

inclusion and exclusion errors were estimated by using intersection approach. Finally, 

the severity of poverty among the poor households was calculated by using Severity 

Poverty Index (SPI).  The findings of the survey are given in the subsequent tables and 

charts: 

 

 

Table 1:   Variation of Poor households by Residence (in percent) 

 

Residence 

 

Revenue 

Circle 

 

 

Sample 

Size 

 

Poor by 

Intersection 

Approach 

 

Poor by 

Union 

Approach 

Urban Silchar 164 0 22.0 

Lakhipur 140 0 33.6 

 

Rural 

Katigora 141 0.71 48.9 

Sonai 139 0 67.6 

Udharbond 154 0 38.3 

Source: Complied on the basis of field survey, 2014-15 

 

The above table estimated the percentage of poor households in the Cachar 

District using Intersection Approach (I.A.) and Union Approach (U.A.). The table 

shows that among urban revenue circles, Silchar has 0 % poor households using I.A. 

and 22.0% poor households using U.A. The second urban circle is Lakhipur which has 0 

% poor households by I.A. and 33.6 % poor households by U.A. Further, among rural 

revenue circles, Katigora has 0.71% poor households using I.A. and 48.9 % poor 

households using U.A. Sonai has 0% poor households using I.A. and 67.6% poor 

households by U.A.  Finally, Udharbond has 0% poor household 38.3% poor 

households using I.A. and U.A. respectively. However, the table also reveals that the 

highest percentage of poor households using U.A. is in Sonai and the lowest is in 

Silchar. Whereas Katigora is the only revenue circle which contains poor households by 

I.A. . 

Table 2:   Inclusion and Exclusion Error by Union Approach (in percent) 

Residence Revenue Circle Inclusion Error Exclusion Error 

Urban 
Silchar 26.83 10.36 

Lakhipur 12.86 22.14 

Rural 

Katigora 07.80 27.66 

Sonai 10.79 41.73 

Udharbond 13.63 23.38 

Source: Complied on the basis of field survey, 2014-15 
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The above table calculated the percentage of inclusion error and exclusion error 

in terms of Union Approach. The table demonstrates that Silchar has 26.83 % of 

inclusion error and 10.36 % of exclusion error using Union Approach. The Serial 

number 2 of the table contains Lakhipur which has 12.86 % percentage of inclusion 

error and 22.14% of exclusion error using Union Approach. On the other hand, among 

rural revenue circles Katigora has 7.80% of inclusion error and 27.66 % of exclusion 

error using U.A. Another rural circle Sonai has 10.79% of inclusion error and 41.73% of 

exclusion error. Lastly, Udharbond has 13.63% of inclusion and 23.38% of exclusion 

error by this approach. Therefore, the table reveals that Sonai has contained the highest 

percentage of exclusion error and Silchar has contained the highest proportion of 

inclusion error.  

Table 3:   Inclusion and Exclusion Error by Intersection Approach (in percent) 

Residence Revenue Circle Inclusion Error Exclusion Error 

Urban 
Silchar 38.41 0 

Lakhipur 24.29 0 

Rural 

Katigora 29.07 0.71 

Sonai 36.69 0 

Udharbond 28.58 0 

Source: Complied on the basis of field survey, 2014-15 

 

 The table 3 calculated the percentage of inclusion error and exclusion error in 

terms of Intersection Approach. The table reveals that the percentage of exclusion error, 

i.e., 0.71% in terms of intersection approach is found only in Katigora. But the inclusion 

error in terms of intersection approach is found in both urban and rural revenue circles. 

The proportion of inclusion error is 38.41% in Silchar which is the highest among all the 

revenue circles. Lakhipur has 24.29% of inclusion error. And the rural circles, viz., 

Katigora, Sonai and Udharbond have 29.07%, 36.69% and 28.58% of inclusion errors 

respectively.   

In order to attend the major goal of this study, it is needed to construct an index 

of poverty that would portray the severity of poverty among poor households. For this 

purpose, an index has been proposed which uses three dimensions of poverty as 

suggested by Alkire and Seth (2008). Symbolically, the severity of poverty index (SPI) 

may be stated as: 

 
Here, SOL stands for standard of livings; OS stands for occupational status and SH 

stands for socio-health status. Each of these dimensions includes multiple variables. To 

transform each of these dimensions into a unit-free index between 0 and 1 (which allows 

different indices to be added together), the following formula is used: 
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The value of SPI ranges from 0 to 1. A value of SPI close to 0 indicates extreme 

poverty while a value close to 1 indicates insignificant poverty. 

 The severity of poverty index (SPI) of the households in the study area was 

measured on the basis of Religion, Caste and Residence wise.  This is shown in table 4:  

 

Table 4:   Classification of Severity of Poverty Index 

Source: Complied on the basis of field survey 2014-15 

 

The Table 4 reveals that the average severity of poverty among the Muslim 

households is lower than the Hindu households. On the other hand, the variation of 

severity of poverty is high among the Hindu households but only a little bit low among 

the Muslim households. In case of Residence, there is very low level of severity of 

poverty among the urban households in relation to rural household and the variation of 

severity is found high among the rural households than that of urban households. For 

considering the Caste, we find that the average severity of poverty is high among the 

OBC households and variation is high among the SC households.  

 

Table 5:   Share of Severity of Poverty Index (in Percent) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Complied on the basis of field survey, 2014-15. 

 Category Mean S.D. 

Religion 

Hindu 0.35 0.14 

Muslim 0.37 0.13 

Christian 0.58 -- 

Residence 
Urban 0.39 0.12 

Rural 0.35 0.14 

Caste 

General 0.36 0.14 

SC 0.38 0.15  

OBC 0.33 0.13 

ST 0.40 -- 

 Category Percentage Share 

Religion 

Hindu 48.52 

Muslim 51.15 

Christian 0.32 

Residence 
Urban 27.21 

Rural 72.79 

Caste 

General 62.95 

SC 18.36 

ST 00.32 

OBC 18.69 
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The table 5 shows that the percentage share of severity of poverty is high among 

the Muslim households whereas this is low among the urban households. But in case of 

caste, it is high among the General households and just equal among the SC and OBC 

households. 

Conclusion: 

 This paper attempted to justify that the adopted multi-dimensional method is one 

of the scientific yet simple methods for identification of households to declare them as 

eligible to avail of the benefits from various social assistance schemes. Using the limited 

database, the study underlined the importance of revising the existing methodology. The 

estimation based on the multi-dimensional methodology not only reduces the non-poor 

households in the BPL list, but also advocates a larger coverage of the poor households. 

It is worth mentioning here that as the multi-dimensional method covers a significant 

proportion of households living below poverty line, it allows them to reduce the gap 

between the estimated and identified poor. It also suggests the possibility of 

withdrawing BPL or AAY cards from non-poor households for redistribution among the 

actual poor as identified by the multi-dimensional method. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Modern society is technology based and the quality of life of the people is 

directly or indirectly related to the quality and level of technical education in 

vogue. In this fast changing world, technology is the pivot around which the 

human needs and services revolve. Technical education in India contributes a 

major share to the overall education system and plays a vital role in the social 

and economic development of our nation. In India technical education is 

imparted at various levels such as craftsmanship, diploma, degree, post 

graduate degree and research degree in specialized fields, catering various 

aspects of technological development and economic progress. This paper 

intends to analyze the growth and development of technical education in India 

Course wise and the growth and development of technical education in the 

state of Kerala 

 

Keywords: Technical Education, Growth and Development of Technical Education 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Technology is a product of the human spirit that aims to understand and conquer nature 

and natural resources. Through technology and its application, human beings were able to 

manifest the power of organization and show miraculous results. Application of technology 

made tremendous impact on the way human societies could progress, forcing their social and 

culture patterns to change rapidly and giving them immense power to create prosperity. Modern 

history has shown that only those countries, which could acquire capability to develop and apply 

science and technology, have found great success to grow their wealth and improve living 

conditions of their population. In the case of our country, role of technology is even more 
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important since we became independent from colonial rule only about six decades ago and the 

need for development on several fronts is acute. The growth of human civilization has invariably 

been linked to Science and Technology. In recent years, we have witnessed growing appreciation 

of the importance of Science and Technology as a vehicle to accelerate the development process 

of a country. The emphasis has been on harnessing of science and technology for the economic 

and social development of the society and thus to enrich the quality of life of its people. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The importance of Technical education and Growth of technical education has been the 

focus of a number of studies carried out in recent times. A brief review of some of these studies 

has been made here. 

The author compares and contrasts the role and policies of federal and state governments that 

influence access, affordability and quality in higher education in the USA and India keeping the 

array of public and private benefits of higher education as a reference at the background. The 

author mentioned whether higher education is a public good or private good is never likely to be 

conclusive in politics. Even an agreement on the extent to which higher education could be 

considered private good or public good is elusive. These differences manifest in the form of 

government policies. The differences in policy options affect equitable access and affordability 

to the various segments of the society differently and create an uncertain environment for higher 

institutions to operate (Sarnikar 2011).Private sector gets little awareness in India’s education 

debate, but it makes an important contribution. In 2001, 42 percent of institutions of higher 

learning were privately owned; they served 37 percent of the students enrolled in higher 

education. Their quality varies greatly. A few are among India’s most-respected institutions, 

including the Christian Medical College in Vellore and the Indian School of Business in 

Hyderabad. So far, the government’s support of private investment in education has been limited 

(Hangaragi 2012).  There are a lot of perspectives of higher education in promoting backward 

areas. Needless to say that primary and secondary schools form the feeder line for the colleges 

(Singh 2011). Indian higher education is one of the largest systems of education today in the 

world. We have 611 universities, 31,324 colleges, with 5, 21,843 teachers catering to 1, 36, 

41808 students i.e., just 12% of the age group i.e., 18-24. Although the system is large, still it is 

not catering to the expected large percentage of people (88%) who are out of the system. When 

we compare this percentage of relevant age group in the system with developed nations like US 

and UK it is very negligible (Pradhan 2012). In this emerging scenario of knowledge based 

society of 21
st
 century, higher education becomes an essential issue in creating skilled and 

knowledgeable human resources to meet the forthcoming challenges of the changing world. 

Higher education measured being the major area in promoting and accelerating the procedure of 

national development. A nation cannot move without its skilled and capable quality of the 

citizens (Akhtar and Hagarika 2012). Education helps an individual to obtain knowledge and 

capability to face the challenges of this racing and competitive world. The goal of higher level of 
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living for public can be attained through education particularly higher education. The quality of 

education depends upon the quality of the teachers.   Higher educational institutions are expected 

to bring quality and sustainable education to produce marketable products in this skilled and 

globalized world. Quality technical education plays a vital role in the society. The economy of 

country is influenced to a great extent by the technical manpower and vocational training. The 

demand for technical education is large in our country (Arulmozhi 2012). 

 

OBJECTIVES AND RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY 

 Technology is a great force, but by itself it is for neither good nor bad. It is a tool in the 

hands of humanity, demanding wisdom while using it. It is expressed beautifully in a Buddhist 

proverb “To every man is given the key to the gates of heaven; the same key opens the gates of 

hell’. The progress of science and technology has shown that there are unlimited possibilities for 

furthering our knowledge. This comes from maintaining the freedom of thought and an honest 

enquiry into things we doubt. Our duty to the future generations lies in maintaining this freedom 

and path to progress of knowledge. Therefore the major objectives of this paper are: 

1. To analyze the growth and development of technical education in India Course wise 

2. To analyze the growth and development of technical education in the state of Kerala 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The present investigation makes use of analytical and descriptive techniques to fulfill the 

objectives of study. Analytical and descriptive tools are employed for exploring in to their 

positive contributions to the society.  The important sources of secondary data are Economic 

Review of State Planning Board 2013, report of Statistics on Indian Higher Education 2012-

2013, Department of Economics and Statistics, Report from Universities, AICTE, Books, 

Journals, News Papers, Books on technical education and other articles written by eminent 

authors. 

 THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN INDIA 
 

Technology has played a key role in shaping our lives in all its diverse forms. It has 

played a constructive role in shaping human history and determining human destiny. The story of 

technology’s glorious voyage has been characterized by the transition of man.  Technical 

education is a basic and essential input for national development and for strengthening of the 

industry, economy and ultimately improving the quality of life of the people. It has made a 

significant contribution to India’s economic development. The programmes which have 

advanced the country and diversified and augmented its production since independence are 

largely because of the man power produced by technical institution of the country. Technical 

education contributes substantially to the socio economic development of the country as a whole. 
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(a) From Ancient Period to the 18
th

 Century:  

The ancients and medieval had built large brick and stone houses, castles, cities and huge 

temples, constructed long highways and aqueducts and dug canals, which show considerable 

knowledge of what are now termed Civil and Hydraulic Engineering and of properties of 

building materials, this knowledge must have been derived empirically. The industrial revolution 

of the 18th century laid the foundation for a technological civilization and gave rise to a new 

system of learning process known as “Technical Education”. The technical education system 

brought out the concept of establishment of training institutions in order to meet the challenges 

of fast changing technological environment. In India technical education, unlike other types of 

professional education, has not had a long history.  

The beginnings of Mechanical Engineering are to be found in the manufacture and use, of 

tools, means of transport, simple machinery like lathes, and weapons of offence and defense. 

Rudiments of Chemical Engineering are to be seen in the old metallurgical practices. However 

there were no organized schools to teach apprentices, the use of machinery or knowledge of 

processes; knowledge passed from generation to generation of craftsmen and artificers, by word 

of mouth, and was thus confined to castes and guilds.  

The first engineering college was established in Uttar Pradesh in 1847 for the training of 

civil engineers at Roorkee. The Roorkee College (or to give it its official name, the Thomason 

Engineering College) was never affiliated to any university, but has been giving diplomas which 

are considered to be equivalent to degrees. In pursuance of the government policy, three 

Engineering Colleges were opened by about 1856 in the three Presidencies. In Bengal, a College 

called the Calcutta College of Civil Engineering was opened at the Writers’ Buildings in 

November 1856; the name was changed to Bengal Engineering College in 1857 and it was 

affiliated to the Calcutta University. It gave a licentiate course in Civil Engineering. In 1865 it 

was amalgamated with the Presidency College. Later, in 1880 it was detached from the 

Presidency College and shifted to its present quarters at Sibpur.  

 

(b) From 18
th

 Century to 1947: 

The Calcutta University Commission debated the pros and cons for the introduction of 

degree courses in mechanical and electrical engineering. The credit for first starting degree 

classes in mechanical and electrical engineering and in metallurgy belongs to the University of 

Banaras, thanks to the foresight of its great founder, Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviya. About fifteen 

years later, in 1931-32, the Bengal Engineering College at Sibpur started mechanical engineering 

courses and electrical engineering courses in 1935-36, and courses in metallurgy in 1939-40. 

Courses in these subjects were also introduced at Guindy and Poona about the same time. 

 Quite a number of engineering colleges have been started since August 15, 1947. It is 

due to the realization that India has to become a great industrial country, and would require a far 

larger number of engineers than could be supplied by the older institutions. In some cases, 

existing primary type of institutions have been raised to the status degree colleges. 
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All India Council for Technical Education was set-up in November 1945 as a national 

level Apex Advisory Body to conduct survey on the facilities of technical education and to 

promote development in the country in a coordinated and integrated manner. The birth of All 

India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) gave a new dimension to engineering education 

in India. It started with the appointment of a committee in 1945 under the chairmanship of Shri. 

N.R. Sarkar, popularly known as the Sarkar Committee, which recommended for the 

establishment of four higher technical institutes, on the pattern of MIT, USA.  

 

( c) From 1947 Onwards:  

 The Government of India established the first Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) at 

Kharagpur in 1950 and other IIT’s were set up in Kanpur, Bombay, Madras, Delhi, Roorkee and 

Guwahati. Recently the Government of India announced eight more IITs and these would be set 

up in the states of Bihar, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 

Orissa, Gujrat and Punjab. In order to ensure the same, as stipulated in, the National Policy of 

Education (1986), AICTE was vested with statutory authority for planning, formulation and 

maintenance of norms and standards, quality assurance through accreditation, funding in priority 

areas, monitoring and evaluation, maintaining parity of certification and awards and ensuring 

coordinated and integrated development and management of technical education in the country. 

The purview of AICTE covers programmes of technical education including training and 

research in Engineering, Technology, Architecture, Town Planning, Management, Pharmacy, 

Applied Arts and Crafts, Hotel Management and Catering Technology etc. at different levels. 

Next came into existence, the School of Planning and Architecture in 1995, following 

which National Institute of Technology and Industrial Engineering at Bombay in the year 1963, 

National Institute of Foundry and Forge Technology at Ranchi in the year 1966 and 15 Regional 

Engineering Colleges (RECs) were established in 15 cities as joint ventures of the Government 

of India and respective state government in which the college is located. Two more RECs were 

added in the mid 1980’s. During 2000-2001 the status of all RECs was elevated to that of 

Deemed Universities and Regional Engineering Colleges were renamed National Institutes of 

Technology. 

 Engineering education is among the key enablers of growth for transforming India’s 

economy. The quality of teaching and research in this sphere will play a critical role in the 

emergence of our country as a global knowledge leader. It will also provide vital inputs for 

enhancing productivity across sectors. In the past two decades, we have seen an eight-fold 

increase in the number of institutions imparting engineering education at the undergraduate level. 

Yet, there are some fundamental issues that need to be addressed. 

 A glaring regional imbalance has emerged in the availability of engineering education. 

Two-thirds of the engineering institutions are located in four southern states, plus Maharashtra, 

even though they account for less than one-third of the population. There is much less access for 

the youth in under-provided states, particularly because only 15 per cent of the total seats are 

available for those who come from outside the state. It would be worthwhile to study whether 
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there are any cultural or region-specific factors that influence the choice of engineering as a 

career in some states and not elsewhere. This could help make the spread of such colleges more 

even nationwide. Several recent studies have flagged the problem of unemployment of 

engineering graduates, largely because curriculum and syllabi are not quite compatible with 

industry requirements. Further, the standards of a very large proportion of institutions at the 

bottom of the pyramid have also been found to be abysmal. Even good institutions are plagued 

by deficiency of quality students at post-graduate and research level. The problems are complex 

and deep rooted. The situation calls for a new paradigm in regulation, accreditation, governance 

and faculty development. Indian students by level of education and fields of study are given 

below.  

Table 1: Enrollment of Indian Students by Level of Education 

Level Number ('000) % of Total 

Graduate (Bachelor's) 17,456 86% 

Post-Graduate (Master's) 2,492 12% 

Research (Doctoral) 161 1% 

Diploma/Certificate 218 1% 

Total 20,327 100% 

Source: Statistics on Indian Higher Education 2012-2013  

Table 2: Enrollment of Indian Students by fields of study 

Field Number(000) % of Total 

Arts 7,539 37% 

Science 3,790 19% 

Commerce & Management 3,571 18% 

Engineering & Technology 3,262 16% 

Education 733 4% 

Medicine 716 4% 

Law 373 2% 

Others 218 1% 

Agriculture 97 0% 

Veterinary Science 28 0% 

 20,327 100% 

Source: Statistics on Indian Higher Education 2012-2013  

With 700 universities and more than 35,000 affiliated colleges enrolling more than 20 

million students, Indian higher education is a large and complex system. The structure of degree-

granting institutions is cumbersome primarily due to "affiliation" and funding sources. More than 
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85% of students are enrolled in bachelor's degree programs with majority enrolling in three-year 

B.A., B.Com. or B.Sc. degrees. One-sixth of all Indian students are enrolled in 

Engineering/Technology degrees. 

 GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN KERALA 

In the beginning of the Independence era, there was a clear neglect of the higher 

education system.  In this period the economy was mainly dependent on agriculture. With the 

gradual expansion of the higher education system in remote areas, there has been a significant 

increase in the number of learners as well as their standards. Higher education leads to modern 

technological development in the society. And also it provides a large number of job- oriented 

courses which should be appealing to thousands of young people to get a career of employment 

or self employment. The previous Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh has positively predicted 

that the 21
st
 century will be the “knowledge century”.  

  Kerala has high levels of literacy rate and has high levels of social and human 

development. The technical and management education sector has made immense contribution to 

the country’s economic and industrial development. It has produced higher quality skilled, 

technical and managerial manpower. Technical education determines the development and socio- 

economic condition of a nation because; a high quality engineer or technician is made only 

through, high quality engineering and vocational teaching and training. More qualified engineers 

are an asset of our country. Through technology only new services and opportunities develop in 

the state. The various training institutes established in the country remedied the extreme shortage 

of engineers and skilled workers during the time of independence. 

 Directorate of Technical Education is the nodal department for Technical Education in 

the State. As envisaged in the 12
th

 plan, the basic objective is to achieve faster, sustainable and 

more inclusive growth. The number of engineering colleges are in 1947 was 44 with an intake 

capacity of 3200, which grew in 2001- 02 to an annual intake of 6.7 million students. In 2008 the 

number was 84 with an intake capacity of 25492, in 2009 was also 84 but the intake capacity is 

26112. It further increased to 119 with an intake capacity of 38009 in 2010. There are 142 

engineering colleges in the state with a total sanctioned intake of 45147 in 2011. Out of these 

engineering colleges 128 (90 %) are self financing colleges, 11(8 %) are Government colleges 

and 3(2%) are private aided colleges. 153 engineering colleges in the state with a total sanctioned 

intake of 48988 in 2012. Out of these engineering colleges, 141(92.2%) are self financing 

colleges, 9 (5.9%) are Government colleges and 3 (2%) are private aided colleges. 164 

engineering colleges in the state with a total sanctioned intake of 52802 in 2013. Out of these 

engineering colleges, 152 (92.6 %) are self financing colleges, 9 (5.9%) are Government colleges 

and 3 (2%) are private aided colleges and 161 self financing engineering colleges in the state 

with a total sanctioned intake of 64000 in 2015. Major portion of the unaided engineering 

colleges are functioning in Ernakulum District 31 followed by Thiruvananthapuram 24. In 

Pathanamthitta, Alappuzha, Malappuram and Kasargod Districts, only unaided colleges are 
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working. During 2013, 11 unaided engineering colleges were newly started in the State. District 

wise Distribution of Engineering Colleges in Kerala is given below. 

 

Table 3: District-wise Distribution of Engineering Colleges in Kerala 2013 

Name of Districts 
             Number of colleges        Sanctioned Intake 

Govt. Aided Unaided Total Govt. Aided Unaided Total 

Kasaragod 0 0 4 4 0 0 990 990 

Kannur 1 0 5 6 345 0 1800 2145 

Wayanad 1 0 0 1 180 0 0 180 

Kozhikkode 1 0 8 9 315 0 1920 2235 

Malappuram 0 0 9 9 0 0 2626 2626 

Palakkad 1 1 10 12 259 483 2720 3462 

Thrissur 1 0 16 17 516 0 5420 5936 

Ernakulam 0 1 31 32 0 540 10440 10980 

Idukki 1 0 4 5 284 0 1290 1574 

Kottayam 1 0 8 9 343 0 3255 3598 

Alappuzha 0 0 10 10 0 0 3090 3090 

Pathanamthitta 0 0 8 8 0 0 2340 2340 

Kollam 0 1 15 16 0 590 4710 5300 

Trivandrum 2 0 24 26 936 0 7410 8346 

Total 9 3 152 164 3178 1613 48011 52802 

    Source: Economic Review (2013), State Planning Board, Thiruvananthapuram,   

                        P 287 

 Thiruvanathapuram, one of the state’s major academic hubs, hosts the University of 

Kerala and several professional education colleges, including 15 engineering colleges.  The 

college is one of the prominent engineering institutions in the state. The Asian School of 

Business and IIITM-K are two of the other premier management study institutions in the city, 

both situated inside Techno Park. The Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology, first of 

its kind in India, is also situated here and an Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, 

Thiruvananthapuram is also being set up. The Trivandrum district holds, the most number of 

colleges and schools in Kerala including 4 international schools, 30 professional colleges, and 38 

vocational training institutes. 

 The college of Engineering, Trivandrum, commonly known as CET, is situated in 

Thiruvananthapuam, the capital city of Kerala. Founded in 1939, it is the top ranked engineering 

college in Kerala. The college campus is situated in Kulathoor near Sreekariyam, 13 km from 
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Thiruvananthapuram Central (railway station). Extending over 125 acres (500,000m
2
) of land, it 

has one of the most spacious campuses in the country. It has also got place in the top engineering 

schools in India. The college was ranked 18
th

 overall among 100 Top Engineering colleges of the 

country by Dataquest-CMR Top T-Schools Survey 2011.
 

 The Department of Technical Education, Government of Kerala was established on 4
th

 

September 1957. The Department is functioning under the Higher Education Department, Govt. 

of Kerala. State Board of Technical Education with the Minister for Education as the Chairman 

and the Director of Technical Education as the convener also advises the Government and the 

Department in matters connected with Technical Education. Now there are 12 Engineering 

Colleges, 49 polytechnic Colleges, 3 Colleges of Fine Arts, 39 Technical High Schools, and 17 

Govt. Commercial Institutes, 42 Tailoring and Garment Making Training Centre’s and 4 

Vocational Training Centre’s under the Department. More than 7000 employees, belonging to 

different categories, are working in these institutions. 

 Technical education contributes substantially to the Socio Economic development of the 

country as a whole. The development sustenance of the industrial sector is entirely dependent 

upon the availability of trained manpower to perform the multidimensional activities needed to 

keep the wheel of industry running. The Technical Education Department aims towards making 

available these trained technically qualified hands to serve the industry and society. Technical 

Education system is thus made flexible enough to adapt to rapid change. In the state, the 

Department of Technical Education plays a lead role in the Technical Education sector. 

As the date for the admission to professional courses comes to an end, more than 30,000 

engineering seats have been left vacant in engineering colleges across Kerala. Mr G.P.C Nayar, 

President, Federation of Associations of Unaided Professional Colleges of India said, "In over 

40% of the 130 engineering colleges in Kerala, the number of students was less than one-fourth 

of their total strength. A large number of students have opted for colleges in other states." A total 

of 1, 19,025 lakhs candidates had appeared for the Kerala Engineering Agriculture Medical 

(KEAM) entrance examination. Around 61,671 boys and 57,354 girls had appeared for the 

examination which was held at 327 centers across the Kerala state. However, more than 6,000 

students failed to get the minimum mark required for the plus-two examinations. Around 92,000 

engineering seats are available for admissions in Kerala.  

To carry out development plans, the country required expansion of the system of 

technical education, especially to provide human power for industries and technical services. The 

Central and State Governments provided funds to increase the technical education facilities in 

the 1950s and early 1960s which resulted in the establishment of a large number of Government 

and Government-aided private institutions in the country. The Government also adopted a policy 

of heavily subsidizing the technical institutions to attract meritorious students. The aided 

institutions received 50 to 70% of the capital cost and 80 to 90% of the recurring cost. 
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CONCLUSION 

India has made tremendous progress in the field of engineering and technical education 

over the last twenty years. Engineering is a laudable profession which has contributed 

significantly to improvements in the quality of life of the common man. Technical education is a 

crucial ingredient in a country’s industrial, economic and social development. For the purpose of 

training of mind and mastering of skills and for harnessing science and technology to profitable 

and productive processes of economic growth and social well-being, the technical education 

system has to be continuously reviewed, updated and adopted. This has indeed been the basis of 

our efforts during the last three decades; the result is that, there are 100 a well-organized 

structure and a wide network of technical institutions offering different types of programs. We 

have already entered the 21st century, a period of promising high economic and industrial 

development. Hence, the demands of improved and quality technical education, adaptation of 

newer technologies and galvanizing human resources have to be met effectively. Stress should be 

laid on the development of a sound system of technical education where excellence, relevance 

constant up-gradation and participation are main factors. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Surrogacy as an alternative to adoption for acquiring parental rights is 

becoming the new trend. The commercial surrogacy contracts are flourishing 

in India after the Supreme Court’s decision in Manji’s case legalizing 

commercial surrogacy. Since there is no law regulating surrogacy in India, 

surrogacy contract is the only legal document for enforcing the promise 

between the parties. But are the contracts fulfilling all the essential 

requirements of a Contract as provided in the Indian Contract Act? Contract 

law which is the pacta sunt servanda (agreements must be kept) of surrogacy 

laws requires free consent as an essential element which is often violated by 

the parties to the contract and is discussed in this paper along with requisite 

suggestions.  The contract entered into by the parties without prior 

conscience of the laws of home country end up in conflicts which also finds 

discussion in this paper including important case laws on the point. This 

paper also discusses surrogacy contract from jurisprudential point of view. 

The International Human Rights Law does provide for principles in 

regulating surrogacy without expressly mentioning the term surrogacy has 

been briefly discussed with essential recommendations.  

                Key words: Surrogacy, contract, human rights, women. 

 

1.1.   Introduction                                                

Surrogacy refers to the process through which a woman intentionally becomes pregnant with a 

baby that she does not intend to keep.
 
Rather she does so for the intending parent or parents,

 

usually because the parent is unable to do so without her.
1
  

Traditionally the woman giving birth to the child is the child’s legal mother and the only other 

way another woman can become the mother is through adoption, implying relinquishment of 

parental rights by the birth mother.
2
 Surrogacy arrangements have replaced the traditional 

adoption mode of acquiring parental rights to a large extent. Surrogacy is basically of two types: 
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Gestational and Traditional. In gestational surrogacy the pregnancy results from the transfer of 

embryo created by in vitro fertilization (IVF) and in traditional surrogacy the surrogate 

contributes her own egg, which is artificially inseminated with the donor’s sperm. In gestational 

surrogacy the surrogate is genetically unrelated to the child, while in traditional surrogacy the 

surrogate is genetically related to the child. Since a surrogate usually does not donate her own 

egg these days, gestational surrogacy has become the practice today. Surrogacy arrangement may 

be of two types: Altruistic and Commercial. In altruistic surrogacy the surrogate does not receive 

monetary compensation beyond medical expenses and other reasonable expenses while in 

commercial surrogacy the surrogate receives compensation beyond medical and other expenses. 

Recognition of surrogacy arrangements whether commercial or altruistic differs from jurisdiction 

to jurisdiction. Of late commercial surrogacy has been upheld by the Supreme Court of India in 

Manji’s Case (Japanese Baby case)
3
. With validation of commercial surrogacy in India, the  

country is transforming into a leader in international surrogacy and a sought after destination for 

surrogacy-related fertility tourism mainly because of the low cost involved and the flexibility in 

the legal system governing surrogacy. There is no comprehensive law regulating surrogacy in 

India. Individual sponsored Bill No.61 of 2014 named the Surrogacy Regulation Bill 2014 was 

introduced in the Lok Sabha on 8/8/2014
4
. Government sponsored the Assisted Reproductive 

Technology draft Bill 2010, is pending sanction in the Parliament. The Bill is based on the 

guidelines for Accreditation, Supervision and Regulation of Assisted Reproductive Technology 

clinics and is set out by the Indian Council of Medical Research. The Bill acknowledges 

surrogacy agreements and their legal enforceability. Accordingly, surrogacy in India today is 

regulated by these guidelines, which are nonetheless guidelines only. 

 1.2 Ancient reference 

Surrogacy arrangement is not new, it prevailed since time immemorial but the stories were not 

documented. The first surrogacy documentation was done in the Bible
5
 where Sarah and 

Abraham after having failed to conceive a child requested Hagar, their handmaiden to become 

surrogate mother of their child. The oldest mythological example of surrogacy in India can be 

traced back to the time of Lord Krishna where Balram, the elder brother of Lord Krishna was 

born to Devki but the foetus was transferred by God to  Rohini who carried it till the scheduled 

time.
6 

This proves that there were infertility problem since dawn.  But there is no mention of legal 

contract between them. In modern time in the year 1976, the first legal agreement was signed 

between a set of intended parents and a traditional surrogate mother where the surrogate was not 

paid any compensation. This agreement was made by a lawyer Noel Keane between the 

surrogate Mary Beth Whitehead and commissioning parents Bill and Betsy Stern of New Jersey, 

USA. Mary developed emotional bond with the child whom she refused to part with leading the 

matter up to the Supreme Court of New Jersey where the Court handed the custody of the child 

to the commissioning parents
7
. Mary had committed breach of the contract. She developed 

emotional ties with the baby subsequently which she did not anticipate earlier. Her initial 
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decision was not free but induced by economic necessity. So is the case in most of the 

commercial surrogacy agreements taking place in India which are violative of Section 10 of the 

Indian Contract Act.  

2.1. Surrogacy contract in India 

Surrogacy agreements in India are contracted between the surrogate mother and the intending 

parents. The contracts are treated at par with other contracts under the Indian Contract Act, 1872. 

An agreement is defined under section 2(e) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 as “Every promise 

and every set of promises forming the consideration for each other”. When agreement is 

enforceable by law, it is called contract. To become a contract, the agreement must give rise to 

some legal obligation. An agreement becomes a contract when,” it is made for consideration 

between parties who are competent, with their free consent and for a lawful object and are not 

hereby expressly declared to be void”
8
. As for the Indian Contract Act, the parties to a contract 

must give free consent. Free consent of the surrogate mother in a commercial surrogacy as well 

as in some cases of altruistic surrogacy is doubtful. In a poor country like India often forced by 

economic necessity the surrogate mother compromise with her womb. In commercial surrogacy 

the womb is treated as a source of livelihood. Such arrangement is considered exploitative as it 

not only encourages baby selling but also diminish the dignity of women’s reproductive capacity 

and the inherent value of children by com modifying them
9
. Signing of the contract relinquishes 

the parental right of a surrogate mother. Opposed to altruistic surrogacy, commercial surrogacy 

amounts to baby selling which is wrong morally. Such arrangement cannot be supported as it is 

exploitative and coercive, forcing the surrogate mother to relinquish certain moral and legitimate 

claim over her pregnancy and the child. The Courts in India have legalized commercial 

surrogacy in the year 2002. If womb renting can be legalized then question may be raised as why 

not body renting i.e. prostitution. The Transplantation of Human Organs Act 1994 has banned 

the sale of human organs, organ loaning, but by legalizing commercial surrogacy the above 

named Act is violated .The surrogate mother hardly posses bargaining power over her well off 

adoptive parents. Hence it may be observed that it is not free consent but inducing factors which 

guides a surrogate mother to enter into the contract. Forced by economic necessity and familial 

responsibility the Indian women are topping the list in cheap surrogacy arrangements. In Abdul 

Aziz v. Masum Ali,
10 

 it was held that, “the act which is a consideration must be done at the desire 

of the promisor”. Desire here implying free will of the promisor. The commercial surrogacy 

without proper laws must be discouraged as is done by many countries. In altruistic surrogacy, 

where surrogacy is voluntary and there is no arrangement for extra payment to the surrogate is a 

nobler concept. Here the service prevails from a desire to help. The desire to deliver the taste of 

parenting to infertile parents emerges from moral virtues. Here the arrangement is not 

exploitative and many states support it. But in some cases of altruistic surrogacy, the women 

may be forced by family or friends to bear the child for others and hence the consent of the 

surrogate mother may not be free. Here the exploitation is greater as the woman receives no 

charges for her service. Unlike commercial surrogacy, where she can terminate the contract, in 
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altruistic surrogacy the woman cannot terminate the contract as arrangement is informal. The 

woman being subject to patriarchal society her voice is often subdued. Under such 

circumstances, altruistic surrogacy cannot be supported. Her ‘personal liberty’ is violated in light 

of Supreme Court’s interpretation in Suchitra Srivastava v. Chandigarh Administration
11

 where 

the Supreme Court held that, ”There is no doubt that a women’s right to make reproductive 

choices is also a dimension of “personal liberty” as understood under Article 21 of the 

Constitution of India. It is important to recognize that reproductive choices can be exercised to 

procreate as well as to abstain from procreating. The crucial consideration is that a women’s 

right to privacy, dignity and bodily integrity should be respected”
12

. To be a valid contract, the 

consideration of the contract must be lawful. According to Section 2(d), of the Contract Act, 

consideration is defined as: "When at the desire of the promisor, the promisee has done or 

abstained from doing, or does or abstains from doing, or promises to do or abstain something, 

such an act or abstinence or promise is called consideration for the promise.” According to 

Justice Patterson, ”consideration means something which is of some value in the eyes of law…It 

may be of some benefit to the plaintiff or some detriment to the defendant”.
13. 

Consideration in 

short means quid pro quo i.e. something in return. According to Section 23 of the Indian 

Contract Act, the consideration of an agreement may be treated as unlawful if, ‘It is of such 

nature that if permitted it would defeat the provisions of any law, or involves or implies, injury to 

the person or property of another, or the court regards it as immoral, or opposed to public 

policy.’ An agreement which tends to be injurious to the public or against the public good is 

void. Letting out a womb is against the policy of nature, it cannot find support from moral and 

ethical grounds, hence violative of  public interest. Giving birth to children cannot be equated 

with manufacturing process, it resembles special bond which develops with development of the 

foetus in the mother’s womb. By treating children as commodities degrades them to instrument 

of profit rather than object of love and care. 

Commercial surrogacy agreement as per Section 17(1) of the Hindu Adoption and Maintenance 

Act 1956, is violative as no payment or reward can be received by any person as consideration 

for adoption of any person under the Act. Hence, surrogacy contracts conflict with other 

prevailing laws. Surrogacy contracts to be equated with adoption, and governed by the Hindu 

Adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956, requires non-payment either as consideration or as costs 

and expenses of pregnancy to the surrogate mother. But these provision conflicts with 

commercial surrogacy arrangement.  

 

2.2 Transnational surrogacy contracts and Indian laws 

As for transnational surrogacy contracts, issues arises especially when parents opt India as the 

destination while surrogacy remains banned in their home country. Surrogacy contract must 

confirm to the laws of the country of the surrogate as well as the laws of the country of the  

intending parents. If surrogacy is banned in the country of the intending parents then even though 

all legal formalities may be obliged in India it may not be obliged in the home country of the 

intending parents. So if a German couple opt India as the destination for surrogacy and adopt the 
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child after birth in India they may not get citizenship for the child in their country because 

Germany does not recognize surrogacy. Neither India nor the home country of the intending 

parents  recognize the citizenship of the surrogate child. This was the issue in the Jan Balaz’ s
14

 

case where the parents of the twin surrogate had to search for alternative destination as Germany 

would not grant citizenship to the children. Other than these, laws may conflict where status of 

the parent change after surrogacy arrangement. In Baby Manji’s Case
15

, where a Japanese couple 

entered into commercial gestational surrogacy arrangement in India but they decided to divorce 

each other one month prior to the birth of the child.  Japan recognises only the women giving 

birth to the child as the mother of the child while Indian adoption law did not allow a male to 

adopt a female child without requisite age difference. After much hurdles, Japanese embassy 

agreed to issue one year visa to the child on humanitarian ground. These countries refuse to grant 

citizenship to surrogate children because they feel that this would only encourage the prohibited 

practice. Though these issues do not primarily relate to surrogacy contracts but they surface after 

the beginning of the process and hence are inalienable from issues surrounding the contract. 

               From jurisprudential point of view the issue of surrogacy contract can be discussed 

around Hohfieldian theory of jural relations concerning legal relationships between persons.  

Jural Correlatives, right and duty has vice versa relation. Right in one person implies the 

presence of correlative duty in another person. Every right implies the existence of a correlative 

duty, since it has no content apart from duty.
16

The surrogate mother and the commissioning  

parents need to recognize the rights as well as duties of each other which can process smooth 

completion of the contract and aid in the development of suitable norms for each other taking 

into account the interests of the parties to the contract as well as the child. Rights and duties 

between the parties involve constant negotiations, like, the duty of the commissioning parents to 

compensate the medical expenses of the surrogate mother which she can claim as of right, 

similarly the surrogate mother must take due care towards the health of the child and as a duty 

need to abstain from activities like smoking, drinking or consuming drugs harmful to the child, 

which the commissioning parents can expect as of right. Conduct of the parties is regulated by 

the imposition of duties. Rights may assist in achieving this end. Every breach of duty may be 

regulated by the state but that would stretch state machinery to a breaking point. Every system of 

law has to decide which breach of duties must be taken up by the state and which are not. Where 

duties are of private concern remedies are best left to the individuals to pursue in the event of 

their breach. An aggrieved must be given satisfaction by way of compensation. If non-correlative 

duties are accepted, they do not fit snugly into the Hohfieldian scheme.
17

 The legitimate 

expectation of either party on valid grounds arises naturally after the signing of the contract and 

develops ground which furthers the interest of the child.  

2.3.Surrogacy under International Human Rights laws
 

 Surrogacy is an International human rights issue. Currently there are no comprehensive 

International regulations regarding surrogacy. International Human Rights Law has provided 

some useful guidelines on surrogacy without expressing the term. The International Covenant on 
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Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), The Convention on the Elimination of All 

forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child (CRC) address rights crucial in the context of surrogacy without expressing the term 

surrogacy explicitly. Right to health, right to know ones origin, right to a family are crucial rights 

discussed in these treaties. Reproductive rights are new in International law. The first concept on 

reproductive rights first appeared in the final document on Human Rights approved by the 

Tehran Conference in 1968
18

. The Conference recognized the “right to decide freely and 

responsibly on the number and spacing of children and to have access to information, education 

and means to enable them to exercise these rights.” Finally in the World Conference on 

Population (Cairo Conference 1994) reproductive rights were articulated
19

.  Participants in the 

Conference recognized that “family planning programme should not involve any form of 

coercion.” CEDAW adopted in 1979 assured the right of pregnant women. Article 11.2 sets out 

measures to be taken by states to prevent discrimination on the grounds of marriage or maternity 

and to ensure woman’s effective right to work.”  

Article 5 of the CEDAW guarantees recognition of maternity as a “social function” rather than a 

“commercial function”.  CRC recognizes the right of every child to be respected and ensured 

without any discrimination of any kind including birth or any other status. Inclusiveness here 

suggests inclusion of surrogate children also. CRC, in fact provided a bill of rights for children.
20

 

But Article 7 conflicts with surrogacy arrangement where it is provided that the “child shall be 

registered immediately after birth and shall have the right from birth to a name, the right to 

acquire a nationality, and as far as possible the right to know and be cared by his or her parents”. 

Thus  a child whether born out of surrogacy or not must have the right to registration and 

nationality  immediately after birth and this can be realized only when national laws are framed 

to the effect. Hence International Human Rights Organizations must come forward to undertake 

extensive study on surrogacy contracts across the world and frame firm guidelines to protect the 

rights of the child born out of “contract”. 

 

3. Conclusion 

The Preamble to the Constitution of India declares for all Indian citizens “dignity of the 

individual”. But commercial surrogacy agreements violate this declaration as it lowers the 

dignity of the individual in lieu of money. Consent in surrogacy contracts are not free but often 

induced by economic necessity. It violates the requirement of a free consent condition of contract 

under the Indian Contract Act, 1872. It is also a violation of Article 39(e) of the Constitution 

where it is provided that women and children should not be forced by economic necessity to 

enter into avocations not suited to their age or health. These agreements materialize the mother-

child relation and devalue the natural bond. The contract entered into may cause suffering to the 

child as the child born in India is stateless and the home country of the intending parents may 

refuse to grant him citizenship as some of the country do not recognize surrogacy agreement at 

all. Sometimes divorce of the intending parent prior to the birth of the child may cause suffering    

to the child and sometimes death of the intending parents may aggravate the suffering further. 
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Moreover the long term health effect of the surrogate mother has also become a cause of 

concern. Hence, without a comprehensive law on surrogacy, the proliferation of the process 

cannot be encouraged. The contract law regulates contract between inanimate objects articulation 

must be limited to exchange of material object only in order to limit objectification of human 

beings. Human beings must be allowed to be born the natural way. For infertile parents, adoption 

of children must be the option governed by comprehensive adoption laws. This will also help 

millions of children from being an orphan all through their life and prevent exploitation of needy 

women.  
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ABSTRACT 

The Nowka Puja has no similar way among the various festivals of the 

lower castes Hindus of the Cachar and Sylhet regions. It is a unique Manasa 

worship of the regions. It is not the boat which is worshipped. The boat is used as 

the abode of ‘Manasha’ the snake goddess. The use of the boat as the abode of 

‘Manasha’, is a novelty. The Manasha cult originated among the cowherds and 

later on among the farmers and last of all it spread among the fishermen. Manasha 

is normally worshipped on the Sravan Sankranti day citing ‘slokas’ from the 

Atharva Veda to take back to the age of the Vedas. 

Throughout Bengal and Assam she is worshipped in large scale among the 

rural folk of the Hindu pockets, having little to do with the country-folk. Actually, 

it is the worship of professional tools and implements. The worship of 

professional implements took the shape of the Nouka Puja among the common 

masses of the region. A lower caste Hindu venerates Durga. It is an ancient 

conventional deference, but in spite of the social dignity she commands, we 

regards Manasha as a greater goddess. Nouka puja might have assumed its 

grandeur chiefly in course of the quest of the lower castes for a befitting reply to 

Durgapuja which has long been the greatest festival of the higher castes. The 

Brahmanical priests in course of time compelled to confer scriptural sanction on 

the Nouka Puja. It bears testimony to a compromise which the higher castes were 

compelled to make with the lower strata of the society. 

 

I 

In its pomp and splendour and the sheer amount of expenses it involves, the Nouka 

Puja has no parallel among the numerous festivals of the Hindus of so-called lower castes of 

the districts of Cachar and Sylhet (now in Bangladesh). Through other Sukla Panchami tithies  

are not absolutely forbidden-in fact at some places Baisakhi Sukla Panchami is preferred-it is 

the usual practice to begin the puja on the Sukla Panchami (the fifth day of the bright half of 

the moon) of Magha (January-February). The Puja continues for five days.  

Nouka Puja, literally ‘boat worship’ is a misnomer. It is not the boat which is 

worshipped but a legion of deities-Manasa, the snake goddess being the most prominent 

among them-erected on seven tiers of bamboo fitted into an elaborate structure designed for a 

boat. The boat is simply used as the abode of these deities.  
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At the centre of a field or somewhere in the vast expanse of a meadow, this huge 

structure would be raised. If the votary is rich, it could be as high as thirty feet, while a poorer 

one would be content with one no less than twenty. The boat would have seven tiers, or more 

precisely, storeys suitably spaced. On these would be placed rows of clay images two to four 

feet tall. This pantheon would include Vishnu, Brahma, Shiva, Durga, Lakshmi, Saraswati 

and other deties and some mortals associated with the legend of Manasa-Lakshmindar, Chand 

Saudagar, Behula, Sanaka, oarsmen and others, The number of images would vary in 

accordance with the will and ability of the votary but fifty would be considered modest 

enough.  

The principal legionary is Manasa. She would be placed on the fore ground and would 

stand out from the rest by her sheer massiveness. She would be seven to eight feet tall even in 

a sitting position so that the rest-two to four feet tall, would appear like so many statuettes 

beside a colossus.  

This distinction is also apparent in the actual puja. While the other deities would be 

worshipped rather curtly and summarily, the smallest details would be meticulously observed 

to appease this presiding goddess. The priest is normally a Brahmin who belongs to the sub-

caste of the votary though sometimes a Brahmin of a higher caste may agree to officiate. 

Each of the five days a professional singer (along with his colleagues) would recite the 

Manasa Mangal, popularly known as Padma Purana. These singers were originally a class of 

eunuchs called gurmi or gurma by the natives but since these gurmies are rapidly 

disappearing, singers from other low communities have been replacing them. These non-

gurmi singers are called ojhas, the common meaning being one who cures snake-bite by 

chanting of mantras. A curious freature of the Padma Purana racital is that the leading ojha 

will, as a rule, wear a female dress. Though the puja ends on the fifth day, the mood of 

festivity persists. A miniature fair just grows around the Nouka and it continues until after a 

month or so when the pandal is dismantled and the Nouka abandoned.  

The Nouka Puja is extremely expensive, considering the average means of the 

votaries. In 1905, B.C. Allen said that ‘Nouka’ cost between Rs. 200 and Rs. 500.
1
   In 1931 

Padmanath Vidyavinode said it would cost about Rs. 2000. He noted a few prodigal 

worshippers who spent no less than Rs. 50,000.
2
    Today a very modest Nouka would cost at 

least Rs. 15,000. Nowhere else in Bengal and Assam is Manasa worshipped so lavishly and 

with so much pomp.  

Manasa is a very popular deity in the whole of eastern India but the Nouka seems to 

have several typical features to distinguish it from all other forms of Manasa worship. First, 

the use of the boat as the abode of Manasa is a novelty. A number of Manasa Mangal poets 

relate the story of two neophytes Jalu amd Malu who were fishmongers. P.K. Maity considers 

this legand and several others to conclude that “the cult of Manasa first spread among the 

people whose work was rendered dangerous by snakes.”
3
     He holds that the worship 

originated among the cowherds and subsequently spread among the farmers and last of all 

among the fishermen.
4
   Maity does not expand his comment on the Nouka but hints that it 

might be a festival of the fishermen community.
5 

  The name Nouka Puja, for instance, is 

derived from the name of a purely extraneous thing no where normally associated with 

Manasa except for the famous legend where this angry deity sinks seven mercantile boats to 

punish an obdurate merchant. A boat is not built anywhere else for an altar nor is it anywhere 
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else regarded as the abode or shelter of the goddess. None knows for certain what actually 

happened but it may be assumed that the boat itself, which plays a very important role in their 

life, used to be worshipped for its functional utility by the fishermen well before they came 

under the influence of the Manasa cult. And when they were proselytized presumably 

because their life was rendered dangerous by snakes, they did not do away with boat worship 

but installed on this ancestral object of worship the new deity, affecting a synthesis between 

inherited loyalty and immigrant influence. Gradually this form of worship spread from the 

fishermen to other communities and in course of time, assumed the form of a general festival 

of the votaries of a Manasa.  

II 

 

 It would appear interesting that the Nouka begins on Sripanchami which is not the 

day on which Manasa is generally worshipped. In the Barak Valley, and also in Sylhet, her 

large-scale Puja takes place on the Sravan Sankranti day, i.e. the last date of Sravana 

(normally on the 14
th

 or the 15
th

 day of August). At present, on the Sripanchami day, goddess 

Saraswati is worshipped throughout Bengal and Assam. Scholars have noticed several 

affinities between Saraswati and Manasa. Some have cited a sloka from the Atharva Veda to 

take back this affinity to the age of the Vedas.
6
   Janguli, the Buddhist prototype of Manasa, 

her association with Saraswati.
7
    In some Dhyanas of Manasa, her association with 

Saraswati is distinctly traceable.
8
   These may lead one to conjecture that this resemblances 

between Saraswati and Manasa might have led the followers or the latter to adopt 

Sripanchami as the most suitable date for Nouka Puja.  

 But there are certain other considerations which seem to preclude such a possibility. 

First, amongst the rural-folk of this region, Saraswati is not a very popular deity. Still there 

are villages where she is only a name, venerated perhaps, but not formally worshipped. In 

fact she may be regarded as the goddess of the educated people of the upper castes, 

worshipped in large-scale chiefly in urban or semi-urban high caste Hindu pockets, having 

little to do with the country-folk amongst whom the spread of formal education is a recent 

affair. Secondly, according to Asutosh Bhattacharyya, in Bengal, Sripanchami day was 

associated originally with the worship of Lakshmi.
9
   Saraswati’s association with this 

auspicious day is comparatively a recent development. So, though the date of Saraswati Puja 

and the Nouka Puja normally coincides, there is no valid ground to suppose that the apparent 

affinities between Saraswati and Manasa have any direct bearing on this coincidence.  

 So, to bring out the real significance of the date of the Nouka Puja, we should look 

elsewhere. It may be kept in mind that there still prevails a traditional form of worship on a 

large scale in the rural areas of the region which is performed on the very day of 

Sripanchami. It is the worship of professional tools and implements.
10

     On the Sripanchami 

day, husbandmen worship their corn-sieves, ploughshares, winnowing baskets; carpenters 

worship their saws, files, chisels, weavers their looms and shuttles and so on. Obviously, it is 

a post-harvest festival of the rural folk to worship the implements that feed them. The boat 

being the professional implement of the fishermen was perhaps worshipped on the same day. 

This worship of professional implements, in all probability, took the shape of the Nouka Puja 

among country-folk and at a later date, Saraswati worship among the literate middle class.  
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 The association of harvest with the Nouka Puja is also evident from the fact that it 

does not begin every where on Sripanchami. In some areas, Suklapanchami of Baisakh is 

preferred. In fact, Vyadibhakti-tarangini, the only Sanskrit treatise on the Nouka Puja 

composed perhaps in the marshy regions bordering Mymensing-Habiganj, preferred Baisakh 

as the most suitable month for the Nouka Puja. In the Barak Valley and in comparatively 

raised high regions of Sylhet the month of Magha is preferred. Such variations may be 

explained in terms of the harvesting pattern of the place. The period after a major harvest, 

when the granary is full and there is plenty of leisure to spend, would also be the time to 

gratefully recall the debt to the old tools which had fed their ancestors, and have been feeding 

them. In the Barak Valley and the larger portion of Sylhet, the month of Magha would be the 

time. The Sali crop would ripen in Agrahayana (November-December) and harvest would be 

over in Pous (December-January). But in the low marshy areas of Sunamganj and Habiganj 

subdivisions of Sylhet (now in Bangladesh), the Sali is not the major crop. There, such respite 

would not come until the end of Chaitra (March-April) when the harvest of Buro (wet rice), 

sowed in winter would be over. So, Baisakh is their month for the Nouka.  

 

III 

 

 It is significant that the image of Manasa is built out of all proportion to those of 

others. It appears like a physical demonstration of her superiority to the rest who stand on the 

background. Possibly it is a pointer to an old conflict between the zealous defenders of 

Manasa and the belligerent worshippers of the gods of older and more fortunate origin. It is 

apparent from the story of the Manasa Mangala that Manasa was not accepted readily by the 

higher castes as a genuine goddess, and even when she was accepted for reasons more 

diplomatic than religious, she was perhaps despised by the high-brows of the upper castes as 

a deity of spurious and plebeian birth. It is only natural that her worshippers would be eager 

to retaliate seizing any opportunity they could lay their hand on to debunk the deities 

worshipped by those high-brows and demonstrate the overwhelming superiority of their own 

goddess.  

 Those troubled times are gone, but the clashes that rocked between the lower and 

higher strata over the superiority of their respective gods are not forgotten. But under the 

tranquil superstructure of religion in this region the old tremor feebly persists and this careful 

observer does not miss. A lower caste Hindu venerates Durga, it is an ancient conventional 

deference, but in spite of the social diginity she commands, he regards Manasa as a greater 

goddess.
11

   If he will ever spend his life’s savings, he will spend it for the Nouka Puja, Durga 

Puja, much less expensive, would not occur in his dreams. Could this be an instinctive loyalty 

to his ancestors who in some forgotten times had built that colossus vessel as an answer to the 

pomp and grandeur of the other deity? Nouka Puja might have assumed its grandeur chiefly 

in course of the quest of the lower castes for a befitting reply to Durga Puja which has long 

been the greatest festival of the higher castes.  
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IV 

 

 

It would be pertinent to mention here a Sanskrit treatise called Vyadibhakit-Tarangini 

ascribed in the text to Vidyapati. The manuscript was found in Mymensing and first brought 

to the notice of scholars by G.C. Basu who published a paper in the New Indian Antiquary.
12

    

Apparently, the purpose of the book is to popularize a new mode of Manasa worship which is 

thus described:
13

    

“In this world and in each regin it is proclaimed as the popular tradition. In order to 

appease completely all spirits and witches these are those popular (rites and) mantras 

and the songs of Visahari and of Mangalacandika. These are those famous popular 

reports that as by Laksmimdara was given a boat named Madhukara one should build 

a charming boat and worship there. An earthen image should be made surrounded by 

devatas and others, and after building the vicitra the worship should be performed 

with singing and dancing. The word adi in the expression devatadyaih denotes the 

wives of the Siddhas, Nagas, Kinnaras, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Raksasas, etc. It is said 

about the (degree of) worthiness to be worshipped that a boat which is twenty cubits 

is inferior, that of forty cubits is superior of medium quality, that which is sixty cubits 

is superior and one of hundred cubits is the best of all. If it is less than fourteen cubits 

it cannot be called a boat. Those who came to see the dancing Vipula before 

Bhutanatha should be worshipped in their respective places. One should worship 

Brahma, Madhava, Rudrani, Lakshmi, Parvati, Kartikeya, Ganesa, Kaliya and the 

eight serpents (in heaven): and also Jaratkaru, Astika and Chandradhara on earth, his 

wife Svarnarekha and son Laksmindhara, his (i.e., Laksmindhara’s) wife Vipula, the 

Brahmin Sridhara, the astrologer Yasodhara, and the boatman Durlabha. At the 

forefront of the boat (should be placed) Ganesa, and the eight footmen and soldiers, 

store-keepers, and armed people should be placed in the middle, front and rear 

respectively, (pictures) should be drawn of the washerwomen, Sugandha and others, 

and Durga Suresvari and other deities on all sides: of all the keepers of regions, such 

as Indra on arms and on their riding animals. Puja and Homa should be accomplished 

by Brahmins in odd number of days. Sacrifices of animals should be made according 

to wish and capacity as recommended. After the triple symphony, the waving of light 

should be performed.”  

 

 Though Basu did not connect the treatise with the Nouka Puja, the aforesaid 

description, in fact, is a description of this very Puja in all its manifestation as it is performed 

in the Surma-Barak Valley even today.  

 The book is attributed to Vidyapati whom Basu identifies with the Vidyapati of 

Mithila, the famous poet and the author of the Durgabhakti-Tarangini. This identification 

seems to be arbitrary and rests on the sole assumption that the mode of worship described in 

the text was not observed in Bengal.
14

    Basu contends that the book could only have been 

written where such a mode of worship prevailed because “the writer worked upon what he 

got in his own locality”. But there is no evidence that such worship was ever prevalent in 

Mithila region. On the other hand, such a mode of worship existed and still exists in Surma-
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Barak Valley and if we accept Basu’s contention that the writer worked on “what he got in 

his own locality” the author of Vyadibhakti-Tarangini must be said to belong to Sylhet or 

some place in close proximity of this region. Basu searched in vain for the meaning of the 

word gauhari, used in the text as the name of the boat on which images are installed and 

came to the conclusion that, “The word never occurred in Bengali literature.”
15

    A little field 

investigation would have revealed that the Hindus of Surma-Barak Valley actually use the 

word and Nouka Puja is also called “Gauhari Puja”. In the local vocabulary, the word 

gauhari does not have a meaning, but it can be assumed that the word is an adoption from the 

old Bengali gohari meaning ‘a submission or appeal’.  

It is evident from the text that the author of Vyadibhakti-Tarangini adopted 

Durgabhakti-Tarangini of Vidyapati of Mithila as his model. He plagiarized some 

expressions from his original, probably for embellishment and even borrowed the name of his 

great predecessor. Such plagiarism was a common practice in medieval Bengal. The 

composer perhaps adopted this means most likely to impress upon his readers the importance 

of his treatise.  

Sylhet had maintained a very close cultural relation with Mithila from a very early 

date. There is a tradition which maintains that some of the earliest Brahmin settlers of Sylhet 

were immigrants from Mithila.
16

     Students from Sylhet went to Mithila to learn Smriti  and 

Nyaya.
17

    It is no wonder that whereas Raghunandan Smriti is followed all over Bengal in 

connection with the performance of religious rites, Sylhet has adhered to this day to the 

Smriti of Vachaspati Misra of Mithila.
18

     So, Vidyapati who would have been famous in 

Sylhet, would be considered a model to follow in any attempt to compile a kindred treatise. 

The composer of Vyadibhakti-Tarangini followed it and even borrowed the name of 

Vidyapati apparently with the hope that it would lend his work greater weight.  

According to Basu, the manuscript of the book which he saw in Dacca Museum is 125 

years old. The text is reportedly corrupt so that it could not have been copied from the 

original. The original treatise could be dated farther back, probably the first half of the 

eighteenth century. Whatever the date of its composition its existence never the less proves 

that the Brahmanical priests at some period of history felt compelled to confer scriptural 

sanction on the Nouka  Puja. It bears testimony to a compromise which the higher castes 

were compelled to make with the lower strata of society.  
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ABSTRACT 

The paper revolves around the question of practicing philosophy as a way 

of life. In the long run of academic philosophy’s accentuation to ‘theory’ or 

theoretical consistency of its various knowledge claims as the exclusive 

mode of practice, philosophy gradually lost sight of one of its prime 

responsibilities once it was depended upon, that is, to provide a concrete 

way of life; and thereby increasingly marginalised it in our pragmatic 

society by its apparent irrelevance to our lives. As a matter of fact, 

philosophy, apart from its various theoretical objectives has always been 

regarded as the primary source of regulative wisdom to be observed in our 

everyday behaviour, or hypothetical interpretation of meaning of men’s 

existence to be explored throughout one’s life. The paper proposes that 

philosophy proves to be strongest only when both its modes of practice (as 

‘theory’ and as ‘a way of life’) are combined to reinforce each other. In 

proposing so, the paper takes the philosophy of Spinoza to explore its 

promise for a regulative wisdom that can be exemplified as a way of life. 

The point in considering Spinoza while contending philosophy as an art of 

living is his earnestness in arriving at a philosophical way of life, the 

completeness of his system and the radicalism of argument he instilled 

while venturing to extricate metaphysics and ethics from the tyranny of 

theology and pioneering to secure both the branch of philosophy a 

naturalistic base. 

           Keywords: Philosophical life, Spinoza, Substance, Mind, Pleasure and Pain. 

 

1. Practicing Philosophy as a Way of Life 

Henry David Thoreau in his book Walden posed a distinctive question which can 

rather be regarded as a reproach: “There are nowadays professors of philosophy, but not 

philosophers. Yet it is admirable to profess because it was once admirable to live” 

(Thoreau 12). To illuminate the typicality of the phrase ‘practicing philosophy’ in the 

context of this paper the substance of this reproach of Thoreau would be emphasised by 

distinguishing it from the popular connotation of the phrase. The popular connotation, 
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by and large, could be ascertained with the help of an anecdote cited by Wittgenstein in 

his book On Certainty, which goes “I am sitting with a philosopher in the garden; he 

says again and again ‘I know that that’s a tree’, pointing to a tree that is near us. 

Someone else arrives and hears this, and I tell him: ‘This fellow isn’t insane. We are 

only doing philosophy’” (Wittgenstein 467). This ‘doing philosophy’ certainly typifies a 

practice of philosophy which may be loosely called ‘theory’, concerns the formulation 

or criticism of general, systematic views about the world – including human nature, 

knowledge and the institutions of human society. Anyone who treats the standard topics 

of academic philosophy (theories of being, meaning, knowledge, value, and so on) is 

practicing philosophy in this very sense. But Thoreau’s complaint invokes, in contrast, 

another way of practicing philosophy, which is: as a way of living. It insists on the need 

of a radical effort to recover the ancient idea of practicing philosophy as a concrete way 

of life. His reproachful contrast of the so called academic philosophy to the true practice 

of ‘living’ philosophy builds on a long tradition that was once extremely powerful 

before modernity’s increasing academic professionalization of philosophy, by the 

emergence of which the question of what constitutes philosophical living has been 

largely negated.  

Philosophy, as a matter of fact, evolves (as in the western world) not with a 

paradigm text, rather with an exemplary life. Socrates, e.g., though left not a single 

piece of writing but founded philosophy by the inspiring example of his audacious quest 

for truth and self-knowledge which was largely focused on the question of “how should 

one live?” and its underlying premise was that the unexamined life was not worth 

living. Indeed, Socrates’ prime legacy was his exemplification of “the philosophical 

life” which substantiates that the aim is not truth for truth’s sake, but rather ameliorative 

care of the self, and as a consequence the betterment of the society in which the self is 

situated. As a disclaimer it should also be mentioned that though one may usefully 

distinguish between philosophy as theory and as artful living – between books and life – 

there is, indeed, no essential opposition compelling us to choose between the 

alternatives. In fact, philosophical theories of the world typically serve as logical 

grounds or guiding orientations out of which philosophical arts of living are developed 

and defended. But, the point which is emphasised in this paper is that one practice 

shouldn’t override the other.  

Since the inception of various specialized disciplines of knowledge philosophy no 

longer retains its exclusivity as a major source of knowledge of the phenomenal and 

human world. Various natural and human sciences that emerged primarily from 

philosophy have taken on this function with more accuracy. Accordingly, the alternative 

tradition of philosophy as an art of living has become further eclipsed or rather 

repressed by the institutions of academic philosophy in its anxious attempt to recover 

philosophy the status of a high level theoretical and intellectual exercise. With this 

typical stress on the purity of its theoretical stance professional philosophy makes 

evaluation of theoretical consistency in various metaphysical, epistemological and 

axiological claims not only as the highest end, but makes it sought solely for its own 
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sake; and thereby overlooks the role of philosophy in synthesising factual knowledges 

for wisdom to be practiced in living.  

Now, why undertake the practice of philosophy or what is the significance of a 

philosophical life? Philosophical life is not a religious life; not an idealistic life with a 

yoke of theology, nor even a materialistic life of that of the atheist. In a modernised age 

of ours in which religion is no longer capable of satisfying the quest for meaning of 

human life, and scientific materialism is posing an ever growing peril towards both 

human as well as ecological holism, the venture to arrive at a more balanced and more 

holistic way of life must be pioneered by discipline like philosophy. If crises of 

contemporary civilization are taken to a large extant be ‘crises of philosophy’, then it is 

philosophy alone which must work out a fulfilling pathway to overcome it. Thus a 

philosophical life is rather a rationalistic life that uses empathy as the mean and 

intuition as the instrument, and the principles of which is formed out of an ontological 

commitment towards the Earth in general and the organic life world in particular. Hence 

a philosopher must build her art of living on her knowledge and respective ontology of 

the world, and reciprocally seek the wisdom that serves her art of living. Philosophy 

proves to be strongest when both its modes of practice are combined to reinforce each 

other. Since knowledge was often regarded as having mainly instrumental value for 

something higher – such as wisdom etc. – which was not reducible to truth; that’s 

precisely why it was highly prized and sought. Thus academic philosophy’s 

accentuation to ‘theory’ as the exclusive mode of philosophy increasingly marginalised 

it in our pragmatic society by its apparent irrelevance to our lives. With these lines of 

validation regarding the practice of philosophy as an art of living this paper in 

succeeding pages reviews Spinoza’s magnum opus Ethics in providing both an 

operative worldview and an ethical philosophy to be worked out in practice.           

2.  Metaphysical Naturalism of Spinoza 

Now, why Spinoza? In the course of the history of philosophy different thinkers 

seems to adopt different approaches to philosophy. Some thinkers, and there are very 

great names among them, have come to it from the problems of physical science, some 

from those of pure mathematics, some from those of logic or metaphysics. Spinoza 

came to philosophy from the problem of human conduct and its perfection or ‘right way 

of living’. No great thinker has been insensible to this problem; few, however, have felt 

its urgency so clearly and explicitly as did Spinoza. And he felt it for himself; for the 

day to day life of human, not as a theoretical problem. “A thinker like Hume could write 

of setting his philosophy aside when he stepped out of his library into the world. 

Spinoza elaborated within a workshop a philosophy which could enable him and others 

to live in the world” (Roth 43). His earnestness is so genuine that he writes of himself as 

“like a man stricken with a mortal disease; who sees certain death in front of him if a 

remedy is not found” (Spinoza, Improvement 3). This brief sketch depicting Spinoza’s 

primary orientation towards philosophy answers the ‘why’. Spinoza, then is primarily a 

moralist, and this is evident from the very titles of his writings. The first complete 
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outline of his philosophy is contained in the treatise on God, Man and his Well-being; 

its fullest expression in the work called expressly by the name of Ethics.   

In Ethics Spinoza’s fundamental metaphysical postulation embraces “all as one”.  

For him, each object that appeared as an individual in the world – be it a man, a horse, a 

stone or a plant is affiliated to others and both affect and is affected by the 

characteristics of others. None of these objects can lead an independent existence.  For 

example, a flower; this does not come from nothing. It develops from a seed, and this in 

turn has its ancestry. Again it must be rooted in the soil and receive water, minerals and 

sunlight. The winds and the air affect its growth. The frost makes it stiff and bent, the 

warm sunshine makes it bloom, erect. Bees may come and collect its pollen; insects eat 

its petals (Nidditch 191). These interactions being largely mutual, nothing in the world 

endures completely severed from other members of the community of nature. All things 

in this world have arisen from the same foundation and are set in a single sea, whose 

currents ensure an ultimate common contact. Now what is the common underlying 

reality? There must be an independent being, for otherwise in the pursuit of the causes 

of things we are sending from one object to another and to another and so on ad 

infinitum. According to Spinoza, there can be only one ultimate World-Principle (or 

Substance) “which is in itself and is conceived through itself” (Eth. I, def. 4)
1
. As all 

things are bound together inseparably and if only that which exists “in itself” is 

Substance, then there is only one Substance – the system of the whole universe or 

Nature. Nature is the totality to which each and every other objects belong and which is 

infinite, self-coherent and self-complete. In his Short Treatise on God, Man and Well-

being Spinoza observes, “Of Nature all in all is predicated, and consequently Nature 

consists of infinite attributes each of which is perfect in its kind. And this is exactly 

equivalent to the definition usually given to God” (Spinoza 47). Thus he identifies God 

with Nature (Deus, sive Natura). Nature or God is the fundamental ground and being of 

all that there is – “whatever exist exists in God, and nothing can exist or be conceived 

without God” (Eth. I, prop. 15). Spinoza conceives Nature or God both as the structure 

and the stuff and also the causal Reality to which all things belong. Thus Nature or God 

or Substance forms a double aspect, an active and vital process, which he calls natura 

naturans (Nature apprehended as cause), “that is God in so far as he is considered as a 

free cause” (Eth. I, prop. 29, sch.) and as the passive product of these process, natura 

naturata (Nature apprehended as effects) – the materials and contents of nature, 

“everything which follows from the necessity of the nature of God… in so far as they 

are considered as things which are in God, and which can neither exist nor be conceived 

without God” (Eth. I, prop. 29, sch.). The will of God and the laws of Nature being one 

and same reality diversely phrased. Thus according to the metaphysical naturalism of 

Spinoza the world with all its events is mechanical operation of invariable law. There is 

no design; no God who rules the Universe, the King of the world as has been regarded 

in sectarian religions. Spinoza wishes to destroy the belief that God is a pure Spirit who 

designedly made the universe, that He is yet separate from the things of the world. And 

such a view that God is of pure Consciousness and the whole creation is just a 

conscious plan of God. God is, on the other hand an effective totality that is intrinsic to 
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its members, much as a triangle is to its properties and the mind is to its ideas. Because 

of the anthropocentric predicament, Spinoza suggests, man strives to reconcile the ills 

of life with the Goodness of God. Nothing is either good or bad in itself, for everything 

that takes place does so in accordance with the eternal order and fixed law of Nature. 
 

2.1.   Spinoza’s Metaphysics and Contemporary Worldviews 

In course of the ongoing debates regarding sustainability of environment, equity in 

society and equality in economics, thinkers have come up with the vox populi that mere 

implementation of worldwide policies to preserve sustainability can never be a fruitful 

approach towards the problem, unless and until it is based on an all-inclusive 

metaphysical perspective to be presupposed while making policies, and accommodated 

in everyday behaviour by the inhabitants of the Globe. Thinkers like Frirjof Capra holds 

close to this point, “the major problems of our time – the threat of nuclear war, the 

devastation of our natural environment, our inability to deal with poverty and starvation 

around the world, to name just the most urgent ones – are all facets of one single crisis, 

which is essentially a crisis of perception” which is in other way, “the view of the 

universe as a mechanical system composed of elementary building blocks, the view of 

human body as a machine, the view of life as a competitive struggle for existence, the 

belief in unlimited material progress to be achieved through economic and technological 

growth, and – last but not the least – the belief that a society in which the female is 

everywhere subsumed under the male is one that is ‘natural’” (Capra 357 - 58). Now 

these narrower assumptions need a radical revision. And the proposed new paradigm is 

being called by Capra, an ecological worldview, which is to see “the world as an 

integrated whole rather than a dissociated collection of parts” and to recognize “the 

fundamental interdependence of all phenomena and the embeddedness of individuals 

and societies in the cyclical process of nature” (Capra 358). In his book The Tao of 

Physics Capra observes that the premises of this ecological paradigm is supported by 

modern science, although its conclusion is rooted in a perception of reality that goes 

beyond the scientific framework to an awareness of the oneness of all life and the 

interdependence of its multiple manifestation. Taking this way, the ecological 

worldview insists on unity and mutual interrelation of all things and events, the 

experience of all phenomena as manifestation of a basic oneness and thereby advocates 

“the shift from an attitude of domination and control of human being and nature, to one 

of cooperation and nonviolence” (367). Thus, condemning the anthropocentric vision of 

the earlier generation and thereby taking a radical stand, contemporary environmental 

critics “demands a return to a monistic, primal identification of humans and the 

ecosphere” (Garrard 21). Now, this kind of ecocentric egalitarianism, which has so 

eagerly been aspired for, is the primal philosophical principles around which Spinoza 

establishes his metaphysical naturalism. Thus, acquaintance with Spinoza’s system 

would make it worthwhile to cultivate a philosophical life which will confirm the 

crucial implications of the ecological worldview. 
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3. Spinoza’s Philosophy of Man 

As has been seen the objects of the world form a complex whole; they are all mixed 

and inter-connected. An object or a thing therefore in Spinoza’s system is not what is 

separate and isolated from other things, but what is finite and can be the object of 

thought. For him everything finite is a mode; a mode is a modification of substance as it 

is considered through its attribute. An attribute according to Spinoza is “which the 

intellect perceives of substance, as constituting its essence” (Eth. I, prop. 4), that is to 

say, it is Substance as revealed to knowledge. Although by definition attributes are 

infinite, nevertheless, according to Spinoza two such self-revelations of Substance can 

only be known to us. These, which are the most highly generalised form of mind and 

matter, he calls Thought and Extension (Eth. II, prop. 1 & 2). Now, since all the 

attributes are simultaneously present in Substance, all of them will be found in all the 

modes. As in substance, so in modes, all the attributes are inseparably untied, and all 

things are therefore “in various grades animate” (Eth. II, prop. 13). From this general 

account of modes Spinoza depicts human being as a finite mode of Nature expressed 

only in two of its attributes: thought and extension. Man consists of mind and body; the 

modes constituting his being are a mode of thought, and its corresponding extended 

‘ideatum’, a mode of extension (Eth. II, prop. 13, cor.). Thus, man’s essential nature is 

modal, not substantial, i.e. his essence is something that is in Nature, and which cannot 

exist or be conceived without Nature. “It is an abstraction which cuts off man as the 

perceiving subject from the rest of the universe as his object” (Joachim 127). Man in 

Spinoza’s view cannot be torn away from the rest of the universe; (s)he does not and 

cannot form a kingdom within the universal kingdom. This doctrine of Spinoza which 

sounds a strong anti-anthropocentric tune has been highly appreciated in contemporary 

environmental discourses. Reading such implications of the metaphysical naturalism of 

Spinoza’s, while enquiring into an ecocentric metaphysical base to counter the 

contemporary environmental crises, Deep ecologist Arne Naess observes, “Nature, as 

conceived by field ecologist, is not the passive, dead, value-neutral nature of 

mechanistic science but is akin to the active, perfect Deu sive Natura of Spinoza. It is 

all inclusive (as natura naturans), infinitely diverse and alive in the broad sense of 

Spinozistic panpsychism” (Naess 420).  

3.1.  Human Mind  

Laying the base of the philosophy of man on such an ecocentric line of thought 

Spinoza Pioneered the twentieth century exposition of mind and body union (notably 

that of Peter Strawson’s exposition of the concept of person as for example). Spinoza 

holds that there are not two entities, there are not two processes, there is but one 

process, seen now inwardly as thought and now outwardly as motion; there is but one 

entity, seen now inwardly as mind, now outwardly as matter. The human body is very 

complex; it is made up of many parts. So, too, the human mind is composed of very 

many ideas (Eth. II, prop. 15). Now, what is an idea? Spinoza takes an idea to be an 

action of the mind. In proposition 49 (Eth. II) Spinoza states, “There is in the mind no 

volition, or no affirmation and negation, apart from that which an idea involves in so far 

as it is an idea.” This shows that according to Spinoza to have an idea of X is not to 
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have in the mind some picture-like entity, but is to affirm or deny something of X. Thus, 

there are no faculty of assertion and denial, no volition in the Cartesian sense of the 

term. Intellect and will, for Spinoza is one and the same thing (Eth. II, prop. 49, cor.). 

The first thing, then, that constitutes the actual being of the human mind is simply the 

idea of some particular thing which actually exist (Eth. II, prop. 11). Again, the human 

mind perceives no external thing to exist, except through the ideas of affections of its 

body. Indeed all ideas of the mind are ideas of affections by which the body is affected. 

Thus, “the object of the idea constituting the human mind is the body or certain actually 

existing mode of extension” (Eth. II, prop. 13). This also means that the mind exists and 

acts in parallel with its body; or rather, it is expression in the attribute of thought of that 

of which its body is the expression in the attribute of extension. That is, a mode of 

extension (body) and the idea of that mode (mind) is one and the same thing, which is 

conceived now under the attribute of thought and now under the attribute of extension. 

(Eth. II, prop. 7, sch.). Thus, “the relation of mind and body is framed both by Spinoza’s 

doctrine of the sameness of substance thinking and substance extended, and by the 

relation between ideas and their objects” (Lloyd 49).  

Now, if the will is not a separate faculty, what is it?  What is often called will, 

should be called desire – which “is the very essence of man” (Eth. IV, prop. 18). Desire 

is an appetite or instinct of which we are conscious, behind the instinct is the vague and 

varied efforts for self-preservation (Conatus). Spinoza sees this aspect of conatus in all 

human and even infra-human activity: “Everything, in so far as it is in itself, endeavours 

to persists in its own being; and the endeavour wherewith a thing seeks to persist in its 

own being is nothing else than the actual essence of the things” (Eth. III, prop. 6 & 7). 

Every instinct is a device developed by nature to preserve the individual. Pleasure and 

pain are the satisfaction or the hindrance of an instinct; they are not the causes of our 

desire, but their results; we do not desire things because they give us pleasure, but they 

give us pleasure because we desire them. There is, consequently, no free will; the 

necessities of survival determine instinct, instinct determines desire and desire 

determines thought and action. “Men think themselves as free because they are 

conscious of their volitions and desires, but are ignorant of the causes by which they are 

led to wish and desire” (Eth. I, app.). It is through this analysis of human mind that 

Spinoza approaches at last the problem which gives the title to his masterpiece.  
 

3.2.  The Foundation of Virtue and Human Freedom  

He begins by making happiness the goal of conduct and he defines happiness very 

simply as the presence of pleasure and the absence of pain. But pleasure and pain are 

relative; they are not states but transitions. Pleasure is man’s transition from a lesser 

state of perfection to a greater. All passions are passages; all emotions are motions, 

towards or from completeness and power. Spinoza derives his doctrine of affectus or 

emotion from conatus. As finite beings, humans are necessarily limited by other finite 

beings. They are always subject to external causes. These in turn cause emotions in 

man. Spinoza defines an emotion or affectus in definition 3, part III of Ethics as, “the 

affections of the body, by which the body’s power of acting in increased or diminished, 
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helped or hindered, and at the same time the ideas of these affections.” In other words, 

the affectus are defined in terms of our power of acting, whether mental or physical, 

which is another way of referring to conatus. A passion or an emotion is bad or good 

not in itself, but only as it decreases or increases our power. “By virtue and power I 

mean the same thing” (Eth. IV, def. 8). A virtue is a power of acting, a form of ability. 

“The more a man can preserve his being and seek what is useful to him, the greater is 

his virtue” (Eth. IV, prop. 20). Thus for Spinoza egoism is a necessary corollary of the 

supreme instinct of self-preservation. “Since reason demands nothing against nature, it 

concedes that each man must love himself and seek what is useful to him, and desire 

whatever leads him truly to a greater state of perfection; and that each man should 

endeavour to preserve his being so far as in him lies” (Eth. IV, prop. 18 note).  

Now, does it end up with this sheer egoism? Or, to put it more bluntly, hoe does 

Spinoza move from oneself to all the selves to whom virtue must apply? Spinoza makes 

this transition relying again on biological facts. The biological reality of self-

preservation leads to virtue because in our inalienable need to maintain ourselves we 

must, of necessity, help preserve other selves. If we fail we would violate not only the 

foundational principle of interdependence, but also relinquish the virtue that lies in self-

preservation. The secondary foundation of virtue then is the reality of a social structure 

and the presence of other living organism in a complex system of interdependence with 

our own organism. Good and evil, then are not revealed, they are discovered, 

individually or by agreement among social beings. Neuroscientist Antonio Damasio 

admiringly observes that Spinoza’s analysis of virtue with regard to the organism’s 

drive for self-preservation “contains the foundation for a system of ethical behaviours 

and that foundation is neurobiological. The foundation is the result of a discovery based 

on the observation of human nature rather than the revelation of a prophet” (Damasio 

171).  

Spinoza strikes in other passages of his masterpiece a normative tone too. He sees 

that social ills such as envy, recrimination, mutual belittlement and even hatred can only 

be overcome by elimination of these and similar emotions. “He who wishes to revenge 

injuries by reciprocal hatred will live in misery. But he who endeavours to drive away 

hatred by means of love, fight with pleasure and confidence…” (Eth. IV, prop. 45). To 

hate is to acknowledge our inferiority and our fear; we do not hate a foe that we are 

confident to overcome and since love tends to beget love, so by love one’s hatred 

disintegrates and lose force. Spinoza holds that the endeavour to understand is the first 

and only basis of virtue. Virtuous action is rational action, it is only when the soul has 

adequate ideas, that it may be said to be really acting. Passion which originates from 

inadequate ideas is not power, but weakness, slavery. He knows that passion without 

reason is blind, reason without passion is dead. “A passion ceases to be a passion as 

soon as we form a clear and distinct idea of it...” (Eth. V, prop. 3) i.e., when generated 

by adequate ideas they become virtue. The passivity of passion is human bondage; the 

action of reason is human liberty. Freedom is not from passion but from uncoordinated 

and uncompleted passion, from individualism of instincts. We are free only when we 

know. 
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Now what is that, a man can know? “Man who are good by reason- i.e., man who, 

under the guidance of reason, seek what is useful to them - desire nothing for 

themselves which they do not also desire for the rest of mankind” (Eth. IV, prop. 18 

note). Spinoza believes that human misery and sufferings, tensions and contentions are 

due to the lack of self-understanding, due to failure to achieve adequate ideas. 

Contentment is proportionate to genuine knowledge, to clear and distinct ideas. The 

final purpose of life according to Spinoza is the permanent attainment of this 

contentment in the highest possible degree. Spinoza believes that it must not be 

forgotten that all our ideas are ideas of affections of our body. Therefore all our 

knowledge is of the affections of our body, and indirectly, of the causes of those 

affections. Our search for knowledge must then primarily be a search for self-

knowledge. Man is a part of Nature, and therefore we must first understand fully our 

own position in Nature. And it is through an understanding of the particular modes i.e., 

our mind and body we can come to some understanding of the God or Nature. And this 

intellectual love of God or Nature, we acquire after our understanding of Nature, 

according to Spinoza is the highest Good or summum bonum of life. 

4. Conclusion 

The chief aim of Spinoza’s metaphysical and ethical naturalism is to show how man 

could make the universe their home and acquire a feeling of kinship with all its 

creatures. Of course, metaphysical speculations like that of Spinoza lie well beyond the 

realm of proof or falsifiability. That’s why they have fallen out of the favour in 

contemporary philosophy. But to say they are unprovable is different from saying 

they’re meaningless or useless. They are narratives, which help us to organise our 

behaviour and orients us towards the future. They have their own realm of utility. And if 

such a narrative be constructed in the form of a synthetic interpretation of the analytic 

description of the modes and processes of experience provided by empirical sciences 

rather than a mere speculative construction of one’s subjective images, then it would be 

justified as worth observing. And from that very conclusion philosophy could also be 

justifiably relied upon as the source of cohesive worldviews formed primarily with the 

aim to humanize scientific knowledges by synthesising the analytic descriptions of 

science with a value oriented speculative framework of perspective. Philosophy must, 

therefore, maintain a balance between its two modes of practice; for in being content 

only with the theoretical discourse, it encourages men to keep living in an absurd 

manner, to degenerate in luxury and chaos.  
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ABSTRACT 

This article attempts to evaluate the derogatory and exploitative 

images of women in advertisements and to develop a critical stance 

against the objectification of women in advertisements in the light of 

Kantian ethics. 

A person, in Kantian frame of ethics, is a free rational agent 

whose existence is an end-in-itself, that discards any subservience to 

instrumentality. In the eyes of the universal law, everybody is equal and 

is equally a member of the moral community. Women should be treated 

as moral equal of persons everywhere, be it an advertisement or any 

other media. As Kant holds, human beings have a unique sort of dignity; 

they must be respected and treated as ends, not as means merely. So, 

advertisements in which women are treated as means for convincing the 

target groups should never be allowed to screen or project. 

Objectifications of women in advertising media contribute to and uphold 

social structures that support violence against women. The ethical 

implications of such objectifications are quite obvious. 

KEY WORDS: Objectification of women, Advertising media, Kantian ethics 

INTRODUCTION: 

In today’s media-driven fast moving age, Advertising is considered to be the most 

effective medium of conveying messages to the masses. Advertising is a powerful medium 

designed to sell products, aspirations and to communicate concepts of acceptable behaviour 

and gender roles. Advertising is everywhere- in newspapers, magazines, on radio, television, 

internet, on roads, bill-boards, even on milk cartons and so on.  

But what is of concern is that instead of taking a critical stance towards gender 

disparities and discriminations of women, advertising media is serving as a tool for 

perpetration and sustenance of discriminatory practices. The core questions behind this article 

are: how women are objectified in advertisements? On what grounds, use of women as sex 

objects in advertisements is ethically wrong? Does it have an adverse affect on society? The 
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ethical implication of these issues provides the base for developing a critique of the same in 

Kantian approach to ethics. 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. To analyse the dynamics of women exploitation in and through advertisement. 

2. To prepare a critique of the objectification of women in advertising. 

3. To explicate the ethical implications in Kantian approach. 

ANALYSIS: 

Advertisements exploit female sexuality by showing degrading portrayals of women 

with overtones of violence, sexual domination and bestiality. Advertisers focus on sex appeal 

or physical beauty of a woman to sell a product. Women are used as models in commercial 

advertisement for diverse products from ‘detergent’ to ‘ceiling fans’. In print advertisements 

and in T.V. commercials women are often depicted as sex objects only. Women’s entire 

being is reduced to her physical appearance. 
 

There are many advertisements which show half-dressed women in suggestive and 

revealing poses advertising for motor bikes, car, beer, cigarettes and all such products which  

have no relation what so ever to her figure. Women are not only turned into a thing, but the 

thing is broken down into component parts- face, lips, hair, legs, breasts etc. each of which 

also represents an ideal form. She is dismembered. We get numerous images of lips, legs, 

breasts, butts- the female body parts. Frequently in such images the head is missing, 

emphasizing that females are not valued for their intellect but for their external form, their 

curves. 
 

Objectification of women is taking place these days in a very subtle form using the 

finer emotions of human minds. Objectification occurs when a person, a human being is 

exclusively reduced to the level of object. Objectification, as is viewed by Nussbaum, is 

seeing and/or treating a person as an object.
1
 It involves treating one thing as another: That is 

to say in objectifying one is treating a human being as an object who is in fact not so. Like 

Nussbaum, anti pornography feminists like Mac Kinnon and Dworkin hold that 

objectification involves treating a person- someone with humanity, as an object of merely 

instrumental worth.
2
 Consequent upon this is the reduction of that person to the status of an 

object for use. The objectified individual is made into a tool for the fulfillment of other’s 

needs. Objectification therefore, seriously harms a person’s dignity and brings assaults on 

living human status. 

When objectification occurs, a person is depersonalized, so much so that no 

individuality or integrity is available socially with the person. Objectification means lowering 

a person’s existential status. Dworkin argues, when a person is treated as less than human, as 

merely an object for another’s use, he/she becomes less than human. In this way his/her 

humanity is harmed by being diminished.
 3
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In advertising and pornography, women make their presence felt to the extent they 

serve as means for the attainment of male pleasure. Advertising gives shapes to women’s 

sexuality as ‘something any man who wants to, can buy and hold in his hands’. She becomes 

something to be used by him, specifically, an object of his sexual use. This use is followed by 

violence and abuse. Since women are things, it seems to men that by abusing women they are 

doing no offence- that there is nothing wrong in bringing assaults upon them. This is the 

attitude that justifies violence in both domestic and public spheres. Kant rightly pointed out 

that in theory both men and women can be objectified, but he was well aware that in practice 

women are the most common victims of objectification. 

By objectifying women, Advertising media relentlessly undermine women’s 

autonomy and deny women’s selfhood and agency. In different advertisements women 

posters are used for advertising a product which may not have any necessary relation to 

women’s lives. It means women are treated as means for convincing the target 

audience/viewer. Quite often women are treated as properties under the possessions of males. 

Their individual subjectivity is denied. They are not recognized as moral equal of persons, 

but as objects, bodies or less rational animals.  

Objectification, thus, degrades or demeans women. Women are regarded as moral 

inferior or moral subordinate. Their status has been lowered not merely from that of person to 

object, but from that of moral equal to moral subordinate. They are treated as if they were the 

sort of beings with more restricted rights, less of the rights or none of the rights to well-being 

and freedom that other persons (males) enjoy. Their feelings, desires or interests are 

subordinated, subverted and manipulated to satisfy the (sex) objectifier’s ones in an 

inappropriate way. Thus a woman is treated as an object, body, part of body with an utter 

denial of her moral equality with the males. 

In Kantian frame of ethics, human beings have an ‘intrinsic worth’, i.e. ‘human 

dignity’ which makes them valuable ‘above all price’. In his book, ‘Ground work of the 

Metaphysics of morals’, Kant reformulated the ultimate moral principle as ‘Act so that you 

treat humanity whether in your own person or that of another, always as an end and never as 

a means only’.
4 

 Humanity, for Kant, is an individual’s rational nature and capacity for 

rational choice. Humanity is what is special about human beings. It distinguishes them from 

animals and inanimate objects. Unlike animals and objects, they have a dignity. This means, 

at the most superficial level, that we have a strict duty of beneficence toward other persons; 

we must strive to promote their welfare. We must respect their rights, avoid harming them 

and generally endeavour so far as we can, to further the ends of others.
 ‘

Treating human 

beings as ends-in-themselves’ means respecting their rationality’.
5
 Thus, we may never 

manipulate people or use people, to achieve our purposes may be.
  

CONCLUSION: 

A person, in Kantian frame of ethics, is a free rational agent whose existence is an 

end-in-itself, that discards any subservience to instrumentality. When an individual is 

considered having purely instrumental value, he/she is clearly not regarded as an end-in-
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himself/herself. So, objectification of women in advertising media can no way be justified. 

For Kant, in the eyes of the universal law everybody is equal and is equally a member of the 

moral community. Women should be treated as moral equal of persons everywhere, be it an 

advertisement or any other media.  

Kant holds human beings have a unique sort of dignity; they must be respected and 

treated as ends, not as means merely. So, advertisements in which women are treated as 

means for convincing the target groups should never be allowed to screen or project. 

Objectification of women in advertising media contributes to and upholds social structure that 

supports violence against women. Objectification reinforces negative images about women 

on the viewers especially children and adolescents who are more vulnerable to 

advertisements and going to be our future generation.   
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ABSTRACT 

This article focused on the activity of royal Mughal harem. Women belong 

from royal harem and their day to day lives were taken a special 

consideration in this article. The contribution of Mughal women for the 

strengthening the Mughal dynasty were discussed in proper prospective. 

The various aspects of women’s life, social status and their journey to 

become as an individual were studied in this article. This article is a tribute 

to those known and unknown women who silently provide their support 

within the four walls of the harem.   

There was various aspect of human nature, to know the unknown is one of them. This nature 

of reveal the unknown had leaded him to go deep to the underground and find out the new 

fact in sunlight. In this article the royal Mughal harem were studied in proper way. The life 

within the harem was always very exotic. So it is obvious to feel curious about the exotic 

world of Mughal harem. Let’s find out what was going on in harem, what was the lifestyle of 

the royal ladies within the harem, what was cooked in harem, or find out the beauty treatment 

of royal Mughal ladies, let’s see the silent conspiracy had taken place for power struggle or 

find out the leisure activity of royal ladies. Whether it was beauty and intelligence of 

Nurjahan Begum or it was the conspiracy of Maham Anga, or it was the contribution of 

Rajput Queen Jodha Bai, it is all about the story of the women of royal Mughal harem and 

their life. They were the guiding force behind the every successful Emperor. There is a 

woman behind a successful man, perhaps this phase goes very well for the Mughal women. 

But there is a question always came to mind is that whether they had got the status of women 

as a human being or not. Or they were bound to live in the golden cage without the word 

freedom. This article is an attempt to find out this question. Before having a trip to the exotic 

world of harem, let’s find out the various aspect of harem life. 

The word Harem means a holy place or a sanctuary. In times to come the word Harem 

acquired sanctity and respect. The term Harem was evoked to denote a place where the 

women folk of the royal household lived. In the Medieval India   the place segregated in the 

forts and palaces of the kings for their women folk which include all the female relations of 

the king for example sister, wives, daughter; concubines etc., and come to known as Harem. 

Inside the Harem there were markets, bazaars, laundries, kitchens, playgrounds, schools and 

baths. The life was absurdly luxurious. The harem had a hierarchy, its chief authorities being 

the wives and relatives of the emperor. Below them were thousands of ladies like concubines 

and scullery slaves. The women came to Harem through marriage, birth, purchases and gift. 
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The harem was guarded by three lines of defence. The first were Tatar women, Uzbeks of 

gargantuan proportions and deadly with spears and bows, supposedly brought from the secret 

valleys of Turkestan in comparison with whom the Amazons were soft and timorous. Next 

were eunuchs, whose job was to maintain discipline in the harem. They were an exotic lot, of 

Asian-African extraction; some recruited as children locally or received as gifts from Turkish 

and North African kings. The third lines of defence, stationed outside the walls, were rugged 

male foot soldiers equipped with rifles and ordered to open fire on any suspicious intruder. 

This is an exotic place with fountains, garden, and water channel. Let’s have a trip to the 

wonder land of Mughal Haram   and find out the life of royal women inside the four walls of 

Haram. 

Lifestyle: 

The lives of the harem ladies were governed by the strict rules of Purdha. These ladies 

usually did not have the liberty to move out of the harem as they like. Every morning new 

garments arrived for the royal ladies. They were worn once and once only and then given 

away to the slaves. The women amused themselves with varied entertainments or lay quietly 

in open-air pavilions watching carp with gold rings in their noses swim in marble fountains. 

Fireworks, gazelle fights, pigeon flying, wrestling matches, acrobats, card games, musicians, 

dancing bears, snake charmers, storytelling were all a part of the day’s diversions. There food 

came from imperial kitchen called the Matbakh. The Akbar khana provides the water and 

wine. The Maya khana provides fruits, Rikib khana or the bakery were the suppliers of bread. 

The imperial karkhanas provided the various dresses and jewellery to royal Mughal ladies 

(kumar:2006). 

Status and position of royal ladies: 

The position of mother was very high among the Mughal emperor. The first lady among the 

realm was the emperor’s mother, not his chief queen. The Babarnama and Hamayunnama 

provide an ample example which reveals the fact that, great respect were shown by the 

emperor to their mother. According to Abul Fazl, when long fast come to an end the first 

dishes of meat were send to Emperor Akbar from his mother place. The other story reveals 

that, once when Akbar mother was travelling in palanquin from Lahore to Agra. Akbar was 

accompanied with her; at one place he took the palanquin upon his shoulder and carried her 

from one side to another side of the river. The chief consort of the emperor took her place 

after the death of queen mother. 

The important place in the Mughal harem was occupied by the emperor’s wives. The Mughal 

emperors had many wives. But all the wives do not enjoy equal facilities. Usually the chief 

queen or other prominent queen gets big mahal. They had many servants and got a lot of 

money or wealth as annual allowances. Besides the real mother there were foster mother, due 

to political cries most of the time the child had to separate from their real mother. All the 

nurses occupied high rank in harem and known by the name of Anagas. Some of the nurses 

of Akbar were Jiji Anaga, Koki Anaga, but the most prominent was the Maham Anaga who 

played a great role in the early period of Akbar’s life. Apart from their real mother and foster 
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mother, the other wives of their father were also looked up with great respect. For example 

Jodha bai was Jahangir’s own mother but he had a great respect for Raquiya Begam and 

Salima Sultana Begam also. Some of the very important royal ladies of the Mughal harem 

were given title as a mark of honour and privilege. For example Akbar’s mother Hamida 

Banu Begam had the title of Maryam Makani meaning “Mary of both the world”. Jahangir’s 

mother Jodha Bai got the title of Maryam-uz-Zamani meaning “Mary of Universe”. 

Sahajahan’s mother Jagat Gosain was called Bilquis Makani meaning ‘the lady of pure 

Abode” (Mukharjee: 2011). 

Royal Mughal ladies and their contribution in Economic System: 

The Mughal Empire witnessed development in all sphere of economy which includes 

agriculture, internal and external trade, commerce and industries, banking and industries. The 

Mughal emperors’ took lot of personal interest in trade and commerce especially in sea trade. 

Jahangir had his own ships and participated in sea trade, he had highly profitable trade in 

cloth, textile, indigo and tobacco. Though too many royal ladies did not participated in the 

economic field, but there were some royal ladies for example Jahangir`s mother Maryam-Uz-

Zamani, Nur Jahan Begam, Sahajahan`s daughter princess Jahanara had keen interest in trade 

and commerce of that period. The royal ladies had influenced the economy system of Mughal 

in a very indirect way for example the needs and requirement of the harem provides a 

platform for the development of various industries as well as the imperial karkhanas. The 

royal ladies had a deep love for silk textile as a result there had a trade relation between 

China and Persia. A large number of silk textiles were imported from foreign land. Dhaka 

was famous for muslin (Mittal:2011). This muslin cloth used for preparing the costume for 

the royal ladies. In the seventeenth century, Dhaka, Patna and Hyderabad were important 

centres for fine muslins. The handmade Indian muslins continued to have their fair share of 

the market in Europe even after machine made imitations were manufactured there. This was 

because they were superior and more durable as compared to European muslins which could 

not withstand frequent washes. 

The Mughal ladies and their contribution in Politics: 

Mughal women were not just satisfied by leading a life of luxury inside the haram, right from 

the time of Babur to Aurangzeb there was lots of politically ambitious women who had 

directly or indirectly influenced the political scenario of Mughal period. History provides 

information about the great emperor Babur, who set up the Mughal rule in India. But rarely 

does one think about the people, who contributed silently in making this man Babur who 

became the emperor  of India, even though he had lost everything he had including his father 

Umar Sheikh Mirza`s small principality in Central Asia. The role played by his maternal 

grandmother Aisan Daulat Begam and his mother Qutluq-Nigar Khanum were perhaps the 

two important ladies in shaping his life. Aisan Daulat Begam was certainly the one to 

inculcate self reliance, courage to face hardship and diehard attitude to her grandson. She 

continued to support him in his days of wanderer. It was she who had related to him the story 

of the military exploits of Timur and Chengiz Khan, and this served his primary lesson of war 

field. The second lady of Babur life as his mother Qutluq –Nigar.She was an educated 
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women and constant companion on his days of crisis. She proved to be women of great 

courage and patience. Babur in his memories mentioned about his mother. In one place he 

mentioned that she has 1500 to 2000 Mughal in her services, perhaps she had some sort of 

army of her own. 

The contribution of Hamida Banu Begum can’t be denied. She was married by the emperor 

Humayun. This marriage alliance proved to be politically beneficial for Humayun. From this 

time onwards the Shia power became his supporters and stood by him during his urgent 

needs. When Humayun was in exile Shah Tahmasp provide a powerful army, with the help of 

this army he had able to capture his fort in Qandhar.  

Khanzada Begam, the aunt of emperor Humayun also played a vital role in politics. She was 

the sister of Emperor Babur. After the death of Babur, principal wife Maham Begum was 

given the title of Padshah Begam. During the time of Humayun she has occupied the first 

lady in royal harem. Emperor Humayun had great respect for her. She played a role of 

goodwill ambassador and peace maker, trying to settle the dispute between Humayun among 

his brothers Hindal, Kamran, Askari. During the reign of Emperor Akbar there were few 

ladies politically very active. The contribution of Maham Anga was undeniable. She was the 

chief nurse of Emperor Akbar during his childhood. From the very beginning she was 

politically ambitious and power crazy. Emperor Akbar had far sighted vision to make his 

foothold strong in India he took the help of Rajputs. He made matrimonial alliance with 

Rajputs. The first Rajput lady was Jodha bai whom Akbar married in 1562A.D.the eldest 

daughter of Raja Bihari Mal of Ambar. She was the mother of future emperor Jahangir and 

occupied a dignified position in Emperor Akbar`s haram. Her father Raja Bihari Mal was 

given the highest rank of the official aristocracy. The first Hindu wife of prince Salim was 

Man Bai, the daughter of Raja Bhagwan Das of Amber and the governor of Punjab. She was 

given the title of Shah Begum after the birth of her first son Khusrau.  The Hindu queen of 

prince Salim as Jagat Gossian. She was famous in history as a mother of Mughal emperor 

Shahjahan. This marriage was politically beneficial for both side. After this marriage ,Udai 

Singh, the father of Jagat Gossian was given the title of Raja, her brother and nephew also got 

royal help. The emperor Akbar also received full cooperation of Udai Singh in his political 

endeavours. The most prominent during the Mughal period was Nurjahan. She was the last 

wife of Emperor Jahangir. Nurjahan originally named as Mehr-un-Nisa. She was the daughter 

of Persian noble Ghiyas Beg. She was a lady of varied interest. She had participated in every 

aspect of life. Nurjahan Begum was learned, talented, artistic, and extremely beautiful 

women. She was politically power crazy, ambitious in great extent (Mukharjee:2001). She 

was titled as Nur Mahal, then Nur Jahan, and later on Padshah Begum in 1613 A.D. 

Artistic contribution of royal Mughal ladies: 

The Mughal harem continued to preserve the Mughal culture, dress, cuisine, manner, 

elegance, dance and music. Thousands of women remained busy in weaving cloth and 

designing and ornaments for the ladies of harem. Women of Mughal harem spent a good time 

in embroidery, knitting, and stitching and to develop these skills. Nurjahan floated some new 

fashions of embroidery, knitting and stitching. She was so skilled in embroidery and knitting 
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that she herself prepared jhuls for the personal elephants of the Emperor. The policy of most 

of the Mughal rulers was to encourage and patronize creativity. They had ample time to 

explore and experiment with their creative pursuit. The famous perfume Itr-i-Jahangiri was 

invented by the mother of Nur Jahan Begum during the reign of Emperor Jahangir 

(Mittal:2011). The Mughal women were fond of jewellery. The jewellery were own not only 

for the purpose of attracting the attention of others but also became the distinctive marks of 

status, rank and dignity. The evidence found from foreign travellers, and the painting reveals 

that the royal ladies were loaded themselves with a large verity of ornaments. The Mughal 

harem became the centre for the development of Mughal jewellery.  The women belong from 

different part of the society; they brought their own style regarding the field of jewellery. As 

a result there was a development of cosmo culture inside the Mughal harem. A large number 

of women in harem remained busy in the weaving cloth and designing dress and ornaments 

(Stronge: 1995). 

Conclusion: In conclusion it can be said that Mughal women were like those, invisible deep 

root of a fruitful tree, enable to generate the eminence positive energy to the entire human 

society. They were the guiding force of the mighty dynasty. They had lead a life within the 

rules and regulation of harem system, but able to open a new horizon in the artistic field, 

economic field and political scenario. But it is also the bitter truth that the women were 

treated as a breeding machine to spread the genes of the emperor. There freedom of thinking 

was captured within the four walls of the harem. Despite all the restriction how they able to 

generate the aura of positivity to this mighty dynasty, it is no doubt a matter of appreciation. 

They have come out with flying colour. This fact can’t be ignored. 
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ABSTRACT 

Knowledge about health, and health seeking, behavior in relation to TB 

can help the patients to identify obstacles to early diagnosis and 

effective treatment of TB.  Health Seeking Behaviour used today as 

tool of research in health studies to determine patient’s own 

involvement in the entire treatment process right from conception of 

treatment to end of treatment. This paper will try to explore various 

factors which are influenced TB patient in health seeking behavior. 

Keywords:  Diagnostic Delay, Health seeking behavior, Stigma, TB and 

Traditional healer. 

I. Introduction 

 

Tuberculosis (TB) remains a major global health problem, responsible for ill health 

among millions of people each year. TB ranks as the second leading cause of death from an 

infectious disease worldwide, after the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The latest 

estimates that there were 9.0 million new TB cases in 2013 and 1.5 million deaths (1.1 

million among HIV-negative people and 0.4 million among HIV-positive people). India 

accounts for one-third of the global TB burden, with 1.8 million developing the disease each 

year and nearly 0.4 million dying due to TB annually. (WHO, Global Tuberculosis Report, 

2014). 

Health seeking behavior of TB patients implies recognition of TB-related symptoms, 

presentation to health facilities and/or alternative medical resources (e.g., family and 

community healers), and adherence to effective treatment regimens and treatment monitoring. 

Individual factors, such as knowledge, attitudes, gender, sex, ethnicity, income, and 

education, in addition to health service barriers, including accessibility and acceptability of 

care, cost of services, and quality of care, can often delay or prevent a person from seeking 

TB care and treatment. 

Health care seeking behaviour depends largely on attributes of a health care system 

and not merely on people choice or circumstances. J. Olenja, (2003, p.61) told , Health 

seeking behaviour is preceded by a decision making process that is further governed by 

individual and/or household behaviour, community norms and expectations as well as 

provider related characteristics and behaviour. For this reason the nature of care seeking is 

not homogenous depending on cognitive and non-cognitive factors that call for a contextual 
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analysis of care seeking behaviour. Context may be a factor of cognition or awareness, socio-

cultural as well as economic factors.  

In present days health seeking behaviour using as a tool in Health research. So more 

precisely we can say that it is a tool that draws out information about people's varied needs, 

raises participants' awareness of related issues, and provides a framework for prioritizing 

needs. This sort of tool is an integral part of gender analysis to develop an understanding of 

the particular needs of both men and women and to do comparative analysis. 

 

II. Magnitude of the problem 

 

Rajamma et al. (1996) a study conducted in tribal area to gain knowledge of ’Health 

Seeking Behavior, and acceptability of available Health Facilities in India. They found that 

regarding awareness of tuberculosis among these tribal’s, 56% had not even heard of 

tuberculosis. Of the remaining 44% who had heard of tuberculosis, the causes of the disease 

were as that by germs mentioned by 38%, by heredity, 26%, by poverty12% and 24% 

attributed it to superstitious beliefs. 86% had approached the available health facilities for 

get- ting relief. Indigenous and own medicines seemed to be out of favour, since only 6% of 

the respondents resorting to such remedies, and 13% resorted to faith healing for getting 

relief from sickness.   

Auer, C.  et al. (2000) In a study of Health seeking and perceived causes of 

tuberculosis among patients in Manila, Philippines, they found that Only 29% of the 

respondents had gone first to a health centre after onset of TB-related symptoms, and more 

than half (53%) had initially consulted a private doctor. 29% had purchased and taken anti-

TB drugs for at least three weeks before they came to a governmental health centre. 

Concerning community interactions, 36% said they knew at least one person who had been 

treated for TB without success. The health seeking delay after symptom onset was relatively 

short - 64% of the respondents said they went to a health facility within I month. Case studies 

illustrate the rationale for health seeking and explain delayed initiation of appropriate 

treatment.  

P.M.Pronyk et al. (2001) in their study they found that among 298 TB patients, 

median total delay to hospitalization was 10 weeks, with patient delay contributing a greater 

proportion than service provider delay. Patients more often presented initially to public 

hospitals (41%) or clinics (31%) than to spiritual/traditional healers (15%) or private GPs 

(13%). Total delay was shorter amongst those presenting to hospitals than those presenting to 

clinics (rate ratio 1.33, 95%CI 1.13–1.85), with a significantly smaller proportion of the total 

delay attributable to the health service provider (18% vs.42%). Those exhibiting a 

conventional risk profile for TB (migrants, alcohol drinkers, history of TB) were diagnosed 

most quickly by health services, while women remained undiagnosed for longer.  

Giasuddin Ahsan et al. (2004) in a study of ‘’Gender Difference in Treatment Seeking 

behaviors Of Tuberculosis Cases In Rural Communities of Bangladesh’’ & they found  that 

there is significant gender difference in treatment seeking behaviors of rural TB cases and the 

majority of them (52%) have taken prior treatment from various traditional healers, 70% of 

them are females who attended health centers as the other choice .It was found that the mean 
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patient delay was 63 days (range 14-210 days) where half of the females delayed more than 

60 days while they were spreading their disease. The study findings reveal gender differences 

in treatment seeking behaviors associated with socio-cultural barriers, particularly among 

females in their access to TB care. Fifty-five percent of cases wanted the diagnosis of TB 

remain confidential to avoid being labeled as TB patients, where 82.7% were female, 85.6% 

of female TB patients had problems in their relationships with their spouse (61%) and family 

members (58%) after being diagnosed with TB. The results of the TB service factors found 

that 39% of females were not satisfied with their provider’s behaviors, which was 

significantly associated with treatment seeking behavior (95%).  

Zacheus Matbesi et al. (2005) attempted a study on  Health care seeking behavior 

among Clinic based Tuberculosis patients, & they find out that only 46% of the TB patients 

were aware of TB before their own diagnosis. Thus 54% were hadn’t been aware of TB 

before diagnosis. 25% had observed disease among family members, 16% among friends and 

14% among neighbor. 88% of patients discussed their symptoms with someone before 

medical care. The majority of them 66% discussed of their initial symptoms with relatives, 

usually a husband/wife/partner (26%), parents or Grandparents (24%) or other relatives 

(16%) and with friends (13%).  

Zhang, T. H. et al. (2007) under took a study in China near Mongolia border area to 

find out perceptions of TB, and health care seeking pathways. The study revealed that Sixty 

percent of respondents identified prolonged cough as a main symptom of TB, while only 40% 

perceived TB to be caused by 'close interaction with TB patient'. In addition, 70% could not 

afford TB treatment and fell into debt as a result of having to seek medical care. Social 

stigma associated with TB influenced marriage prospects and impeded important social 

interactions within the Community. Women, young people, low-income groups and those 

with less education tended to be less knowledgeable about TB. All farmers in the study 

reported only seeking health care after they failed to treat themselves; and most of them then 

sought care from less qualified village level health care providers.  

H. Sadiq et al. (2012) in a study of Health Care Seeking Behavior of Pulmonary 

Tuberculosis patients in Rawalpindi, Pakistan;  it was found that Prior to their consulting TB 

Center, 96% patients had already reported to a health care provider, i.e., to first, second or 

third health care providers. Of 154 patients, 48 were diagnosed as TB and only 29 (19%) of 

them received anti tuberculosis treatment. Most of the patients 118 (77%) consulted the 

health care provider within three weeks time.  

Ukwaja et al. (2013) in their studies in Nigeria they found 84% of patients reported 

first consulting a non-NTP provider. For such patients, the first facilities visited after onset of 

symptoms were drug shops (79%), traditional healers (10%), and private hospitals (10%). 

Factors associated with increased patient delay were older age and longer walking distance to 

a public facility. 

Sumit Datta et al. (2013) on their study on Diagnostic Delay And Health Seeking 

Behaviour among Tuberculosis Patients in kerala, India;  the study showed   that  (69.5%) 

patients first went to a government health facility for seeking care but still a considerable 

number of patients (30.5%) went to private health facilities to seek care. 24.4% of patients 

consulted systems of medicine other than modern medicine (Homeopathy, Ayurveda). 16.5% 
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of patients tried a home remedy before proper care seeking in the form of cough syrup, 

antibiotics and other over the counter drugs. Most of the patients got (68.3%) to know about 

RNTCP from government health sector .Mass media contributed only 16.5% of patient’s 

information. Although not in the diagnostic algorithm of RNTCP still in 20.7 % of patients 

underwent TC/DC/ESR examination and 1.2 % of patients Underwent Mantoux test. 54.9 % 

of patients wrongly responded that Every TB patient should undergo a chest X- Ray 

examination.14.6% did not give an opinion and only 30.5 % had correctly said that Chest X-

Ray is not always necessary to diagnose TB.  

Manmeet Kaur et al. (2013) a study conducted on ‘’Gender Differences in Health 

Care Seeking Behaviour of Tuberculosis Patients in Chandigarh’’ in India, and the study 

showed that more women (40%) resorted to home remedies or medicines without prescription 

at the onset of symptoms compared to men (13%). More men (87%) consulted qualified 

medical practitioners compared to the women (60%).Consultations from private doctors were 

more common among men. Mean delay in diagnosis was more in men (60 days) than women 

(33 days). Main reasons for delay, in men and women respectively, were late referral by 

doctor (37% vs 26%),long distance to health institution (29% vs 28% ), prolonged use of self-

medication (30% vs 26%), and financial constraints(7% vs 17%). More women (20.8%) 

reported missing a prescribed dose of treatment as compared to men (11.1%). However, 10% 

men were on re-treatment compared to none of the women.  

 

III. Discussion 

This study explores the perspectives of tuberculosis patients on which factors 

influenced their health seeking behavior. The main factor contributing to delay among men & 

women were described as fear of social isolation from the family or the community. Stigma 

was described as closely related to contextual factors such as gender-roles, socio-economic 

status and level of education and seemed to be mediated via denial and concealment of 

tuberculosis diagnosis and disease, thus causing delay. TB multiplies the cost of treatment, 

70% could not afford TB treatment and fell into debt as a result of having to seek medical 

care; Social stigma associated with TB influenced marriage prospects and impeded important 

social interactions within the Community (Zhang, T. H. et al. (2007).  

In Bangladesh, Gender differences in treatment seeking behaviors associated with 

socio-cultural barriers, particularly among females in their access to TB care (Giasuddin 

Ahsan et al. (2004).Still Considerable number of people not aware of TB, 56% had not even 

heard of tuberculosis ( Rajamma et al. 1996); Zacheus Matbesi et al. (2005) pointed that 54% 

were hadn’t been aware of TB before diagnosis. Women, young people, low-income groups 

and those with less education tended to be less knowledgeable about TB (Zhang, T. H. et al. 

(2007). 

The main factor contributing to delay among men was described as fear of individual 

costs of diagnosis and treatment. TB patients both men & women faced financial constrain 

which seen in studies attempted by ( Manmeet kaur et al.2013), interestingly  Ukwaja et al. 

(2013) on their studies pointed  that Patients delay factors were due to older age and long 

walking distance to public facility where as Auer,C. et al (2000) on their case studies 

illustrated the rationale for health seeking and delayed was initiation of appropriate treatment 
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. Staff attitudes and quality of health service facilities were described as not always 

corresponding to people’s expectations of appropriate health services, Women saw 

themselves and were seen by others as being more sensitive than men to poor service 

conditions and staff attitudes, it is seen in Bangladesh, 39% of females were not satisfied with 

their provider’s behaviors (Giasuddin Ahsan et al. (2004).  

A typical feature of the described health seeking behaviour of men & women  were 

highlighted by Manmeet kaur et al (2013) implies  that More men (87%) consulted qualified 

medical practitioners compared to the women (60%) also consultations from private doctors 

were more common among men. Sumit Datta et al. (2013) on their studies highlighted that 

(69.5%) patients first went to a government health facility for seeking care but still a 

considerable number of patients (30.5%) went to private health facilities to seek care. 

Women, on the other hand, were described as having a tendency to seek out private services 

and practice self-medication before seeking care at public services. 

Though Treatment of TB available in the governmental level still  a significant 

number of people approaching to Tradional Healer, (P.M. Pronyk et al. 2001) on their studies 

highlighted that initially (15%) of TB patients consulted spiritual/traditional healers.  

Foster, G.M et al .(1980) described that Underutilization of modern health services is 

rarely due to the influence of local beliefs or an aversion of western medicine but rather 

depends on the cost and availability of those services. Whereas availability and physical 

access is important, it has become apparent that client perspectives on the quality of care as 

experienced through the client-provider encounter is recognized as playing a major role in 

health seeking behaviour. An essential factor in determining whether a person seeking health 

care complies with treatment and maintains a relationship with the health facility and/or 

provider is client satisfaction. Client satisfaction may be described as the subjective 

assessment of quality of services received by the client.  Sara MacKian (2011) pointed out 

Health promotion programmes worldwide have long been premised on the idea that providing 

knowledge about causes of ill health and choices available will go a long way towards 

promoting a change in individual behaviour, towards more beneficial health seeking 

behaviour. However, there is growing recognition, in both developed and developing 

countries, that providing education and knowledge at the individual level is not sufficient in 

itself to promote a change in behaviour. An abundance of descriptive studies on health 

seeking behaviour, highlighting similar and unique factors, demonstrate the complexity of 

influences on an individual’s behaviour at a given time and place. However, they focus 

almost exclusively on the individual as a purposive and decisive agent, and elsewhere there is 

a growing concern that factors promoting ‘good’ health seeking behaviours are not rooted 

solely in the individual, they also have a more dynamic, collective, interactive element. 

Academics have therefore started to explore the way in which the local dynamics of 

communities have an influence over the well-being of the inhabitants.  

 

Some of the key factors in Health seeking behavior are highlighted below 

 Late presentation and delayed diagnosis are key problems for TB, reflecting both 

individual and social factors, and system failures. Delay can be related to social 

stigma, gender, fear or ‘multiple health seeking’. 
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 Culturally sensitive and situated understanding of health seeking behaviour may 

improve treatment compliance and shorten delay to diagnosis. 

 Health education should be promoted at family and community level to improve 

awareness and avoid stigma. 

 Multiple health seeking’ should be recognized and incorporated into a wider 

coordination across the health system, with better co-operation between public and 

private providers in particular. 

 The doctor-patient relationship may need particular attention in relation to TB due to 

the lengthy treatment period. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

Health seeking behavior of TB patients plays a major role in their delay to seek care 

from health facilities. When they develop disease symptoms, some of the patients tend to 

seek care from other places before going to health facilities therefore they spend much time 

without proper treatment while the disease is progressing.  So, Community should be 

sensitized on seeking appropriate health care, sensitization programs should take into 

consideration different groups in a society such as women, elders, illiterate and poor by using 

culturally convenient media of communication to ensure that the whole community is 

reached. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The paper analyses the emergence of Global concern for Environment and 

Sustainable Development, its origin, road map and the practical aspects of 

Sustainable Development. This paper reviews the paradigm of Sustainable 

Development, illustrates the principles and strategies for Sustainable 

Development. 

Key words: Sustainable Development, Kaizen approach, Cocoyoc Summit, Agenda 21. 

Introduction : 

The problem we face is how to strike a balance between the benefits of a rising standard of 

living, and its costs in terms of deterioration of the physical environment and the quality of life. 

It may well be asked why it is that there should be a growing conflict between economic and 

technological advance on the one hand, and the quality of environment on the other. Most of us 

used to living in the most unsustainable ways will have to first redefine values underlying every 

institution that has so far dominated the project of Modernity for Humanity. The concept of 

Sustainable Development has been reportedly emphasized since the late 1960s. The Cocoyoc 

Symposium on Patterns and Resources use, Environment and Development strategies, jointly 

organized by UNEP & UNCTAD in Mexico in 1974, declared that ‘the generation should have 

the vision to take account of the needs of future generation and not so pre-empt the planet’s 

limited resources and so pollute its life supporting systems that the future well being of man and 

even his existence is jeopardized’. The concept of sustainable development is based on two 

underlying premises viz. symbiotic relationship between consumer human race and producer 

natural resources and compatibility between ecology and economy. Human development is the  

key goal and sustainability is a part of how this is to be achieved. Our Common Future 

recognized that natural resoues are not inexhaustible and the development process should be 
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aimed to meet the needs of the present generation without comprising the ability of the future 

generations to meet their needs. 

OBJECTIVES:   

The main objective of this study are:  (i) Origin of Sustainable Development (ii) Road map of 

Sustainable Development (iii) Six Principles of Sustainable Development (iii) to identify the 

fundamental aspiration of sustainable development   (iv) Kaizen Approach: Expression of Total 

Environmental Quality Management (v) to analyze sustainable green and responsible business in 

India  vi) Guiding Principles of Sustainability VI) Interpretation of Sustainable Development 

Project Components of SD: 

 

 

 

Segment I : deals with the Origin of Sustainable Development 

Segment II: Roadmap of Sustainable Development  
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Segment III: Deals with six Principles of Sustainable Development 

Segment IV : Three Fundamental aspiration of Sustainable Development 

Segment V:  KAIZEN PRINCIPLE 

Segment VI  Guiding Principles of sustainability : 

Segment VII : Interpretation of Sustainable Development 

Segment VIII: Rio Declaration on Sustainable Development 

 

Segment I: Origin of Sustainable Development: 

Grow Harlem Brundtland, Prime Minister of Norway, delivered the sixth annual Benjamin 

Franklin Lecture on 2md May 1989 as the keynote address at the Forum on Global Change and 

Our Common Future, and held inWashington, D.C. The concept of Sustainable Development 

first articulated by the WECD in 1987, through the text of her speech which was presented to 

Our Common Future in 1987  

As defined by the United Nations WCED , Sustainable Development  must meet the needs of the 

present generations to meet their own needs and aspirations. It is a process in which the 

exploitation of Resources, the direction of investments and institutional changes are all made 

consistent with future as well as present needs. Sustainable development concern in the sense of 

enhancement of human well being.  

What do we mean by the term SD . It can be defined as continuous and controlled social changes 

at the global, regional and local levels that is aimed at ensuring the opportunity for a good life for 

both current and future generations. Sustainable Development rests on economic sustainability, 

which provides the foundation for all other facts of S.D. Sustainable economic development, in 

turn, can only be built on steady economic growth that is based on deficit spending or the 

depletion of resources.  

As defined by the United Nations WCED , Sustainable Development  must meet the needs of the 

present generations to meet their own needs and aspirations. It is a process in which the 

exploitation of Resources, the direction of investments and institutional changes are all made 

consistent with future as well as present needs. Sustainable development concern in the sense of 

enhancement of human well being, broadly conceived, are a recurring theme in India’s 

development philosophy. 

Segment II.  Roadmap: 

As early detailed examination of global Limits was published in the year 1972 book Limits to 

Growth. Club of Rome`s 1972 publication of The Limits to Growth centered on two painful 

realities 
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  That the life sustaining role of the Biosphere could  not withstand  open-ended 

consumption of natural resources. 

 That the urgent cause of environmental protection could not be isolated from the right of 

poorer countries to catch up.: 

The world can only hold a certain population. The population cannot be sustainably higher 

than the present population. Limiting factors are non-renewable resources. 

1962: Rachel Carson Published book on the Silent Spring 

1968: Paul Ehrlich Published the book Population Bomb 

1969: NGO Friends of Erthformed 

1972: Limits to Growth 

1972: the UN Conference on Human Environment 

1987: Brundtland Report to Our Common Future: UNEP 

After Brundland Report: 

1992 : Rio Earth Summit 

2002: Johannesburg Earth Summit 

2012: Rio + 20 The Future We want.  

Segment III: SIX PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: 

 Anticipating and prevention problems are better than trying to react ad fix them after they 

occur 

 Accounting must reflect all long term environmental and  economic costs, not just those 

of the current market 

 The best  decision s are those based on sound, accurate and unto date’s information. 

 We must live off the interact our environment provides and not destroy its capital base. 

 The quality of social and economic development must take precedence over quality. 

 We must respect nature right of future generation 

Segment IV.  : Three fundamental aspirations of Sustainable Development are : 

No.1: Human being should enjoy a descent quality of life 

No.2 Human beings should become capable or respecting the biosphere 

No.3 That neither the aspiration for the good life, nor the recognitions of Biophysical limits 

should preclude the search for greater in the world. 
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Segment V: KAIZEN PRINCIPLE: 

Expression of the Total Environmental Quality Management (TEQM) is a system of control 

called Kaizen Principle. The Principles of Kaizen are: 

a) Goal must be continuous improvement of quality instead of acceptable quality 

b) Responsibility of the quality shall be shared by all members of an organization. 

c) Efforts should be focused on improving the whole process , design of the products 

 

Segment VI. Guiding Principles of sustainability : 

>Consumers to switch to ecofriendly products. This will really help to planet 

>Sustainable life on the earth. 

Sustainability as a universal concern  

Rethink values of growth and its meaning. 

 Sustainability as the foundation philosophy that upheld the ideas of environmental, economic 

,social progress and equity, all within the limits of the world’s natural resource. 

 The inequality of consumption. 

 Agenda 21 a plan action and recommendation that all countries should produce rational 

sustainable. 

Therefore, S.D must meet/satisfy  

 Constitutional preconditions of equity and social justices 

 Economic efficiency 

 Ecologic harmony 

 Endogenous choices 

For Corporate Sectors, Environmental Quality plays a key to achieve sustainability. EQM 

(Environmental Quality Management i.e. ISO 14001 ) is a systematic approach to achieve the 

goal. 

Paradox of development and conservation of environment: We are in a paradoxical situation 

of development and conservation. Find ways to preserve the planet and also make development 

in parallel. The Vedic concept of God in everything shows the human concern about nature 

Segment VII : Interpretation of Sustainable Development 

Since 1987 after   Brudntland Report several interpretations of Sustainable Development have 

emerged for example: 

 > Improving the quality of human life while living within the carrying capacity of 

supporting ecosystems. 
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 Economic growth that provides fairness and opportunity for all people, not just the 

privileged  few, without further destroying the world`s finite natural resources and 

carrying capacity. 

 Sustainable Development economic and social development that protect and enhance the 

natural environment and social equity. 

 Thus Sustainable Development focuses upon a relationship between humans and their  

environment and indicates a warning that humans cannot push development which is 

against nature as in the end it is always the nature which is going to win. Sustainable 

Development is development based on patterns of production and conssumption that can 

be pursued into the future without damaging the humans and natural environment. It 

involves in equitable sharing of the benefits of economic activity across all sections of 

society, to enhance the well being of humans, protect health and alleviate poverty. The 

three practical key components: ecological sustainability namely energy efficiency, 

martial efficiency and ecological efficiency. Prudent utilization and management of the 

following resources are vital to achieve Sustainable Development. 

Segment VIII: Rio Declaration on Sustainable Development : 

Principle I: Human beings are at the centre of concerns for Sustainable for Sustainable 

Development, They are entitled to a healthy and prosperous life in harmony with nature. 

Principle 4: In order to achieve Sustainable Development, Environmental Protection shall 

constitute an integral part of the development process and cannot be considered in 

isolation from it. 

Principle 8: To achieve Sustainable Development and a higher quality of life for all 

people, States should reduce and eliminate unsustainable patterns of production and  

consumption and appropriate demographic policies. 

Sustainable Development thereby covers : 

a) Ecologically Sustainable Development  based on the preservation of existing Biodiversity 

and adaptation or man’s economic and other physical activities to the Earth’s natural 

resources and environmental carrying capacity. 

b) Socially fair development that ensures equal opportunity to personnel economic well 

being, actualization of basic human rights and access to the basics of life and the 

opportunity for equal participation in and responsibility for decision-making within one’s 

own country and in the international community. 

c) Intellectual development of man, S.D facilitates free intellectual activity, ethical growth 

and the preservation and development of cultural diversity from generation to generation. 
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Action  Suggested: It is now timely to consider policy actions in three areas: 

 Prevention  

 Adaptation and 

 Research 

CONCLUSION: 

As defined by the United Nations WCED, SD must meet the needs of the present generations to 

meet their own needs and aspirations. It is a process in which the exploitation of Resources, the 

direction of investments and institutional changes are all made consistent with future as well as 

present needs. The concept of SD is based on two underlying premises. The development process 

in all its dimensions, cautiously balancing the environmental constrains and economic activities 

for its short term as well as long term implications. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The Qur’an is a book of knowledge as revealed by its many revelations. So, it is 

obvious that the Qur’an may have indications on any specific model of the 

universe. Thus, this paper intends to make a study on the indications of the 

Qur’an from which a suitable model of the universe may be derived particularly 

which is in conformity with modern scientific ideas. Very astonishingly, it is 

found that the concept of the model of the universe as indicated in the Qur’an is 

in conformity with the latest scientific ideas on this subject.  

 

Key words: Cosmology, Model of the universe, the Qur’an, the Qur’anic 

Model of the universe, Innumerable orbits in space, Expanding Universe  

 

1. Introduction:  

 

The term ‘Universe’ is very important one which includes our planet, the earth and 

everything on it, our solar system, light, matter and all forms of energy and radiation etc. The 

Qur’an, the principal book of the religion of Islam in many of its revelations have indicted 

about the origin of the universe, its structure and evolution which is studied as cosmology. 

Actually, cosmology is a branch of astronomy that deals with the origin, structure and 

evolution of the universe as a subject. Throughout the human history, man searched for 

explanation of the mystery of creation, existence, and evolution of the universe. The same 

has been attempted in various religious books in different ages. Some revelations of the 

Qur’an reflect towards the mystery of creation to draw the attention of the humankind.  

 

There are many revelations in the Qur’an, which reflect the astronomical thoughts as 

accepted by the modern science. The Qur’an has many indications regarding creation of the 

universe, motion of the sun, the moon and the existence of their separate orbits. It has also 

revelations concerning the sky, the stars, the planets, the sequence of day and night and the 

expansion of the universe etc. It is a matter of wonder that several key scientific findings in 

modern astronomy as well as cosmology seem to be reflected in the Qur’an which was 

revealed more than 1400 years ago. However, this does not mean that the Qur’an is a book of 
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astronomy or even it has the intention to let the people know about the science of astronomy. 

These are mentioned for the purpose of attracting human thinking towards understanding the 

attributes of the Creator and Sustainer of the universe. 

 

It is to be noted that, the Qur’an has made no indications regarding geocentric theory or 

heliocentric theory of the universe of our solar system. We know that Claudius Ptolemy of 

Alexandria composed his historical great work on Astronomy viz. Almagest (150 A.D) which 

was the basic guide book for Islamic and European astronomers until almost 17th century. 

Almagest was divided in to 13 books. It very clearly advocates about the geocentric, spherical 

cosmos.
1
 Later on, in the early part of 16

th
 century, Polish astronomer and Mathematician 

Nicholaus Copernicus first provided the concept of helio-centric theory i.e the sun is 

stationary in the centre of the universe and the earth and other heavenly bodies are moving 

around it. He postulated the rotation of the earth, its revolution around the sun instead of 

geocentric model which was prevalent for more than thousand years  

 

2. Objective of the Study 

 

Since the Qur’an is a book of knowledge, it is of paramount importance that it may have 

indications on the model of the universe as is claimed to be created by Allah, the creator and 

sustainer of the universe and in the present day of scientific development it has great 

relevance in the study of Astronomy. So the objective of this paper is to make a cursory 

search of all relevant revelations in the Qur’an and interpret the same after proper analysis to 

compile the findings for comparison with the modern scientific knowledge regarding model 

of the universe.  

 

3. Methodology 

 

Since the Qur’an is not a general book in the conventional meaning of the term, a cursory 

study of the revelations of the Qur’an is made to identify the relevant revelations for the 

study on the subject under consideration. The revelations are thereafter analyzed and 

interpreted to have indications on the scientific ideas of the Qur’an for developing the model 

of the universe if any as reflected in it. 

 

4. Scientific Models of the Universe  

 

It is known to us that the first model of the universe was designed by Greek Philosopher 

Aristotle (384-322 BC) and it was geocentric model i.e he published that the concept of a 

universe with the earth at the centre with its stationary position and the sky is fixed around 

the earth within which, the sun, the moon, stars are moving. This model was further 

developed by Greek Astronomer Claudius Ptolemy, who lived in Alexandria in 2
nd

 century 

published his famous work Almagest. He also believed that the earth is stationary at the 
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centre of the universe and the moon, the sun and other planets are moving round the earth in 

concentric circular orbits.  Such concept about the universe was prevalent for hundreds of 

years particularly as it had positive reference with the belief of the Catholic Church on the 

structure of universe. And it cannot be denied that it was a very reasonable conclusion for the 

people of that age. Later on in sixteenth century (1543 A.D) Polish astronomer Nicholas 

Copernicus first gave the idea of heliocentric universe i.e instead of earth, the sun is fixed at 

the centre of the universe. Thus, he brought in a revolutionary idea which is quite opposite to 

the traditional religious as well as scientific belief .After the discovery of telescope by 

Galileo Galilei, he first let the people know that there is nothing stationary in the universe. In 

1687 Isaac Newton discovered that all heavenly bodies are moving in the in the universe in 

their respective orbits.  

 

5. The Indications of the Qur’anic Model of the Universe 

From a serious study of the different revelations of the Qur’an it becomes clear that the 

Qur’an approves neither geocentric model nor heliocentric model of the universe. Rather, it 

indicates a separate model of the universe which is in conformity with the modern scientific 

model of the universe.  

 

The Quran proclaims : 

 

  
The English translation is : 

 

It is he Who created the Night and the Day, and the sun and the moon: all (the celestial 

bodies) swim along each in its rounded course. (21:33)
2 

 

 

To understand the meaning of the above revelations it is required to know the suitable 

meaning of the two terms: one yasbahun which has root as sabaha and the term Falaq. 

Sabaha means to swim, to float, to roll onwards and falaq  means celestial sphere, celestial 

body, astronomy, orbit of a celestial body.
3
As such the Qur’an indicates every celestial body 

has been running in its own orbit. Before the discovery Law of Planetary Motion by German 

Astronomer Johannes Kepler (1571- 1630), the scientific world was in the dark regarding the 

orbit of every celestial body. The matter regarding orbital motion in its own orbit by each 

celestial body has been confirmed in the following revelation at chapter 36, verse No.40. 
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The English Translation is :  

It is not permitted to the Sun to catch up the Moon, nor can the Night outstrip the Day: each ( 

just) swims along in( its own) orbit ( according to Law). (36:40)
4 

This verse indicates that though the force of attraction of the Sun is much larger than the 

Moon, it cannot attract the moon towards itself to catch and the because of rotational motion 

of the earth on its axis the night cannot outstrip the day.
5
 

  

The Qur’an specifies that the heavens are full of paths or orbits. The following verse 7 of the 

Surah Az-Zariat, may be noted. 

 

 
The English translation is:  

 

By the Sky with (its) numerous paths (51:07)
6 

Here the word Hubuki means ways or tracks, especially, the paths of the stars.
7
  

 The Qur’an states that the sun is moving towards a destination fixed for it. In chapter 36 

verse 38 the Qur’an proclaims: 

  
The English translation is:  

And the Sun runs towards a resting place, for him; that is the decree of ( Him), the Exalted in 

Might, the All-knowing ( 36:38)
8
  

 

From these revelations it is indicated that the sun has been running in its orbit towards a 

place appointed for him by Allah, the Almighty. That is the sun has been running 

independently and the earth as well as the moon is following the sun along with their motion 

in their respective orbits. It has been discovered that the Sun is moving in the Milky Way 

galaxy in its own orbit at a speed of 250 K.M. per second and it approaching towards a target 

called Solar Apex. 
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5.1. Innumerable Heavens in Harmony in Space 

 

In many of the revelations, the Qur’an declares that there are seven heavens in respect of the 

earth. The Qur’an proclaims: 

 
The English translation is:  

So, He completed them as seven firmaments in two Days, and He assigned to each heaven its 

duty and command. We adorned the lower heaven with lights and (provided it) with guard. 

Such is the Decree of (Him) the Exalted in Might, Full of knowledge. (41: 12)
9
  

 

Who hath created seven heavens in harmony. Thou (Muhammad) cannot see any fault to the 

Beneficent One’s creation; then look again: cannot thou see any rift? (67:03)
10 

 

Two more revelations in English translation are as follows: 

 

It is We Who have set out constellations in the heavens and made them fair-seeming to (all) 

beholders; (15:16)
11 

By the heaven, holding mansions of the stars (85:01)
12 

  

 To understand the significance of the above verses we must have to know the actual 

meaning of Sama in Arabic which has the plural form as Samawat. The dictionary meaning 

of Sama is heaven, sky, and firmament. The meaning of this term in the Qur’an depends 

upon its place of application. It means sky or space in different modes as per needs of 

description. Sometimes it implies the sky that we see with our naked eye near to the earth 

where clouds are seen, and at other places it means the space with the Moon, the Sun, a few 

planets and many times innumerable stars and only blue and endless blue, nothing else. So 

with a naked eye we can not define any heaven in physical form. Moreover, we know that 

rain water falls from the sky which first accumulates as clouds in the sky. The Qur’an also 

refers so in the following verses (English translation). 
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And We send the fecundating winds, then cause the rain to descend from the sky, therewith 

providing you with water (in abundance), though ye are not the guardians of the stores. 

(15:22)
13

.  

 

That sends down (from time to time) rain from the sky in due measure:- and We raise to life 

therein land that is dead; even so will ye be raised ( from the dead) ( 43:11)
14 

 

 And He it is Who sends the Winds as heralds of glad tidings, going before His Mercy, and 

We send down pure water from the sky, -(25:48)
15 

 

From the above three verses it is clear that rain comes down from the sky is the space near 

our earth. But the earlier mentioned verses indicate about the existence of different heavens 

in space. There is a number of heavens which is mentioned in Arabic as Sab-a , the 

dictionary meaning is seven . How we can imagine that there are exactly seven numbers of 

heavens above our earth? Many commentators of early ages of the Qur’an thought that Allah 

has created seven heavens, one above the others with the earth at the centre of the universe 

with lowest heaven adorned with lamps like stars. Such idea is of Ptolemaic astronomy 

which is later on found to be not correct and discarded. Some commentators have the opinion 

that seven heavens referred is seven major planets of the solar system, with the earth is eight 

and their orbits being seven heaven or tracts.
16

 However,  Dr. Maurice Bucaille in his famous 

book ‘The Bible The Qur’an and Science’ has mentioned as follows: 

 

‘The number 7 is used 24 times throughout the Qur’an for various numerical quantities. It 

often carries the meaning of ‘many’ although we donot know exactly why this meaning of the 

figure was used. The Greeks and Romans also seem to have used the number 7 to mean an 

undefined idea of plurality.’ 

 

It is felt that Dr. Bucaille is right in his approach regarding the application of sab-a i.e. seven. 

The Qur’an has not mentioned any other figure regarding number of skies, where as in case 

of creation and development of the universe it uses the numbers like 2, 4. and 6. Moreover, 

the word Tibaqa, means in keeping with or in conformity with, consistent with.
17

  Thus, we 

can make hypothesis that there are many heavens beyond the earth which are created in 

conformity with each other or simply they are in harmony. Besides solar system, there are 

many galaxies in the universe as discovered by Astronomers world wide which we cannot 

see by our naked eye. It is presumed that there may be different galaxies one away from the 

other staring from our Milky Way. 

 

The universe was created in many layers of massive structure like galaxies. These are created 

and established with weak forces where as small structure like atoms are created with strong 

forces. The formation of different cosmological bodies is because of the force of gravity in 

the universe.
18
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  So this may be an indication towards the various galaxies of the expanding universe. 

However, Dr. Haluk Nurbaki in his book VERSES FROM THE HOLY QUR’AN AND THE 

FACTS OF SCIENCE has explained the sevenfold heavens mentioned in the Qur’an as seven 

magnetic fields  surrounding the earth towards the infinity of space . However, it is felt that 

the modern world will have to wait more to know the actual mystery of the heavens 

proclaimed by the Qur’an. 

 

Even, the French scientist and Philosopher Blaise Pascal in 1662 C.E imagined different 

scales of objects in hierarchy of structure in the universe. Astonishingly, he imagined seven 

structures in ascent to the extremely large. First step: the mountains (10
4
m= 10km), Second 

step: the planets (10
8
m =100000 km), Third step : the giant stars (10

12
m= 6.7 AU), Fourth 

step: the Solar System ( 10
16

m = 1 light-year), Fifth step : the galaxies (10
20

m = 10000 l.y ), 

Sixth step: the clusters of galaxies ( 10
24

m =100 million.l.y) and Seventh step : the visible 

Universe (1.5x10
26

m = 15 billion.l.y) 
19

 

 

The famous American Astronomer Saul Perlmutter has commented that regarding knowledge 

of cosmology human beings are still at the stage of a child.
19 (a)

 And it is rightly pointed out 

in the Qur’an in the following verse: 

 

  
The English translation is  

 

To Allah belongeth the Mystery of the heavens and the earth. And the Decision of the Hour 

(of Judgment) is as the twinkling of an eye, or even quicker: for Allah hath power over all 

things. (16:77)
20 

 

5.2. There are Innumerable Orbits in the space 

 

The Universe is in great balanced, because all the celestial bodies follow specific paths. 

Billions of galaxies, each consists of billions of stars, where most of the stars have planets 

and planets have satellites.
21

  The Qur’an proclaims: 

http://www.islamicity.com/MOSQUE/ARABICSCRIPT/AYAT/16/ra101_16-77.ram
http://www.islamicity.com/MOSQUE/ARABICSCRIPT/AYAT/16/ra101_16-77.ram
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The English translation is:  

We have above created above you, seven path, and are never unmindful of creation (23:17)
22 

 

Here the term tarayik is important. Tarayik is the plural of tarika which means way, road, 

path, manner, method, procedure, system, religion etc.
23

  So it is justified to have seven i.e 

many or innumerable orbits in space for the heavenly bodies. 

 

5.3. The Lowest Heaven is Beautified and Protected 

 

The Qur’an has mentioned that out of the innumerable heavens, the lowest heaven, that is 

which is nearest to the earth is beautified with lamps like bodies and protected the earth from 

any probable harm from extra-terrestrial space. The Qur’an proclaims: 

 
 

And verily we have beautified the world’s heaven with Lamps, and We have made them 

missiles for the devils, and for them We have prepared the doom of flame. (67:5)
24

  

The above verse indicates that space nearest to the earth has been beautified as is reflected at 

the eyes of the viewers on the earth. The missiles referred here may be the meteors which 

when enter earth’s atmosphere are ignited because of friction with atmospheric air and looks 

like missiles from the earth.   

 

5.4. The Solar System 

 

The motion of the sun, the moon and the earth is continued without any interference to let us 

safe life on the earth. The sun and planets revolving round it along with their respective 

satellites, comets, asteroids etc together constitute the solar system. The earth revolves round 

the sun, with an inclination at an angle of 23 degrees and 27 minutes because of which 

seasons evolve upon the earth. The earth also rotates around its axis; otherwise only the one 

side of the earth would get sunlight while other side would be in perpetual darkness.
25

  The 

solar system is a part of our Milky Way galaxy. There are indications in the Qur’an about our 

solar system. The Qur’an proclaims:  
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The English translation is: 

Lo! We have adorned the lowest heaven with an ornament, the planets: (37:06)
26 

 

The English translation is:  

Blessed is He Who made constellations on the skies, and placed therein a Lamp and a Moon 

giving light. (25:61)
27 

 

 

The English translation is: 

See ye not how Allah hath created the seven heavens in harmony; And hath made the moon a 

light therein and made the sun a Lamp? (71: 15-16)
28 

 

 
Another verse may also be considered:  

The English translation is:  

And We have built above you the seven strong (heavens) ;And have appointed a dazzling 

lamp (78:12- 13)
29 

 

http://www.islamicity.com/MOSQUE/ARABICSCRIPT/AYAT/78/ra101_78-12.ram
http://www.islamicity.com/MOSQUE/ARABICSCRIPT/AYAT/78/ra101_78-12.ram
http://www.islamicity.com/MOSQUE/ARABICSCRIPT/AYAT/78/ra101_78-12.ram
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The English translation is: 

When Joseph said unto his father: “O my father! Lo! I saw in a dream eleven planets and the 

sun and the moon, I saw them prostrating themselves to me.” (12:04)
30

       

 

The above two verses indicate about the solar system consisting of the Sun, the Earth and 

many other planets. If we consider the last verse furnished above, we find a concept of solar 

system with eleven planets with the sun and the moon. Considering dwarf planets, we get 

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Ceres (dwarf), Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto (dwarf), 

Eris (dwarf) as the eleven planets in the solar system 
31

 

 

The Qur’an has also given indications on the equilibrium in the solar system. In the sura 

No.55, verse: 5-7, the Qur’an states: 

The English translation is:  

The sun and the moon are made punctual; And the star and the trees adore; And the sky He 

hath uplifted; and He hath set the measure (55:5-7)
32 

Here the Qur’an indicates about mathematical laws which are prevalent in maintaining the 

equilibrium among the different heavenly bodies in the solar system. Scientists in seventh 

century only could have some idea on the subject. In other verses also such indications are 

available on the equilibrium of the stars and planets. For example the following verses in 

English translation may be mentioned. 

It is He Who created the night and the day, and the sun and the moon: All (celestial bodies) 

swim along, each in its rounded course (orbit).  (21:33)
33 

It is not permitted to the sun to catch up the moon, nor the night outstrips the day: Each (just) 

swims along in (its own) orbit (according to Law)(36:40)
34 
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These orbital motions of stars and planets are represented by the term ‘Sabaha’ which means 

swimming. Thus, it indicates both the axial motion and forward motion of a heavenly body.  

5.4.1. The Motion of the Earth 

 

No where in the Qur’an it is mentioned that the earth is stationary and it is in the centre of the 

universe. Rather, in many verses the Qur’an has given reasonable indication regarding the 

motion of the earth. As per modern science the earth has two types of motion; one orbital 

motion around the sun and the other rotational motion or diurnal motion around its axis. The 

following verse may be considered. 

 
It is Allah Who alternates the Night and the Day; verily in these things is an instructive 

example for those who have vision! (24:44)
35 

  

In this verse it is indicated that there is an important scientific truth lies here for the man of 

wisdom. If we think deeply we shall see that Allah has given indication of the rotation of the 

earth in it. The revelation at chapter 21, verse No.33 may be considered in this regard.  

 

And He it is Who has created the night and the day, and the sun and the moon, all (the 

celestial bodies) swim along, each in its rounded course (21:33)
36

   

 

Here in the above verse after the sun and the moon Arabic term kullu meaning each 

(singular) is used instead of both which signifies dual number, though generally in Arabic 

language use of dual number is prevalent. Thus, as the day and night take place on the earth, 

the third object to signify each should be the earth. So it is clear that like the sun and the 

moon, the earth also moves in its orbit. The word sabaha is used to mean ‘to float’, ‘to swim’ 

in respective orbit by each of three.
37

     

There are more revelations in English translation for consideration: 

It is not permitted to the Sun to catch up the Moon, nor can the night outstrip the day, each 

(just) swims along in (its own) orbit ( according to Law). ( 36:40)
38 
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We know the night and day are occurred on the earth because of its rotational motion. 

Mentioning the motion of night and day the Qur’an indicates the rotational motion of the 

earth. Because night and day always relates to the earth and as the verse emphasized on the 

motion of the day and night also moves in orbit .So, it may be taken as a fact that the Qur’an 

here indicates about the rotational as well as orbital motion of the earth. The following verse 

also may be considered for this purpose.  

 
He created the heavens and the earth in true (proportions): He makes the Night overlap the 

Day, and the Day overlap the Night: He has subjected the sun and the moon (to His law): 

Each one follows a course for a time appointed. Is not He the Exalted in Power - He Who 

forgives again and again? ( 39:05 )
39 

 Here the Arabic word ‘Kauwara’ has different meanings such as ‘to roll, to roll up, coil, roll 

in to a ball, to wind (the tuban), to make round, to curl up etc. So it is justified to accept the 

meaning which is more useful in explaining the rotation of the day and night and hence the 

rotation of the earth. The overlapping of the night and the day clearly excludes the rotation of 

the Sun and hence it indicates the rotation of the earth.  

Here the Qur’an first indicates about the perpetual coiling of the night around the day and 

vice versa day around the night and then it mentions about the motion of the Sun and the 

Moon. So here is also indication about the rotational motion of the earth. 

More revelations in English translation may be considered:  

Your Guardian Lord is Allah, Who created the Heavens and the earth in six Days, then he 

settled Himself on the Throne: He draweth the night as a veil o’er the day, each seeking the 

other in rapid succession: and the sun, the moon, and the stars, (all) are subserviant by His 

Command. Verily,His are the creation and the Command, blessed be Allah, the Cherisher 

and Sustainer (07:54)
40 

Its night doth He endow with darkness, and its splendour doth He bring out (with light) 

(79:29)
41 
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And He hath made subject to you the sun and the moon, both diligently pursuing their 

courses; and the Night and the Day hath He (also) made subject to you. (14:33)
42 

These revelations indicate about the motion of the earth making day and night. It is no where 

mentioned in the Qur’an that the Sun moves round the earth. 

5.4.1.1: The Diurnal Motion of the Earth 

Though there is no clear intention about the diurnal motion of the earth, the Qur’an has given 

some indications about the same, as the rotational motion is actually the diurnal motion. The 

Qu’ran proclaims: 

 

Seest thou not that Allah merges Night into Day and He merges Day into Night; that He has 

subjected the sun, and the moon (to his Law), each running its course for a term appointed; 

and that Allah is well-acquainted with all that ye do? (31:29)
43

  

 

From the above verse and some other verses mentioned earlier, it is clearly seen that these 

indicate about the diurnal motion of the earth around the sun. Because of axial rotation of the 

earth the sunlight always falling on the earth is seems to be moving with one side of the earth 

as day and at the same time other side as night which process is continuously changing as if 

night is covering the day or the day is removing the night.
44

 . Moreover, it is here not 

mentioned that the day and night occur due to motion of the sun or the moon. The night and 

the day are not any material object, rather these are two phases of time only which can be 

perceived to be occurred due to rotational motion of the earth.
45

 .   

It has already been discussed that in verse No. 33 of sura Ambia the movement of day, night, 

the sun, and the moon has been referred and lastly all the celestial bodies are referred. If only 

the sun and the moon is under reference, dual number should have been used which is very 

commonly used in Arabic language. But here the movement of day and night has been 

mentioned separately along with the sun and the moon using plural numbers. Thus it 

indicates that by mentioning movement of day and night, the Qur’an has indicated about the 
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diurnal motion of the earth as well as its orbital motion.
46

  One question may arise that the 

Quran has mentioned about the motion of the sun and moon, but why not directly mentions 

the motion of the earth? This is very clear; because as being the observers on the earth we 

can see the sun and the moon on the sky. If we were in other planet or in space, we also could 

see the earth as planet in the sky and also could have observed its movement. Thus the 

Qur’an very wisely let us know the axial motion of the earth with alternate motion of the day 

and night in a time when people believed that the earth is stationary at the centre of the 

universe. But surprisingly, the Qur’an no where mentions such ideas though it was revealed 

more than 1400 years ago. 

Dr. Maurice Bucailee in his famous book ‘THE BIBLE THE QUE’AN & Science 

commented as follows: 

‘The Earth turns on its own axis and the lighting remains the same , so that an area in the 

form of a half-sphere makes one revolution around the Earth in twenty-four hours while the 

other half-sphere , that has remained in darkness, makes same revolution in the same time. 

This perpetual rotation of night and day is quite clearly described in the Qur’an. It is easy 

for the human understanding to grasp the notion nowadays because we have the idea of the 

Sun’s (relative) immobility and the Earth’s rotation.’ ( P/164)  

5.4.1.2. The Sequence of Day and Night 

 

The Quran provides very interesting description of the sequence of the day and night in its 

different revelations. The Quran proclaims along with the aforesaid revelations: 

  
 

He merges Night into Day and He merges Day into Night, and He has subjected the Sun and 

the moon ( to His Law): each one runs its course for a term appointed. Such is Allah your 

Lord: to Him belongs all Dominion. And those whom ye invoke besides Him own not a straw. 

( 35:13)
47 
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It 

is not permitted to the Sun to catch up the Moon, nor can the night outstrip the day, each 

(just) swims along in (its own) orbit (according to Law). ( 36:40)
48 

   

Another verse in English translation is : 

Seest thou not that Allah merges Night in to Day and He merges Day in to Night ; that He 

has subjected the sun and the moon( to His Law), each running its course for a term 

appointed; and that Allah is well acquainted with all that ye do? (31:29)
49 

 

To explain the significance of the above revelation the meaning of the terms yuliju, saabiqu 

and kauwara are to considered with due importance. As per Hans Wehr Modern written 

Arabic Dictionary Yuliju is derived Oalaja meaning to enter, to penetrate, to interpose; 

saabiq is derived from sabaq means to be in advance, to go before. The term KAUWARA has 

different meanings such as to roll, to coil, roll into a ball, to wind (the turban), to make 

round. So here it is said that night is rolled in to the ball shaped (round) earth and then day is 

rolled into the earth, that means the night and the day is coming on the earth in a sequence.  

In this regard two more verses in English translation are: 

And He it is Who makes the Night as a Robe for you, and Sleep as Repose and makes the Day 

(as it were) a Resurrection. (25:47)
50 

 

He merges Night into Day, and He merges Day into Night, and He has full knowledge of the 

secrets of (all) hearts. (57:06)
51 

 

Here one thing is noticeable that the Qur’an has not mentioned the motion of sun as the cause 

of the alteration of the day and night at time when people as well as scientific community 

were agreed on the geocentric model of the universe. 

 5.5. The Expansion of the Universe 

Till second decade of the twentieth century, scientific community, who attempted to explain 

natural phenomena of the universe, was at dark about the expanding universe and the fact of 

creation of the universe from singularity. But the Qur’an in 7
th

 century indicated that the 

universe has a beginning, as it was created by God with might i.e by release of tremendous 

energy in a sudden explosion like situation which is now called Big Bang and the effect of 

the explosion is still continuing leading to the continuous expansion of the universe. The 

Qur’an proclaims:  
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The English translation is: 

The heaven, We have built it with power, and verily We are expanding it (51:47)
52

  

 

Here ‘Heavens’ as the translation of Sama and means extra terrestrial world.
53

 This is a 

scientifically proved fact that the universe is created from singularity with a big bang and is 

steadily expanding. This has laid down the foundation of widely accepted Big Bang theory of 

creation of universe and theory of Expanding Universe.  

 

The word heavens as stated in the above verse have been mentioned at various places in the 

Qur’an indicating space and universe. In the year 1929 A.D American Astronomer Edwin 

Hubble observing red shifts in the light wavelength emitted by galaxies pointed out that the 

galaxies are not steady and rather they are moving away from each other. That means, the 

universe is constantly expanding
54

 , which leads to the acceptance of expanding universe 

theory in the scientific world. The relationship between distance and red shift is known as 

Hubble’s Law. The actual rate of expansion is known as Hubble’s constant.
55

  .This implies 

that at earlier time objects would have been closer and it indicates a time when everything 

was fused together and density was infinitesimally small. This idea motivates the concept of 

the beginning of the universe in the realm of science. 
56

  

It has more been confirmed with assumption of cosmic background radiation by two other 

American scientists, George Gamow and his student Ralph Adler which was finally proved 

by Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson who detected a uniform microwave radiation as a 

residual thermal energy throughout the universe. 
57

.It is very interesting as well as 

astonishing that when people could not imagine about telescope and any scope of scientific 

observation of the space the Qur’an mentioned the fact of constant expansion of the universe 

very wisely. 

Stephen Hawking in his book THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING, THE ORIGIN AND FATE 

OF THE UNIVERSE has remarked: If the universe is expanding, there may be physical 

reasons why there had to be a beginning. One could still believe that God created the 

universe at the instant of the big bang. 

In fact, it is very surprising that how Muhammad ( Pbuh) living in desert was aware of the 

expansion of the universe long before its scientific discovery in 1920s. 

6. Discussion: 

Now we try to summarize the scientific indications of the Quran which put forward the ideas 

for a suitable model of the universe. From various aspects of the universe discussed above as 
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indicated in some revelations of the Qur’an it is found that the Qur’anic Model of the 

Universe has the following special characteristics.  

 

1. The earth and all heavenly bodies are moving in their respective orbits. 

2. The moon, the earth and the sun has their respective orbit. They are moving around their 

respective centre, such as the moon moves around the earth, the earth moves around the 

sun, the sun moves around its centre in the Milky Way galaxy. 

3. The Sun is also moving towards a destination now called solar apex. 

4. The earth has also axial rotation which results in alteration of day and night on the earth. 

5. The Universe has been steadily expanding  

 

Thus, it is evident that the Qur’an neither approves Geo-centric Model nor Heliocentric 

Model of the universe. Rather, it has indicated a unique model of the universe. 

7. Conclusion: It is very interesting to note that Qur’anic model of the universe as worked 

out is fully in conformity with modern scientific theories. Though the revelations of the 

Qur’an discussed in this paper are only indicative and cannot be accepted to be based on any 

scientific experiment, yet these are important to consider as because a good number of 

revelations cannot be treated as coincidental. The space science is in developing stage and 

the ideas indicated in the Qur’an may be confirmed by the space scientists of the coming 

days. 
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